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CHAPTER , INTRODUCTION
 

1.1 Pups6 e 

ICRISAT .initiated its Village Level Studies (VLS) at, 
six locations in India in May 1975. TheVLS project was broadly 

governed by the assumption that one of the efficient ways to 

identify and indicate relevant elements for incorporation in 

the prospective technology generated by ICRISAT is to thoroughly 

understand the traditional system of farming in the Semi-Arid 

Tropical (SAT) areas. The study of traditional systems--as 

reflected by farm-level resource endowments and utilization-

may hopefully: (i)reveal some elements which could be refinEd 

and incorporated in the prospective technology package; (ii)high

light physical, biological, economic, and institutional constraints 

which condition the traditional system of farming and (unless alle

viated) may prove detrimental to the spread of prospective techno

logy. In brief, the VLS are primarily designed to collect relevant 

farm-level details to assist ICRJSAT's research system in its task 

of generating technology suited to the needs and means of SAT 

farmers.1 This is achieved through observing and monitoring what 

farmers do and why they do it. To properly guide our data-gather

ing effort, we have framed a number of hypotheses, 2 specifically 

reflecting the focus of studies vis-a-vis the research objectives 

and strategy of ICRISAT. 

N.S. Jodha, M. Asokan, James G. Ryan, Village Study Methodology and Resource
 

Endowments of the Selected Villages in ICRISAT's Village Level Studies,
 
ICRISAT, Economics Program, Occasional Paper 16, (Village Level Studies
 
Series 1.2), November 1977.
 

2Hans P. Binswanger, N.S. Jodha, James G. Ryan, M. von Oppen, Approach and
 

Hypotheses for the Village Level Studies of the International Crops Research
 
Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics, ICRISAT, Economics Program, Occasional
 
Paper 15, (Village Level Studies Series 1.1), May 1977.
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1.2 	 S~2ecton o6 Vi'Vaga, 

The field work for VLS started in May 1975, although1.2-1 

An important


initial work on the project commenced in August 1974. 


feature of the project isthat during its initiation phase, 
scien

tists from different programs of 1CRISAT held joint meetings 
to dis

cuss the approach 	and objectives, scope, duration, selection 
of
 

locations for field work, intensity of field work, and methods 
of
 

data collection.
 

1.2-2 Preparatory work for the studies from August 1974 to April
 

1975 included selection of districts, talukas, and villages; 
census
 

of households and selection of sample respondents; recruitment 
and
 

training of the investigators; preparation of schedules for 
data
 

collection; and preparation of a manual to guide the investigators
 
3
 

intheir work.


Three Districts, namely Mahbubnagar (Andhra Pradesh), Akola,
1.2-3 


and Sholapur (Maharashtra), representing broad agroclimatic 
sub

regions in the semi-arid tropical parts of India were purposively
 

selected.4 Two important considerations besides soil, rainfall,
 

and cropping patterns were (i)availability of infrastructural
 

facilities such as Universities or Research Stations and 
ongoing
 

research/development programs; and (ii)proximity to ICRISAT 
head

quarters.
 

3N.S. Jodha, M. Asokan, James G. Ryan, Village Study Methodology and Resource
 

endowments of the 	Selected Villages in ICRISAT's 
Village Level Studies,
 

ICRISAT, Economics Program, Occasional Paper 16, (Village Level Studies
 

Series 1.2), November 1977.
 

4Mahbubnagar with Alfisols and an annual rainfall of 713 mm represented
 

the general features of Telangana and Rayalaseema 
t.acts; Sholapur, with
 

deep and medium deep Vertisols and an annual rainfall 
of 707 mm (raising
 

mainly postrainy-season sorghum) represented the 
drought-prone zone of
 

Akola, with medium deep Vertisols and
 Maharashtra and parts of Karnataka. 

a relatively higher rainfall of 819 mm represented 

the relatively stable
 

agricultural region of Vidarbha and neighboring parts 
of Madhya Pradesh and
 

Gujarat.
 



1.2-4 

1.3 
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Ta.lukas (subdivisions of a district) from the three 
chosen districts were selected after examining the taluka-level
 
agro-economic data for the selected district as well 
as the
 
other districts inthe same agroclimatic zone. Within the selected
 
district, talukas were chosen which represented the modal value of
 
the characteristics (interms of land-use pattern, cropping pattern,
 
extent of irrigation, infrastructural facilities, population and
 
livestock density, etc.) of all 
the talukas in the region. Thus
 
the selected taluka should be representative of the whole tract
 
rather than individual districts chosen at the first stage.
 

1.2-5 
 Within talukas, one or two villages were chosen to repre
sent typical characteristics of the taluka. 
 Villages having spe
cial programs or more than normal support or resource transfers
 
from outside, or those located near towns were not considered.
 

The six villages selected for the study were as
 
follows:
 

Mahbubnagar district, 
 (1)Aurepalle (Kalvakurthi taluka)
Andhra Pradesh State (2)Dokur 
 (Atmakur taluka)
 

Akola district, 
 (3)Kinkheda (Murtizapur taluka)
Maharashtra State 
 (4)Kanzara -do-


Sholapur district, (5)Shirapur 
 (Mohol taluka)

Maharashtra State 
 (6)Kalman (North Sholapur taluka)
 

Setec.tUon o6 Hou6ehotd6 

A. Cultivating households are all households operating
 
more than 0.2 ha of land.
 

B. Labor households are households receiving most of their
 
income from daily labor or agricultural servants. A labor house
hold thus must satisfy both these conditions:
 

(i)have daily wage work as the first or
 
second major source of income, or be
 
regularly employed farm workers;
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(11) operate less than, ('or equa) to 0.'2" 
ha of land, but may own more -leased
out land.5
 

Not included in labor household category are carpenters,
 

blacksmiths, potters, watercarriers, barbers, washermen,shepherds
 

owning their own sheep, etc., who do not have daily wage labor as
 

their first or second source of income, and households depending
 

on a salary or regular income, such as those headed by such regu

larly employed persons as health nurses, village level workers,
 

teachers, and village peons. Similarly, households headed by
 

disabled persons are also excluded.
 

In each village we selected a random sample of 30 house

holds from the cultivator group and a random sample of 10 house

holds from the labor group.6 Hence sampling fractions are not
 

the same for these two groups. In any analysis this has to be
 

taken into account. The respective household number and sampling
 

fractions for each village are given in Table 1.3.
 

1.4 eo6 Manua
 

The following pages give instructions for proper record

ing of data in work sheets and schedules. The instructions are
 

broadly the same as those which were followed during the training
 

period and during the pretesting of schedules. Some additions
 

and revisions have been made.
 

51f laborers operate land, cultivation details have been taken as well.
 

6To ensure equal representation of different size groups, the cultivator
 

group waz first divided into three size strata with identical number of
 
households and from each stratum ten households were selected. This
 
implies equal sampling fractions in each size group and for analysis
 
purposes the cultivator sample is a uniform random sample. Sampling
 
fractions are given in Table 1.3.
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Table. 1.3;' Total nuinber of households invarious categoriles inthe six 
'selected villageS 

Aurepalle Dokur Shirapur Kalman Kanzara Kinkhedi
 

Number of Households:
 

Laborers 146 76 97 156 54 55 
(30.7)a (24:3) (32.7) (36.9) (32.0) (38.5) 

Cultivators 322 226 183 211 109 83 
(67.7) (72.2) (61.6) (49.9) (64.5) (58.0) 

Othersb 8 11 17 56 6 5 
(1.7) (3.5) .'(5.7), (13.2) (3.6) (3.5) 

Total 476 313 297 423 169 143 

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100), (100) 

Sampling fractions ): 

Laborers 6.85 13.16 10.31 6.41 18.52 18418 

Cultivators 9.32 13.27 16.39 14.22 27.52 36.14 

Othersb, 0 0 0 0 0 0: 

Total 8.40 12.78 13.47 9.46 23.67 27.97 

aFigures inparentheses are the percentage of households in each.category.
 

bIncludes.artisans, shopkeepers, traders, etc.
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Some of the schedules like VLS-E,FG, are simple; no
 

detailed instructions are given. Chapter 2 provides detailed
 

instructions for more complex schedules: the Plot Rotation Sche

dule (VLS-D), Cultivation Schedule (VLS-H), Labor, Draft Animal,
 

Machinery Utilization Schedule (VLS-K), Household Transaction
 

Schedule (VLS-L), Stock Inventory Schedule (VLS-N), and the Debt
 

and Credit Schedule (VLS-P). These should be read carefully.
 

1.5 Schedue LAt
 

Schedules to be used for collecting data from the
 

sample households are:
 

1 - VLS-A Household Census Schedule
 
2 - VLS-C Household Member Schedule
 
3 - VLS-D Plot and Crop Rotation Schedule
 
4 - VLS-E Animal Inventory Schedule
 
5 - VLS-F Farm Implement Inventory Schedule
 
6 - VLS-G Farm Building Inventory Schedule
 
7 - VLS-H Cultivation Schedule
 
8 - VLS-K Labor, Draft Animal, Machinery
 

Utilization Schedule 
9 - VLS-L Household Transaction Schedule 

10 - VLS-M Monthly Price Schedule (used from June 1975 
to July 1976 only)
 

11 - VLS-N Stock Inventory Schedule
 
12 VLS-P Debt and Credit Schedule
 

VLS-E,F,G,N, and P are coded on one single code sheet.
 

VLS-E,F,G, and N are recorded ina common-"Asset and Inventory
 

File," whereas VLS-P is recorded in a separate ",Debt and
 

Credit File P."
 

1.6 i FreqUenly o6 Recoording and Major 

.Revi~ion6 o6 Pftoedue4 

The schedules have been administered according to'the
 

following frequencies:
 

VLS-A - At the beginning of the studies.
 

VLS-C - At the beginning of the studies. Additions
 
of household members and subtractions are
 
recdrded on this schedule as they occur.
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VS-D - At the beginning of the studies. Data-gather
ing starts on the worksheets, and this informa
tion iscoded on the code sheets at the end of
 
each agricultural year. In the second year,
 
plots whose status does not change appear as
 
carried over' from last year.
 

VLS-G At the beginning of the studies. Additions and
-

subtractions (which are rare) are reported as
 
they occur.
 

VLS-E,F - At the beginning of the studies, and thereafter 
every year on July 1. 

VLS-NP - Once during the course of the first year. At 
this interview data were taken both for initial 
July 1, 1975 position on a recall basis and for 
the actual date of the interview. After that, 
once every June 30. 

VLS-H,K,L Inevery round. Rounds are usually about three 
weeks apart. However, they may sometimes cover 
upto six weeks due to absence of the investigator 
or visits to headquarters. The long rounds usu
ally occur in the slack season. 

Details of changes in procedures effected during the course of
 
the studies are found in Table 1.6.
 

1 .7 	 BuJidLng Rappo~'rt with the VJitageA,
Intetvi~ew Technique,6, and 1n6t'Ltctton4 
-to Invetigatou 

Our rapport with the villagers isone of the key factors for
 
successful working of the village study project. Investigators are
 
free to use their own methods and styles for building rapport.' How
ever, there are some key steps that are essential. They include
 

village meetings and close contacts with school teachers and other
 
educated people in the village. Frequent visits to the places where
 
farmers assemble during the evening are also recommended. However,
 
do not engage inextension activities.
 

It isvery important that investigators record the data
 
from the respondents themselves, preferably in their houses or fields.
 



-------- ---------------------
---------------

Table 1.6 Frequency of recording of different Schedule and Procedural Changes
 

------ _ ------------------------------------------------------------------

Period 
 Villages 
 Schedules Collected 
 Major Revisions & data problems"
,----------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------


Beginning May 1975 All 6 villages A,C,D,E,F,G,N,P 
N and P data collected only 
at beginning of 1976. 

Schedules N and P missing for 
Aurepalle and Shirapur for 
1975-76. 

July 1, 1975 was on recall 
basis and also for the inter
view date in 1976. 

June 1975 to June 1976 All 6 villages HK,L, at intervals of two to 
three weeks. 

Employment and unemploymentt, 
data on VLS-K reliable from 

July 1.,1976 All 6-villages C,D,E,F,G,N,P, of which CE, 
October 1975 onwards. 

F,G were simply updated with-

Julyg1976 to June 1977 All 6 villages 
out fresh recording. 
H,K,L, at intervals of two to 
four weeks. 

(1)Addition of new intra
household transactions in 
VLS-L -- July 1976 (2.L-3).

(2)Addition of distance and 
partner codes in VLS-L --
July 1976 (2.L-7).

(3)Addition of replacement 
households -- July 1976.

(4)Introduction of distinction 
between farm and nonfarm 
employment,in VLS-K --
July 1976 (2.K-11.2).

(5)Pretesting of new partner 
JU " - " Q "(2.L-9). codes -- November 1976 

July 1, IW,7 All 6 villages C,D,E,FG,N,P, of which 

July1977 to June 1978 Shirapur, Kanzara, 
Aurepalle, Dokur 
Kalman, Kinkheda 

C,E,F,G, were simply updated
without fresh recording. 
H,K,L, at intervals of four 
weeks (complete data). 
H,K,L, at intervals of four 
months. 
K on a 15 day recall basis for
employment data only but not 
for time allocation. 
L only for cultivation receipts 

(1)New account for exchange 
labor in VLS-L (2.L-9.2). -

(2) Introduction of codes iden
tifying marriage, litigation,
travel purposes in VLS-L 
(2.L-9.3 to 2.L-9.5).

(3)Revision of partner codes
in VLS-L (2.L-9). 
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If a respondent does like to keep information confidential, try
 

to avoid having a-third person present at the interview.
 

1.8 WorzkA e.t6
 

The data for different schedules will be collected through
 

the respective worksheets.
 

The worksheets are handy and provide ample space for record

ing observations and giving detailed descriptions of the data recorded.
 

The data collected in the worksheets should be transferred to the
 

schedules incoded form and sent to headquarters.
 

1.9 Sending Schedute to Headquarters
 

The original copy of each schedule is sent to headquarters.
 

One copy of each schedule is kept in the village as part of the
 

investigator's records. The worksheets also remain with the in

vestigators so that they can be reanalyzed if necessary.
 

1.10 Bi-weleky Report6 

Besides sending the completed schedules, the investigators
 

shoLd send a descriptive report of their activities, observations,
 

problems, rainfall data, etc., every fortnight by mail.
 

1. 11 FiLng and Reaord Keeping 

Investigators are expected to maintain proper files and
 

record every communication they receive from or send to headquarters,
 

They are supplied with all stationery necessary for this.
 

1.12 Coding Sy.6tem 

Details of coding procedures are given in Chapter 3.
 

Codes to identify individuals, plots, products, inputs,
 

etc., are alphabetic or numeric, and are usually oneor two digits
 

long. Mixed alphanumeric codes also occur. Of course, sometimes
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s1everal codes are necessary to describe an individual, a plot,
 

The codes fall into two broad classes:
 ora capital item. 


(i) Schedule-specific codes are used in specific 
columns
 

Most of these codes occur in
of one schedule only. 


Individual Schedule C and Plot Schedule D and 
describe
 

a person or a plot more specifically. Account numbers
 

occur only in the Transaction Schedule.
 

two or more schedules. Among
(ii) Common Codes occur in 
these, the household and village identifiers occur 

in
 

For every item which has a code, the
all schedules. 

code is identical for all schedules. For example,
 

CA is bajra .iocalvariety)
7 and is used for bajra
 

as an output, bajra as a seed, bajra received 
as a
 

wage, bajra used for consumption, and bajra 
flour.
 

[However, in the case of pulses and rice, 
separate
 

codes exist for the grains and the dal (milled 
pro

duct) or for paddy and milled rice]. The code LK for
 

a goat is used for the inventory, sales, 
purchases, and
 

KD for carpentry is used
consumption of goat meat. 


to designate a carpentry enterprise in the 
transaction
 

sales of carpentry
schedule as well as for purchases or 


products.
 

way that for all
The system has been set up insuch a 


stockable or capital items (except land) a given code can denote
 

only one item (CA can mean only local baira, 1A can mean only
 

can mean only farmyard
can mean only urea and 1
carbofuran, D 

manure). Hence all physical endowments and stocks, except land,
 

are coded ina single file combining information from 
Schedules
 

E,F,G and N.
 

A given one- or two-letter combination can, however,
 

also be a plot code and any one-letter or one-digit code 
can
 

This does not give rise to a confusion
also be a specific code. 


because the field designation where itoccurs will clearly 
identif.
 

plot code or carrier of other information.
it as a 


7Bajra is the local Indian name for pearl millet. Throughout this manual 

In the coding list for Chapter 3, common 
names 

local names will be used. 


are also given.
 



!None of the codes has used the letters I or" 0' since 
they are easily mixed up with numbers one.and zero (which have 
been used).
 

1.13 	 Sampte Houehod Leaving the ViJage,
Tempo" MigA'aon, a.nd iviJ.,ion oa 
HouselwZd 

Ifa household migrates permanently, a substitute house
hold isselected.
 

Ifa household migrates temporarily,no substitute house
hold isselected. VLS-HK, and L Schedules continue to be
 
collected for the household which migrated temporarily, with
 
temporary migration noted inthe remarks columns. InVLS-K, the
 
identifications of every individual and bullock pair are coded
 
by Code 2 (out of station) incolumn 73.
 

Ifin a round there isno observation on VLS-H or VLS-L
 
because of temporary absence or other reasons, one line iscoded
 
with the household identification and date but blanks are left in
 
all other columns.
 

For division of households, all members not belonging to
 
the subgroup of the leading household member (father, eldest son,
 
etc.) are coded as leaving the sample household, with appropriate
 
recording inVLS-C. Adjust the landholding and other capital
 
assets that are divided, and leave the sample household inVLS-D.
 
Record such transactions as sales without compensation inVLS-L.
 

Upto June 1976, we did not replace any households who
 
migrated out of the village. However, for the 1976-77 crop year
 
we decided to collect data from replacements for those households
 
that either definitely would not return or would be absent for
 
more than half of the coming year. The replacement households
 
are marked with
 

60-69 - labor households
 
70-79 - small farmers
 
80-89 - medium farmers
 
90-99 - large farmers 
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SIn all, 2 households were replaced inAurepalle, 0 in
 
Dokur, 3in Shirapur, 4 in Kalman, 0 in Kanzara, 1 in Kinkheda,
 
,from the beginning of the study to January 1978.
 

1.14 	 Trua;tment o6 FamiLy Memb'
 
Living Out4ide
 

Children 	and other close members of the family who live
 
outside are recorded in VLS-C but disregarded inthe H,K, and L
 
Schedules. For example, their separate labor income is not
 
labor income of the household. Ifthey transfer itto the house
hold it isan income transfer received.
 

1.15 	 HfiJg o6 BuZoek P" aeong
 
with a WlorkeA
 

In all schedules, incomes, expenses, and labor hours
 
of bullocks are recorded sepa-'ately from those of persons. There
fore, even when bullocks and persons are hired together, their
 
incomes, expenses, and hours are to be treated separately in all
 
schedules.
 

1.16 	 Attaehed Laboreu 

These laborers are treated
 

- as hired labor inthe Cultivation
 
Schedule H
 

as hired 	labor in the Transaction
 
Schedule 	L
 
as part of the household resources
 
for the 	Labor Utilization Schedule K,

because their labor isallocated to
 
tasks by 	the sample household.
 

1.17 	 Spec.iat Coding Procedue6 wi~th
 

Signcattng Vaeue 

There are some special coding procedures with signalling
 
value in computer processing. These are:
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VLS-H -	 crop failure: Coded as i P or N operation
(harvesting) with zero inputs and outputs.

Itcan be used to prepare a list of plots

where crop failure occurred.
 

VLS-K 	 Temporary or permanent a;,sence from the
 
village is signalled incolumn 73, which
 
can be used to sort out observations where
 
data are not available.
 

VLS-H If ina round no field operations occurred,
 
VLS-H contains one line (or record) with
 
the household identification and date with
 
no other information in the record.
 

VLS-L 	 If there were no transactions ina round,

then VLS-L contains a line (or record) with
 
the household identification and date with
 
no other information in the record.
 



CHAPTER 2 : INSTRUCTIONS FOR SCHEDULES,
 

2.A VLS-A- HOUSEHOLD CENSUS SCHEDULE
 

This schedule is completed only once at the beginning of the
 

studies in order to obtain a census of the numbers of people in each
 

The primary purhousehold, their characteristics, landholdings, etc. 


to enable selection of the sample of respondents.for the
 pose of 	it is 

^ m rf +ha rnntinininjq urVAV. 

2.C VLS-C - HOUSEHOLD MEMBER SCHEDULE
 

2.C-1 Pupo6e a.nd Scope 

This'schedule is designed to collect demographic, educational,
 

and related details about the selected sample households.
8 Data about
 

four categories of persons are collected here:
 

i) Members of the family who reside in the village with the
 

head of the household;
 

ii) Members of the family who are living outside (e.g. child

ren studying and living outside, adult members working
 

outside, etc.). Married daughters of the family living
 

outside are NOT considered;
 

iii) 	 Attached laborers or permanent servants (working full
 

time with the family, irrespective of whether they eat
 

and live separately from the main household);
 

Attached laborers or permanent servants (part-time) 
who


iv) 

are engaged for specific jobs (eg.cattle-shed cleaning
 

for certain hours everyday.
or water fetching, etc.) 


(Note : 	In exceptional cases nonrelatives (nonservants) permanently
 

residing in the households may be found. Include them
 

with first category and make a note of it.)
 

8Prior to selection of the sample of households, the Household Census Schedule
 

This schedule is shown in the
 (VLS-A) is completed for the whole village. 


Appendix and is self-explanatory.
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26C-2 	 CodJ.n oj Identidj.cation 
(Col 1-9) 

ColumnsA1-9 are unifom inpr.actically al..,the,,
 

schedules; therefore, the following instructionps applyta
 

all the schedules:
 

CARD CODE 
(or Schedule Code, Col 1)
 

This refers'to the identification of the schedule.
 

Use the following codes for different-schedules:
 

A -	 Household Census Schedule
 
C - Household Member Schedule
 
D - Plot and Crop Rotation Schedule
 
E - Animal Inventory Schedule
 
F -	 Farm Implement Inventory Schedule 
G - Farm Building Inventory Schedule
 
H - Cultivation Schedu'e
 
K - Labor, Draft Animal, Machinery
 

Utilization Schedule
 
L - Household Transaction Schedule
 
M - Monthly Price Schedule
 
N - Stock Inventory Schedule 
P - Debt and,Credit Schedule 

''VILLAGE CODE 

-(Col 2) 

Use the following:
 

A .... Aurepalle
 
-B '- Dokur.-, 
C - Shirapur 
D - Kalman 
E - Kanzara 
F - Kinkheda 

LANDHOLDING CLUSS 
(C4i' 3)
 

Liste& -under 3.1-1, pag .5V 
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HOUSEHOLD NUMBERS 
(Cols 4-5)
 

Each sample household ineach village will be given a
 

code number. The procedure to be followed for giving code numbers
 

isas follows:
 

1-10 - Labor households 
30-39 - Small Farmers 
40-49 - Medium Farmers 
50-59 - Large Farmers 
60-69 - Replacement Laborers 
70-79 - Replacement Small Farmers 
80-89 	 - Replacement Medium Farmers
 
90-99 	 - Replacement Large Farmers
 

YEAR CODE 
(c61 6)
 

4 - 1974
 
5 - 1975
 
6 - 1976
 
7 - 1977, etc.
 

DAY OF INTER 'W
 
(Cols 7-9) \
 

Indicate the day of interview as per the calendar suppl",ed
 

in the appendix. For example, for January 10th the day code is10,
 

for February 5th it i- 36 (31 days of January + 5 days of February),
 

etc.
 

In the case of the Cultivation Schedule (VLS-H), record the
 

approximate day of the operation rather than the day of interview.
 

2.C-3 Hou.Aweho&L MembeA Numbe'4 
(Cols 10-11)
 

1-49 - Family members residing inthe village
 
50-59 - Family member residing outside
 
60-79 - Attached laborers and permanent servants
 

(full-time)
 
80-99 - Attached laborers and permanent servants
 

(part-time)
 

(Note: 	The decision-maker is regarded as the head
 
of the household and will be given Member
 
Code 1).
 



2. C-4 Reeationhip to head 
o6 the household .. 

Sex 
 .. 

Mar4t Status .. 
EducatonaStatu 
 .. 

" Col12, see 3.2-1, page 122. 
- Col 13, see 3.2-1, page 123. 
- Col 16, see 3.2-1, page 123. 
- Col 17, see 3.2-1, page 123. 

Put relevant codes from the coding list for VLS-C.
 

Age (Cols 14-15) should be recorded in completed years.
 

For a child below one year write zero.
 

2.C-5 EducatLon Code (Col 17) and 
Education TeiunmatLon Year (Cols 18-19) 

For Education Codes see 3.2-1, page 123. 

For Education Termination Year, write the year when the 
person finished education. 
 Write actual year intwo digits,
 
e.g. write 1973 as 73. 
 Write zero for one who is still going
 
to school/college, etc.
 

2.C-6 Main Occupation (Col 20) and
 

Subsidiaro Occupation (Col 21)
 

A main occupation isone from which a 
person derives the
 
highest proportion of his income. 
 To get an idea of this, ask 
him which of the occupations he will retain if he is asked to keep 
only one job. 

If there are more than one subsidiary occupations, mention 
this in the remarks column. 

Some income sources such as pensions or other transfers are 
not occupations but are still recorded here. 

For codes see 3.2-1, page 124.
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2.C-7, AddW.OnmtI, Vt.U.6 abow, FajnLy 25) 
em.bea Reiding OutidZe (Cols 22-25 

Members living outside include only people 
who do.
 

This will
 
not have a household where they are staying 

now. 


primarily apply to students and temporary migrants who work
 

outside for a limited period. The individual column details
 

:are:
 

PLACES.(col 22)
 

'Inthe worksheet write the name of the place where
 

In the schedule indicate the
 
person is actually residing.
a 


place of residence by the codes given in3.2-1,,
page 124,
 

PURPOSE 

(Col 23)
 
For
 

Indicate why the person isliving 
outside. 


example, for business, service, education, 
etc., use codes
 

from 3.2-1, page 125.
 

FREQUENCY OF VISITS 

(Col 24)
 
use
 

Indicate how often the person visits 
the village; 


the codes from the coding list, 3.2-1, page 125.
 

REMITTANCE
 

(Col 25)
 

Indicate whether the family gets 
any remittances from
 

Use
 
the outmigrant or sends'money to 

him for his education, 


the following codes: 

1 - Family receives remittances 
2 - Family sends money 

Money neither sent nor received.
3 -

For details, see 3.2-1, page 125.
 



2. C-8 Aditiomn VDeta. 6or A.ttached 
Luaboew (peAmanent ,6ewvant6, etc.) 
(Cols 26-37 for full-time worker/
 
Cols 38-49 for part-time worker)
 

Separate columns have been created for full-time
 

and for part-time laborers or servants as follows:,
 

PERIOD OF EMPOYMENT 
(Cols 26-27/38-39)
 

These columns indicate the period in completed months
 

since labor has been in present employment. If the laborer is
 

zero.
traditionally attached to the household, indicate it by a 


NATURE OF EIPLOYMNT 

(Col 28-40)
 

Indicate whether the employment is seasonal or regular,
 

.
part-time or full-time.. . ..
 

For codes, see 3.2-1, page 126.
 

OTHER COMENTS 
(Col 29/41)
 

Indicate whether .the person is attached to the house

hold because of indebtedness or traditi0nal'bondage, etc.
 

For codes, see 3.2-1, page 126. 

HOURS OF WORK: 

,(Cols 30-31/42-43) 

Record the number of hours per day for which the
 

laborer/servant normally works for the employer's house

hold.
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WAGES 
(Cols 32-37/44-49)
 

Record the wages per month received by the servant
 

or attached laborer. If the payment ismade on an annual
 

basis, work out the monthly rate and note it down inRUPEES

per month. Ifwages are paid inkind ina lump sum at the
 

time of harvest (e.g. under the Jajman 
99 system), note it down
 

inthe remarks column.
 

2.C-9 Degree o6 Vi6abiity 
(Col 50) 

Indicate if the individual is suffering from any
 

permanent disability and is unable to work. The disability
 

might be due to old age, disease, etc. Give degree of dis

ability; example: totally disabled, or can do only light
 

domestic work.
 

For codes, see 3.2-1, page 126.
 

2.C'lO Chdgu in Wt oA Housed.od Member 

Whenever a household member leaves or enters the
 

family permanently for any reason, this should be recorded
 

51 with the codes given incoding list 3.2-1, page
inCol 


127. Migrant laborers are not recorded as leaving permanently
 

However, death, birth, family partition, additions or subtrac

tions due to marriage, and hiring or dismissing of permanent
 

servants should be recorded.
 

For codes see 3.2-1, page 127.
 

Examples of worksheets and completed coding sheets for
 

VLS-C and all other schedules are to be found in Appendix A.
 

9The Jajmani is a traditional system of caste-based, inherited, patron

client employment. It is called by different names in different parts
 
of India.
 

9 

http:Housed.od
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2. 0 VLS-V , PLOT AND CROP ROTATION SCHEDULE 

This schedule is designed to record the details
 
of the individual plots constituting the operational hold
.ingof the farmer. Operational holding has been defined
 
as:
 

(Owned land) + (Leaded-in land including that on
 
crop-sharing basis) - (Leaded-out land) 

This will include plots actually operated as well
 
as those kept fallow (or those reserved for grazing, etc.).
 
In other words, the use-status of the plot does not make any
 
difference as far as our definition of 'Operational Holding!
 
isconcerned.
 

2. D-1 Retording Ac.age and Vaeae 
o Leazed-out Land
 

Inthe round into which June 30 of the year'falls,
 
collect data on plots which have been leased out since the
 
beginning of the investigation and continue to be leased out
 
It is not necessary to visit the plot. Obtain all plot
 
details only by interview. Need not measure the area or con.
 
sider the crop rotation.
 

2.D-2 Inventoty o6 Ptots
 

The first step (before VLS-D is conducted) is to
 
prepare an inventory of plots, including owned, leased-in,
 
and leased-out plots. Then make a final list of plots con
stituting the actual operational holding for collecting the
 
details in VLS-D.
 

While making a list of the plots, you may face a
 
problem created by leased-in/leased-out plots. You may not
 
get the exact operational holding before the growing season
 
because leasing decisions may not yet have been taken. 
 In
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such cases, record the plots which the farmer knows he will operate,
 

and add and subtract from his holding according to the instructions
 

under 2.D-8 at the time of changes in status.
 

Acquire village maps indicating boundaries and location
 
of each plot inthe village. These can be acquired from the Patwari
 

(Village Revenue Clerk) or from the Land Records Office at respective
 
district headquarters. These will be very useful at subsequent
 

stages.
 

2.D-3 DeinZtion o6 a Pot 

A plot is a contiguous parcel of land not subdivided by
 
physical features such as roads, hedges, bunds, terraces, water
 

streams. Little bunds for irrigation purposes, such as in paddy
 
fields, can be disregarded as long as the same crop is grown in
 

the subdivisions.
 

It is advisable to make a rough map of the plot on each
 

plot worksheet, indicating name, area, shape of the plot, etc.
 

(Most farmers will be able to draw a rough map of their plots).
 
After recording the plot details as far as possible, the investi

gator should visit each plot for verification. The exact area of
 
the plot may be verified from patwari records. During the season,
 

measure each plot and subplot with a tape measure to determine
 

the actual areas. For odd-shaped plots, draw a map to scale
 

with all the correct angles.
 

The plot worksheet is the most difficult and time-con
suming of all the endowment schedules, but filling in details care

fully at this stage will pay off at all subsequent stages of data
 

collection.
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2.0D-4 :Sub-Ptotting-

A plot should be divided into sub-plots if:
 

a) 	it bears different crops on its different parts
 
during the same season;
 

b) 	irrigation is given to one area, but the other
 
within the same crop.
 

Sub-plots can be divided further into sub-sub-plots on
 

the same basis.
 

Reason (b)for sub-plotting will rarely occur, because
 

decisions to irrigate usually translate into decisions to sow
 

different crops. While making an inventory of plots, the investi

gator will be able to record only main plots. Creation of sub

plots will often only occur at sowing but can only occur at the
 

land preparation stage. These operations are recorded in
 

VLS-H, and when they lead to sub-plotting, a note of that should
 

be made in the VLS-D worksheet.
 

2.D-5 Ignoring Sub-Ptotting
 

Small vegetable gardens (or fields) inwhich several
 

types of vegetables grow simultaneously are not subdivided into
 

sub-plots.
 

If a paddy nursery is raised in only part of a paddy
 

field, this does not give rise to a sub-plot.
 

As a general practice some farmers devote very small
 

parts of a plot to some special or minor crops. For example,
 

in-some corner of the plot or inthe low-lying area of a plot
 

near the bund, vegetable crops or oilseeds are grown. Techni
cally speaking this is sub-plotting. But for such a small
 

area it will be difficult to record separate input details.
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Except for seed, this small sub-plot usually receives the same
 

Moreover, it is impossible to
 
inputs as the rest of the plot. 


keep track of all such small sub-plots. 
Hence it has been
 

= 1/10 of an
 
decided that ifa sub-plot is 4 

guntas (4guntas 


acre) or less, it is not to be treated as a separate 
sub-plot.
 

mixed crop
 
Instead, treat the crop in this small sub-plot as a 


in the main plot. Record any operations and inputs 
for such a
 

small fragment under the code 
of the plot or sub-plot to which
 

it belongs.
 

PZot Coding Sghter
 

Main plots are coded with one-letter 
codes A,B,C, etc.
 

(VLS-D,H, Col 10).
 

sub-plots receive two-letter 
codes AA,AB,AC, etc. (VLS-D,H,
 

Cols 10,11), with all sub-plots 
of same main plot given the iden

tical first letter.
 

Sub-sub-plots receive three-letter 
codes AAA,AAB,AAC,
 

etc. with all sub-sub-plots belonging 
to the same sub-plot
 

The third letter
 
receiving the identical first 

two letters. 

in VLS-H.
and in Col 73 


is coded inCol 70 in VLS-D 


because provisions for sub-sub-plots 
were added only
 

(This isso 


in the course of the first year 
of the investigation).
 

Ch npa in Pot Codea
 

Main plot codes remain unaltered 
throughout the investi-


Codes of sub-plots and sub-sub-plots 
remain unaltered
 

gation. 


[a] at least upto the harvesting 
of the last crop on a plot in
 

a given agricultural year (July 
1 to June 30); or, [b] as long
 

2.D-7 
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as the respective parcels keep a 
separate identity by being"
 
prepared and planted to different crops.
 

Because of reason [a] above, a plot which issub
divided and planted to different crops inthe kharif (mon
soon) but planted to the same crop on both sub-plots inthe
 
rabi (post-monsoon) has input and output details collected
 
for the separate sub-plots for the entire rabi season, des
pite the fact that they both have the same crop during that
 
season.
 

2.D-7.1 	 REAGGREGATION OF SUB-PLOTS 
AND SUB-SUB-PLOTS 

Reaggregation of sub-plots and sub-sub-plots can
 
occur after harvesting of the last crop ina 
given agricul
tural year if land preparation for the subsequent crop year

is carried out as one operation over several sub-plots or
 
sub-sub-plots (Status Change Code K).
 

It does not have to occur, however. Suppose the
 
farier has two sub-plots, AA and AB, and ploughs them as one
 
plot during the summer season. Ifhe already knows for sure
 
that he will subdivide again along the same dividing line
 
as 
inthe previous year, the sub-plot and their codes can be
 
maintained.
 

However, ifhe intends to divide the plot along

different dividing lines, or if he is not sure about howhe
 
will divide it,then the sub-plots have to be reaggregated.
 
into the main plot again.
 

Every reaggregation results in one column inthe VLS-D
 
worksheet and one row inthe VLS-D code sheet. 
 Note that the
 
status change code only should be indicated. The date of re
aggregation should be the date of the first common operation
 
on the plots.
 



2. D-7 2 REDIVISION IN SUBSEQUENT CROP YEARS 

(Status Change Code H as 
for sub-plotting) 

Ifa plot or sub-plot is divided for the first time
inthe second or subsequent years of the investigation, use
 
the letters A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J for the newly created sub- or
 
sub-sub-plot identifications (e.g., S divided into BA, BB,
 
etc.).
 

Do the same if the plot or sub-plot is redivided
 
along the same dividing line as 
in the past year.
 

However, if 
a parcel is subdivided along different
 
dividing lines in the second year, use the letters K,L,MN,
 
to identify the newly created sub- or sub-sub-plots (e.g. B
 
divided into BK, BL, or CA divided into CAK, CAL, etc.).
 

If a parcel is subdivided along different dividing

lines in the third year, then letters S,T,U,V are used to
 
identify the newly created sub- or sub-sub-plots.
 

In the fourth year, the process can start over again
 
using the letters A-J.
 

This procedure makes it possible, at the end of the

investigationto identify those fields where a cropping se
quence over years can be clearly established. Whenever the
 
dividing lines change, differebt parts of new sub-plots and
 
sub-sub-plots have experienced different crops in the previous
 
year and thus have no unique cropping sequences.
 

Figure 2.D-7.2 contains a number of examples of sub
plot reaggregation and redivision.
 

In example 1, the sub-plots maintain a separate

identity throughout the two years
 



Figure. "2.0D4.2 

Sub-plots in Field 	 Sub-plots.in 
year Stge 	 Subplotsyear,the first : Preparation:second in-
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In example 2, the sub-plots are ploughed together
and reaggregation has been made because the farmer
does not know what he will do. 
 Incase 2(a), he
divides along the same dividing line, so the subplots AA and AB are recreated as 
in the previous
year. 
 Note that 	because of the decision in 2(a),
reaggregation was unnecessary but this was not known
at the time of field preparation and reaggregation
was therefore unavoidable. 
In 2(b) and 2(c), the
dividing line changes and the sub-plots are there
fore called AK and AL.
 
Inexample 3, sub-plots BA and BB keep their separate
identities throughout the two crop years. 
 Insub-plot
BB, the sub-sub-plots BBA and BBB are ploughed together and then divided differently in the second year.
Because of this treatment they are reaggregated at
ploughing 	time as BB, and the second year's sub-subplots in the BB area are coded BBK and BBL. 
 Sub-plot
BA is subdivided for the first time in the second
year and the sub-sub-plots are coded BAA and BAB. The
difference inthe second year's coding treatment of
the sub-sub-plots within BA and BB signals to the
computer that the crop sequence on BAA and BAB can'
be traced backwards, while that on BBK and BBL cannot
be traced in this way due to the re-pioughing along
different 	sub-sub-plot lines.
 

2.D-7.3 	 PLOT INVENTORY ON JULY 1
 
(Status Change Code S)
 

This inventory will occur on July l of every year
except the first year, and is intended to provide a list of
 
plots at the start of the crop year, so that data of any one
 
year may be analyzed separately.
 

All plots of the operational holding (see 2.D;7)

which continue inthe operational holding, and all owned
 
plots which continue to be leased or sharecropped out, will 
receive a one-line entry in VLS-D code sheet on July 1 with 
the plot code, date, and status code S (and also a 
column
 
entry on worksheet). 
 This will 	indicate that the plots
 
so noted continue to be in the owned or operated holding
 
for the next year.
 



Note that even ifa plot, has previously, beenireaggre
gated (say one or two months before), itwill still have to re

ceive a new line entry under code S on July 1. 

2.D-8 	 Sttuz o6 Ptot6 and StCJtu. Changu 

At the beginning of 1976 this section superseded and
 

replaced all previous instructions relative to columns 15 and
 

72 of VLS-D. VLS-D for all years, including 1975-76, was
 

coded according to this section. column 72 disappeared from
 

the schedule and is no longer used. All information about
 

status and status changes isnow coded incolumn 15 and the
 

codes given in3.2-2, page 127, are used.
 

Note that initial recordings of a plot and all status
 

changes, including sub-plotting (H), reaggregation (K)and
 

carryover (S)lead to one line inthe VLS-D code sheet (and
 
one column in VLS-D worksheet).
 

However, the plot details need only be recorded for the
 

initial endowment of operated land (status codes A,B,C), and the
 
additions of plots via status changes E,F,G, and L.
 

Status changes involving gift of title, sale of title,
 

government land distribution, etc., will also lead to an entry
 

as a purchase/sale or capital gain/capital loss inthe transaction
 
schedule (VLS-L).
 

Inthe case of sub-plots, sub-sub-plots and reaggre
gated plots, only crop rotation details are required.
 

2.D-9 	 Date o6 Inteuiew o&Statu4 Change 
(Cols 7-9) 

Note that 	when status changes (except when carryover
 

code S is involved) the date isnot interview date but date of
 

status change. In other cases, use the day of interview.
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2.0-10 	 V.Wtance d'wm Home
 
(Cols 12-13)
 

This isto be recorded in miles (or fractions 
of a mile if less than one mile). Indicate by putting 
zero incol 14 ifthe plot iswithin the village boundaries;
 
put 1 if the plot is located inanother village.
 

2. D-1 I, 	RZepoted A'rea 

(Cols 16-18) 

Write the actual area of the plot in acres. If 
the farmer reports this area in any other unit take down the 
same in the remarks column and convert it into acres for 
recording. Mention conversion rates in the remarks. If the
 
area isone dight with one decimal place, enter as it is in
 
three columns. If it is two or more digits with decimal
 
place, round the decimal to its nearest number. This area
 
has to be 	checked with patwari or revenue records.
 

2.0-12 	 Repoted Cu tvabe or Cuttivated Aea 

(Cols 19-21) 

In-the case of main plots, this is the area, inacres,
 
that could be put under crops. Itexcludes the patches of
 
waste land, etc., inthe plot. In the case of sub- and sub-sub
plots this isreported cultivated area.
 

2 0-13 	 Mi'gation 

(Cols 22-27)
 

Under Cols 22-23, record the command area, i.e., the
 
area which under normal circumstances could receive irrigation.
 
Also record by what source (Col 26) irrigation isavailable, in
 
what seasons (Col 27) it isavailable, and who owns the source
 
(Col 26) of irrigation. 
 Do not give details about unusable wells
 
here.
 



If the same plot is receiving irrigation from
 
different sources for different parts of the plot or if it
 
is receiving irrigation from different sources during diffe
rent seasons, record the details separately for each source
 
indifferent lines under the same columns, leaving other
 
columns (other than Cols 15 and 22-27) blank.
 

For codes see 3.2-2, page 128.
 

2.D-14 	 Soil Type (Col 28) and
 
C/top Su tability Code (Col 71)
 

In Col 28 we are not interested in the technical
 
classification of soils. Instead we record the broad types
 
of soils as farmers know them. 
 The codes for the broad
 
types of soils found in the selected areas have been given
 
in the coding list. 
 In the worksheet the investigator may
 
record additional details about the soils.
 

InCol 71 	we are 
interested in the suitability of
 
the plot for different seasons. 
 Use the same codes as for
 
VLS-D, Col 27 (season when irrigation is available).
 

For codes see 3.2-2, page 128. 
2.D-15 Bunding 

(Col 29)
 

If a plot has bunds, then this should be indicated
 
by the bunding codes given inthe list in 3.2-2, page 129.
 

In the remarks column record other observations
 
relating to the farmer's opinion about the bunding, when
 
and how his bunds are constructed, etc.
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2S D-16 	 Rveu Ra.te 
(Cols 30-32) 

Inthe worksheet collectdetails about revenue rate,
 
irrigation charges, betterment levy, and other cesses/levies
 
separately.
 

The revenue rate is recorded on a per acre basis for
 
for the whole area of the plot rather than just the cultivated
 
area. Inthe worksheet for VLS-D, record separate details about
 

land revenues, betterment levy, other plot-specific taxes, etc.
 
Then add them up and divide by plot area to get revenue rate
 
per acre, to be recorded in the data schedule of VLS-D, Cols 30-32
 

2,D-17 	 Ckop Rotation
 

(Cols 33-58)
 

In these columns indicate the crops (main and second
 

or third, fourth and relay cropping etc.) grown during diffe
rent seasons. Other details about these crops will be collected
 
in'the cultivation schedule (VLS-H). First season iskharif
 
(monsoon), second season rabi (post-monsoon), and third isthe
 

summer crop season.
 

For details of crop names see coding list for VLS-D in
 

3.1-3, pages 107-109.
 

2.D-18 	 Ptot Mea~wement and Mmaied Mea 
(Cols 59-61) 

These columns have been converted for this purpose, sinco
 
in the third season there are never more than two crops in a givei
 
parcel. 	 In VLS-D for all years, including 1975-76, use these
 

converted 	col umns.
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.The cultivated area of all plots, sub-plots and
 
sub-sub-plots ismeasured and the area entered in acres.
 

The Investigator may need to measure new plots and sub

plots inthe coming years.
 

Ifmeasured cultivated area differs from reported
 
cultivable or cultivated area (see 2.D-12), do not worry
 
but enter the areas as reported and as measured. We are
 
interested in the magnitude of this difference.
 

There is no easy formula to measure the area of
 
irregularly shaped plots. Make a map of the plot/sub-plot
 

inthe notebook (as many of the investigators have already
 
done after visiting the plots). Then record as accurately
 

as possible:
 

(I) The angles joining every two sides
 
of the plot;
 

(ii)Length of each side of the plot
 
(measured by a measuring device).
 

Please record these details for each of the plots/
 

sab-plots. With-these measurements given, we can use a
 

planimeter.to estimate the area.
 

2.D-19 Vaue Ptot 

(Cols 62-64)
 

Only for main plots, record an estimate of the per
 
acre value of the plot in Rs.100.O0. This estimate should
 
be-provided for all farms from the same person (such as the
 
patwari), or the same group of knowledgeable farmers, for 

'each plot. 

This value isrecorded as the potential sale value
 
of the plot, including the value of the irrigation source,
 

http:Rs.100.O0
http:planimeter.to
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butexCluding pumping equipment, etc. The value of the irri
gation source is not the construction cost, but the increase
 

in sale value of the plot due to the presence of the irrigation 

The plot value should also include the value increasessource. 

Values
or value reductions due to fruit trees and other trees. 


per acre of total reported area should have to be figured out.
 

2.D-20 '' Tee
 

(Cols 66-69)
 

Many fields have fruit trees, such'as mangoes, and
 

other trees which may not be economically useful. Because
 

these trees have a definite impact on the productivity of the
 

plot, we must record their number. Therefore, enter the number
 

of fruit trees in cols 66-67, and the number of other trees
 

present in the plot inCols 68-69.
 

2.D-21 Le oj Wok4 hee t 

Prepare carefully a worksheet of~ each main plot. On 

side A record the details, remarks, and a map of the plot. Side 

B-of the worksheet will be used for a plot history where all 

sub-plottings, cropping patterns, and other status changes are 

recorded throughout the investigation, i.e., for several years. 

Ifyou run out of space on side B, simply continue on side B 

of an additional worksheet. Every status change of a plot-

sub-plotting, reaggregation, and carryover to a new agricultural 

Each columnyear--results inone column of side B being used. 


Prepare these
then becomes a line entry in the VLS-D code sheet. 


worksheets for all plots as from the start of the investigation.
 

2.D-22 Fa.Uow Pot6 

..For permanently fallowed and uncultivable plots, record
 

zero cultivable area.
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2.E/F/G VLS-E - ANIMAL INVENTORY SCHEDULE 

'VLSF - FARM IMPLEMENT INVENTORY SCHEDULE 

VLS'G - FARM BUILDING INVENTORY SCHEDULE 

2.E/F/G-l De4c~Aption oaSehedutea 

These schedules are simple. They are designed
 

to record the inventory of resources at the beginning and
 

at the end of the reference period of field work. Value
 

information collected on worksheets is coded into combined
 

schedule E,F,G,N,Pol
 

The data for the first and all subsequent years of
 

the investigation refers to the July l situation, except for
 

VLS-N and P, where a schedule for the end of 1975 also exists.
 

2.E/F/G-2, Imptement6 

For minor implements, where several types of tools
 

are involved, itwill suffice to record their total value.
 

However, in the remarks column give typewise number and other
 

description of the minor farm implements, dairy implements,
 

implements for handicrafts, etc. Where the space provided
 

for 'Remarks' proves inadequate, write the details on the reverse
 

side of the schedule (and worksheet too).
 

Some craftsmen in the village, such as carpenters, own
 

implements which are connected with their crafts; the value of
 

these implements should be recorded under 'Implements for Handi

crafts' inVLS-F.
 

For codes to VLS-F see 3.1-4, page 111. For VLS-E and
 

VLS-G codes see 3.1-3, page 110 and 3.1-7, page 117, respec

tively.
 

10Other information contained in VLS-G is recorded in a separate file G.
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2E/F/G-3 Vatdation oS AaA et6 

Details about buildings, livestock, implements, etc.,
 
may be collected best by visiting the house of the respondent.
 
While recording the value of assets such as machinery, also
 
record if there isany partnership in ownership and what the
 
respondent's share is.
 

While figuring the value of buildings, prevailing prices
 
of land in the village locality, prices of'materials, etc.,:
 

should be considered.
 

For implements, machines, and animals, you will quickly
 
know the values and be able to estimate them consistently. For
 
buildings, values should be obtained from one or a 
group of know
ledgeable farmers accompanying the investigator on his visit.
 

2.E/F/G-4 Coding o6 VLS-G ln~o,,%ma.ion
 

In the schedules we have coded only the fo lowingIn
formation: 

QUANTITY
 

Total area-in square feet (Unit Code S) covered by the

courtyard, including residential house, animal'shed, and open
 

area.:,. 

VALUE 

Total value of land incourtyard and all structures
 
(residence, animal sheds, storage facilities, wells, etc.).
 

ITEM CODE
 

We used the Item Code QA for this total value of land
 
plus structures, although that code is listed only as "Residen
tial House." More information on buildings isavailable from
 
the VLS-G worksheets.
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2.H 	 VLS-H- CULTIVATION SCHEDULE
 

2.H-l 	 Pu~po46e a~nd Scope 

This schedule isdesigned to collect operation
wise input-output data for every round for each of the plots
 
of the sample farmers. On the left hand side of the culti
vation schedule note the operation, the plot name, the approxi.
 
mato date of operation, and other relevant remarks.
 

2.H-l.l 	 All inputs/outputs recorded are quantities for the
 
sown plot 	or sub-plot as a whole and not quantities per
 
acre.
 

2.H-2 pe.'wtionA With Sev.'w Inpwt6 o4 

OutpiL -iktke. Same Cets 

'Ifseveral different fertilizers, machines, or seeds
 
are used in an operation, or if several different outputs are
 
harvested at the same time, the different inputs or outputs
 
are recorded on separate lines of the schedule. Insuch cases,
 
code all labor inputs in the first line with the most important
 
input/output, and then re-record the operation without labor
 
inputs but listing the additional inputs/outputs on the follow
ing lines. Do not forget the identification columns (including
 

plot and operation code).
 

2.H-3 	 Ide&tiwt n and Date. o6 
OpvwdJ.ion 
(Cols 1-9) 

Identification items are coded as inall other sche

dules.
 

However, inplace of date of interview, indicate the 
approximate date of the operation being recorded. If sowing 
took place around July 2,codethe sowing operation under
 
July 2, regardless of the date of interview.
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Operations related to kharif 1975-76 done prior to 
the first interview were recorded on a recail basis, with the
 
approximate date of operation.
 

2.H-4 	 Ptot, Sub-pgot and Sub-Aub-ptot Code
 
(Cols 10, 11 & 73)
 

The plot, sub-plot, and sub-sub-plot codes are the
 
same as inVLS-D. For a thorough discussion of plot defini.
 
-tion and sub-plotting procedures see sections 2.D-3 to 2.D-7,
 

2.H 5 	 Opeztin Code
 

(Col 12)
 

Refer to the code list for specific codes. We have
 
excluded marketing operations outside the farm because they are
 
most frequently not plot-specific.
 

Note: When coding harvesting operations of particular
 
crops, especially mixed crops, be sure to include the appro
priate crop type code incolumns 61-62 of VLS-H. Otherwise, it
 
isnot possible to know which crop isbeing harvested ina given
 
plot. Ifthere isa positive yield at harvest for crops not
 
requiring a separate threshing operation, code the quantities
 
harvested incolumns 63-66 for main product and 69-72 for by
product. Ifyield isobtained only after a separate threshing
 
operation, then leave these columns blank for the harvest ope
ration coding.
 

For codes see 3.1-6, pages 115-116.
 

2.H-5.1 	 SPECIAL USES OF CERTAIN CODES 
SUCH AS CROP FAILURE 

Crop failure is coded as.a "harvesting main product"
 
operation (Code N/P), with zero input of labor and zero output,
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or else as "harvesting of crop' OPeration (Code N), with zero
 

input of labor and zero main product and byproduct. Do not
 
leave a 
blank incases of crop failure. - Be sure to code a
 
zero as "0." 
 Ifa byproduct is harvested, code this separately
 
as a "harvesting byproduct" operation, and show labor input and
 
output.
 

For nursery raising, vegetable gardening, and orchards,
 
record all inputs or outputs as one operation regardless of.
 
the exact nature of the operation and location. As an example,.
 
germination of seeds in the house is included in nursery ope-.
 
rations and added with other inputs under S.
 

If the farmer does not harvest the byproduct (i.e.,
 
crop stalk) but uproots the plants (e.g. moong) and leaves them
 
in the field for decomposition, it should be considered as a
 
green manuring operation (recorded as an activity without any
 
unit or value) rather than field cleaning. If plants are
 
removed to outside the field it is field cleaning.
 

If after a failure of the crop to germinate, a new
 
crop is 
sown in the same season in the same field, it is 
an
 
operation of re-sowing (Code F).
 

When a joint operation, e.g. fertilizer application
 
along with hoeing takes place, all labor and bullock inputs
 
are recorded under the hoeing operation., Inthe next line
 
(after identification details) leave labor input columns
 
blank and fill 
in only fertilizer application columns.
 

For sugarcane, potato, etc., 
the sowing operation
 
means planting. 
Hence while recording sowing operation for
 
such crops use the Code G (Planting/Transplanting) and not
 
Code E.
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2.H-6 Laboug. Us ed 
(Cols 13-30)..
 

Labor used for any of the operations/activities

in-the field should be indicated under these columns. 
 Important

points regarding recording of labor-use date are:
 

Labor used during the period for each operation should

be indicated in terms of number of hours of work for the whole
 
period for the operation.
 

Time for reaching place of work should be included
 
inworking time for an operation. A separate note of how much
 
time ittook to reach the place of work should be made inexcep.
 
tional circumstances.
 

2.H-6.1 EXCHANGE LABOR
 

Exchange of labor.isquite a
common practice in Indian
 
villages. 
We have decided to treat exchanged labor as hired
 
labor. 
 Hence while recording the labor-use data, put exchanged

(in)labor hours with the hired labor hours. But also note this
 
fact inthe worksheet and notebook for our reference.
 

2.H-6.2 DEFINITION OF CHILD
 
LABOR
 

A person isconsidered a child laborer ifhe isyounger

than 15 years and does not yet receive adult wage rates. 
 How
ever, a child is considered an adult as soon as he receives the
 
samewage rate as an adult of his 
sex.
 

'However, 
treatment of exchange labor is different on the transaction
schedule, VLS-L, after July 1, 1977. 
See Section 2.L-9.2, page 88, for
 
an explanation.
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2.H-6.3 	 RECORDING HOURS OF CONTRACT
 
CULTIVATION
 

Hours of work done by contractors with contract labor
should be recorded as accurately as possible and should be split
into the operations involved. 
 (Contract 	charges are broken dowr
into labor and bullock costs according to prevailing rates for
 
the transaction schedule, VLS-L).
 

2.H-6.4 	 WAGES.PAID, ETC.
 

This schedule does not have a provision for recording
cash/kind payments and perquisites given to hired labor.- Payments to 	hired labor (and bullocks, machinery, etc.) 
are recorded
in the transactions schedule, VLS-L. 
However, to facilitate
interview, it will be necessary to make a note of wage rates
(cash/kind payments and perquisites) on the, worksheet for the
cultivation schedule in the case of each of the hired service
items (relating to labor, bullock, and machinery, etc.). 
 Then
code these wages, etc. into the transaction schedule,

2.H-7 	 Bu2ock Labo4 Used
 

(Cols 31-36)
 

Details are recorded in bullock pair hours. 
 Use
bullock pair, not single bullock, hours. 
 If a single bullock
is used, record half of his labor hours as 
bullock pair hours.Time spent on going to and coming from field is to be In
cluded.
 

Exchanged bullocks should be considered as,hired
bullocks. 
 Note this fact inthe remarks. Notedown the
 
hire charges in the worksheet.
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Wherever-other draft animals (eg. camel 
 horse, etc.)
 

a, ca el 
 ho s se
are involved, put the informationh 
oll 


bullock column and men
tion in remarks ,thata different animal is involved.
 

2.H-8 Mach.Lne~g ud
 
(Cols 37-42)
 

Inthese columns only the use of modern machinery and
modern irrigation equipment isrecorded, 
Desi ploughs and
other desi implements are not recorded since they are reflected

in the operation and bullock use itself. 
Codes are given on
 
page 111, section 3.1-4.
 

Incolumn 39 put zero if the machine isowned and
put 1 ifthe machine is hired or exchanged or given by government free of charge. 
Put 2 if the machine isjointly owned.
 
Time in hours includes time spent in going to andcoming from the field and time spent in minor breakdowns notrequiring stoppage of work for more than 2 hours. 

Note down the hire rates and expenditures inthe worksheet to be transferred to transactions schedule.
 

2-H19 	 Fe&tLzet U,6ed 
(Cols 43-46) 

Fertilizer codes appear on page 112, section 3.1-5.
Quantities are to be taken inkg of the brand of fertilizer.
 
Nutrient compositions of complex fertilizers are also given
with the coding list. Whenever a new fertilizer is used, note
its nutrient composition carefully and request a 
new code from
 
the office.
 

Value and 	price can be recorded on the worksheet for
transfer to the transaction of schedule if purchase and nni =41n 
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occur in the same interview period. Ifthefertilizer has been"
 
purchased 	earlier, do not code the purchase againin the transac. 
tion schedule.
 

When fertilizer is given at the time of seeding or plough
ing and it isnot possible to record time inputs separately, then
 
just put fertilizer input on the next line without recording any

time but being certain to repeat the identification columns 1-9.
 
Ifmore than one fertilizer isgiven, each fertilizer isrecorded
 
separately on one line, but time inputs are only recorded on the
 
first of these lines.
 

2.H-IO 	 OrAgami& ManuAe
 
(Cols 47-50)
 

Organic manure codes are given In the coding list, page

113, section 3.1-5. Groundnut cakes, castor cakes and other cakes
 
are recorded in kg. Farmyard manure and tank silt are recorded
 
on the worksheet incartloads, but are converted to quintals

for code sheet. Manuring through sheep and goat penning is record
ed inanimal number X days 
= animal day number. Green manure is
 
recorded by its code number 5 without mentioning quantity.
 

2H71IiZ., 	 Irigation 

(Cal 51)
 

Water quantities are not to be recorded. 
 If irrigation
 
takes place within the period on one or more days or on a 
continuous
 
basis, column 51 is coded with the corresponding irrigation type

code. Corresponding pumpset hours are recorded in the machinery
 
columns 37-42. Ifbullocks are used instead of pumps, itwill
 
be clear from the bullock hours used. 
 If the irrigation is from a tank
 
with gravity flow, 
neither bullock nor machinery inputs appear.
 

For codes 	see 3.1-2, page 107.
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2H-12 


2.H-12:.1 


MZ eeae.LLO Inpu 
(Cols 52-55) 

These inputs are primarily plant protection mate-


The actual name of the pesticide/insecticide should
rials. 

inthe remarks column
be written in the worksheet as well as 


of the schedule. The quantities are recorded in kg for
 

solid items and in liters for liquids. Fractions of kg and
 

liter should be given. When fractions occur above 10 units
 

then these fractions can be coded separately on the next
 

line.
 

Ifsome input for which no code exists isapplied
 
to a crop, record that input with code Z and advise the office
 

Then the office can create a code and sent it
of the fact. 


back to you for future use.
 

PESTICIDES
 
(Codes Cols 52,74;
 
Quantities inkg or
 
liters, Cols 53-55)
 

The pesticide codes are two-digit codes and hence
 

go into the respective two columns inthe transaction sche

dule. Inthe cultivation schedule, the necessity for two
 

digits arose late, and the codes are therefore split into 
twc
 

Column 52 refers to the class of pesticolumns, 52 and 74. 


cide as follows:
 

1 - Insecticide - Seed dressing 
2 - Insecticide - Contact 
3 - Insecticide - Systemic 
4 - Insecticide - Contact/Systemic 
5 
6 
7 
8 

- Fungicide 
- Fungicide 
- Fungicide 
- Fungicide 

- Seed application 
- Foliar application 
- Seed/Soil application 
- Seed/Foliar application 

9 - Rodenticide 
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The item codes for pesticides to be entered into
 
column 74 are to be found in section 3.1-5, pages 113-1144
 
Ifany Insecticide/fungicide other than the ones listed in
 
the coding list is used, the office may be intimated so that
 
a new code isassigned to it.
 

2.H-13 Seed
 

(Cols 56-60)
 

Use the crop codes given in the plot schedule VLS-D
 
(see 3.1-3, page 107). 
 Record the total seed quantities in
 
kg used rather than seed rate per acre. Ifquantity is less
 
than 10 kg, record fractions of kg. When crops are sown for
 
green or dry fodder purposes, code the specific crop type code
 
under seed rates but code ZC or ZA at harvest time and also
 
in VLS-D.
 

Whether the seeds are purchased in the same period
 
or not, record the value and price of the seeds on the work
sheet and transfer to the transaction schedule either as an
 
outright purchase or an intra-household transaction. If the
 
seed purchase was already coded earlier, do not code again.
 

For coding mixed seeds in crop mixtures, see section
 
2.H-2, page 37. Try to record the quantities of each compo
nent of the mixture as accurately as possible.
 

Record seedlings of sugarcane, chillies, onions, etc.
 
not in kg but in 100s.
 

2.H-14r- Ma&Produ.,t6
 

(Cols 61-66)
 

Main products usually are grains, vegetables, or
 
fruits. Quantities for these are taken in kg. However, if
 
a 
crop Issolely grown for green or dry fodder, the fodder
 
becomes the main product. Inthis case record the quantity
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in bullock carts on the worksheet and convert to quintals 

for the cultivation schedule. 

Type codes are the crop :and fodder class'codes 

given inthe code list. 

For codes see 3.1-3, pages 107-109. 

2.H-14.1 	 RECORDING Or QUANTITIES AT
 

THRESHING 	TIME
 

Quantities of food grains frequently cannot be mea

become
sured at harvest time. They are coded when they 


It is best to record on
available, i.e., at threshing time. 


the worksheet how much unthreshed product was harvested in
 

each field, with amounts expressed in bullock carts, or bundles,
 

etc. But do not transfer this information to the cultivation
 

This isnecessary to avoid double counting. If
schedule. 

threshing of the crop is done fieldwise, no problem arises,
 

and quantities are recorded under the threshing operation.
 

If,however, several fields are threshed together,
 

first ask the farmer whether he is able to tell how much came
 

from which field, since crop stands might have been quite un-


If he is unable to give this, or ifyou have serious
 even. 


doubt about what the farmer tells you, allocate the outputs
 

and the threshing labor inputs to the fields inproportion to
 

either the number of bullock carts or bundles of the unthreshed
 

product, or, if this is unavailable as well, in proportion to
 

area of the fields involved. Again record the outputs under
 

the threshing operation.
 

2.$H-14.2 	RECORDING KIND PAYMENTS TO
 

LABORERS AS OUTPUTS
 

Make sure that the payments in kind given to the
 

If kind payments are given
laborers 	are included inoutput. 
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at harvest time but no threshing occurs, record the kind
 
payment as output directly on the cultivation schedule but
 
do not record the remainder of the product at that time.""'
 
Also record this kind payment in the transaction schedule",
 
(VLS-L).
 

2.H-14.3 RECORDING CROP FAILURES
 

See section 2.H-5.1, page 38.
 

2.H-15 Bypkoduat6
 
(Cols 67-72)
 

Byproducts generally are fodder items. 
 In some
 
circumstances, by products are recorded as fuels. 
 These
 
byproducts are grouped into classes. 
 The classes and
 
precise description of what byproducts fall into which class
 
is provided in section 3.1-3, page 109.
 

Record the quantities in bullock carts on the work
sheet and convert to quintals for the cultivation schedule.
 
Sorghum or millet stalks may be a 
different class of bypro
duct than the finer fodder available after threshing. Record
 
them separately in relation to the activity by which the by
product became available.
 

Insome cases the usually available byproduct of the
 
crop isnot collected by the farmer. 
For example, fodder (by
product) of groundnut isused for animal feeding, but for a
 
summer crop, when groundnut is harvested during the rainy season,
 
-there isnot enough sun for drying the byproduct, and farmers
 
do not collect it. In such cases of spoiled byproduct, record
 
zero byproduct, just as in the case of crop failure for the
 
main product.
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2.K VLS-K - LABOR, DRAFT ANIMAL, AMPMAJORMACHINERY 
'UTILIZATIONSCHEDULE
 

2. K-I PuApose and Scope 

The purpose of this schedule is to record the
 
utilization which the household makes of the resources
 

under its control. These include:
 

- labor of family members.
 

- labor of servants hired on a monthly or
 
longer term basis, whether part-time or
 
full-time. For example, laborers engaged
 
specifically for cattle shed cleaning
 
or household help, working only part
time.12
 

- owned bullocks.
 

- owned tractors and power tillers (other
 
machinery is not included).
 

This schedule contains two types of information.
 
First, incolumns 14 to 73, information on time allocation
 
isrecorded for the day preceding the interview. This
 
schedule thus contains individual time allocation and indi
vidual wages by task for sample of day:-. Second, in columns
 
74 to 79, the schedule contains information about employment
 

and unemployment over the period since the last interview.
 

The schedule is not well designed and a revised
 
version has been prepared which ismore compact and easier
 
to use than the existing one for any future investigations.
 

Itis explained inAppendix B,
 

2.K-2 Identi6co..ton 

(Cols 1 to 9)
 

As for other schedules.
 

12Note that in this schedule permument servants are treated as part of 'the
 

household resources, while on the cultivation schedule they are treated as
 
hired labor.
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2. K-3 Re.6ou,%ce Code. 
(Cols 10-11 ) 

The codes are two-digit codes:given in section
 

3.1-4, page 110.
 

2. K-4 inZadiu NumbeA 
(Cols 12-13) 

At the time of taking VLS-C, VLS-E, and VLS-F, make 

a list of all the household members, bullock pairs, and tractors, 

and give them individual numbers using the following system: 

1 49 Family members residing in the village. 
50 59 Family members residing outside. 
60 - 79 Attached laborers and permanent servants 

(full-time)
80 - 99 Attached laborers and permanent servants 

(part-time) 

inthe case of bullocks and other draft animals, number 

them 1, 2, etc., for each class. 

2.K-5 Pw.tnex Coda 

If the activity of a resource is performed for the
 
benefit of the household controlling the resource, columns
 

14, 22, 29, 36, 43, 50, and 57 are left blank. Ifthe
 

resource is hired out or given inexchange 13 to some other
 

household, put partner codes into these columns. Note that
 

for permanent laborers, partner codes appear in these columns
 

only if the laborers work for a household other than the one
 

for which they usually work. To make sure that this ispro

perly done, actually fill in a zero when work isdone for the
 

sample household, in "value of wages" columns 19-21, 26-28,
 

33-35, 40-42, 47-49, 54'-56, 62-64.
 

13From July 1, 1977, exchange labor given and received were also coded in. 

VLS-L. See section 2.L-9.2, page 88.
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Until about the end of July 1976, the partner.
2.K-5.I 


columns in 2.K-5 were utilized as above.
 

Beginning August 1976, a much finer distinction
 

was made in these columns, depending on whom the worker
 

worked for. The partner codes used now are as follows:
 

.4 	Private money lender: For everyone from
 
whom the worker has taken a loan.
 

5 	Landlord: For farmers who leased land to
 
the worker.
 

8 	Others: For farmers to whom the worker has
 
no special relationship, even if they are
 
friends or relatives (as long as they pay
 
wages).
 

9 Exchange labor: For all cases in which the
 
worker has worked for another farmer on ex
change basis.
 
Note that this is a case where the same partnei
 
code 9 is used for different purposes on L and
 
K schedules (because of computer coding neces
sities).
 

2K-6 V2ue o Wage,6 

Value of wages is only recorded if the resource is
 

hired out. On the worksheet, record cash and kind payments
 

but then convert everything into cash values for VLS-K.
 

Income received in this way is then recorded in the transac

tion schedule as well. But there the distinction between
 

kind and cash payments is maintained.
 

Value of wages received is recorded only in case
 

of daily casual laborers.
 

Wages of permanent servants of'the sample household
 

are not recorded in VLS-K (even if they occasionally partici

pate in the daily labor market). Similarly, wages of family
 

members working as permanent laborers for others are not re

corded in VLS-K. This is a regular job.
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Value of wages is recorded inVLS-K regardless of
 
when wage payment isactually received (as for advance payments
 
or deferred payments). 14 However, do'not record value of wages

for services rendered under the Jaimani system, since they are
 
difficult to relate to hourly or daily wage rates. 
Although
 
Jaimani work isdone for others, no wage rate can be recorded
 
for it. Therefore, indicate Jajmani wages Inthe remarks column
 
only.
 

Similarly, value of wages for exchange labor isnot
 
recorded inVLS-K. 
Only wages actually received in cash or
 
kind are recorded since the main purpose of this Isto sample
 
wage rates over time, operation, and grcoups of people.
 

2.K-7 PeAmaznent Laboeu
 

,For permanent laborers of the sample household we are
 
interested only in their working time for the sample household.
 
Do not record time spent by them in leisure or work for their
 
own families (such as repairing the laborers' own house, work
ing on their own fields, household work intheir own households,
 
etc.). Work performed by these laborers for the sample house
hold Is not done for others.
 

2.K-8 Faat.Dn6 o6 How6
 

For all hours record fractions of hours if less than
 
10 hours are involved.
 

2.K9 Aeuvity Ceouez
 

2. K-9.1 CROP PRODUCTION 
(Cols 15-21)
 

Column 15 uses the activity codes from the cultivation
 

VLS-L although wages are recorded when the work is done, provision is-made
 
(through credit/debt accounts) for deferred receipt of the wages.
 

http:payments).14


2.K-902 

2.K-9.3 


2.K-9.4 
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schedule VLS-H in section 3.1-6, pa~e 115. Cultivation includes
 

all the~activities which have an activity code. Marketing off
 

the farms isnot a crop production activity. Toddy tapping is
 

not included here but under "Others" 'J'. Time spent going to
 

and coming from the field is to be included in the cropping acti

vity times.
 

Time spent on negotiating loans or settling a bargain
 

with input suppliers or product buyers shouldbe treated as manage
 

ANLML HUSBANDRY 

(Cols 22-28
 

Includes activities for cattleshed cleaning, grazing,
 

watering, feeding, feed and fodder processing, milking, animal.
 

product processing (but not marketing), visits to the veteri

narian and other services for animals.
 

Ifthe animals are taken to the field and the person>
 

carries out cropping activities at the same time, record that
 
time under cropping activities.
 

BUILDING AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION
 
(Cols 29-35)
 

This includes time spent on constructing new buildings,
 

new bunds, new fences and hedges, and road and irrigation works
 

construction. Time spent going to and coming from the work loca

tion are to be included inworking time.
 

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE.
 

(Cols 36-42)
 

Includes all building repairs, repairs of bunds and 

other farm structures, repairs of irrigation channels, and of 

farm implements. Any work relating to public works such as roads, 

tanks, bunds, canals, etc., are to be included under construction
 

and not under repairs.
 



2. K-9. 5 -TRADE, MARKETINGJ, TRANSPORT 
(Cols 43-49)',..
 

This does not include regular shopkeeping and regular
 

trading (like brokering regularly for all goods), which are to
 
be recorded under "others." It includes all marketing acti

vities of products, inputs, and consumption goods, and the trans

portation involved in these activities. It also includes hiring
 

out of bullocks for any transporta.tion work unless already in-'

cluded in building construction and reapirs. Note that going
 

with bullocks to the market is not a crop-production activity,
 

but is counted as time spent by the bullocks on marketing acti

vity.
 

Time spent by people and bullocks on going to marriage
 

parties and other ceremonial gatherings is to be recorded under
 

"other," with the code E. If these activities are combined
 

Nith marketing, include only the transport time under marketing,
 

not the time spent at the function.
 

2.K-9.6 	 DOMESTIC WORK 

(Cols 50-56)
 

Includes cleaning, cooking, water-fetching, childcare,
 

fire-making, clothes washing, clothes mending, etc. Processing
 

of foods which could be done by a miller isnot included here
 

but goes under food gathering and processing. Processing and
 

gathering of fuels isalso a separate category under columns
 

67 and 68.
 

2.K-9.7 	 OTHERS 
(Cols 57-64)I 

The items included under this category are found in
 

section 3.1-6, page.116.
 

Handicrafts in this list include goods produced for sale
 

or for use in own household, such as ropes, pots, carpentry work,
 

etc.
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2.K9.8 	 FOOD GATHERING AND PROCESSING 
(Cols 65-66)
 
FUEL GATHERING AND PROCESSING
 
(Cols 67-68)
 

These two activities include food and fuel gather

ing for own consumption or for sale.
 

For codes see 3.1-6, page 16.,
 

,2. 	K-9. 9 SCHOOL ATTENDANCE 
"(CWls 69-70) 

Inthis activity include time spent on going to school
 

and coming back, as well as time spent on homework.
 

2K,-9,lo REGULAR JOB 

* (Cols 71-72) 

Include time spent on going to the job and coming back.
 

Subtract a reasonable time for lunch and rest'. Any time spent
 

at house on job preparation, record-keeping, correcting examina

tion notebooks, etc., is to be included. This may apply to
 

teachers, 	village level workers, patwaris, and others.
 

In case a family member is employed on a regular basis
 

at another hoqsehold, record his regular job hours inVLS-K, 

cols 71-72. Do not bother about detailed breakup of the job, 

ti~e.,, how much he worked on cultivation and how much on animal 

husbandry). Of course, the details for permanent servants of 

the respondent's own household should be recorded by activity, 

since these details will be known to the respondent. 

2.K-1O ReAz6on, 6o not Wo z ing 
(Cnl 73)
 

Initially we considered sickness and absence from the
 

village as the only two reasons to be recorded by code 1 in
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col 73. Now new codes are used for not working on the day
 
preceding the interview day.
 

These new codes are listed under 3.2-3 on page
 

129.
 

Remember that women do domestic work even when there
 

is a holiday. So write both hours of work indomestic work
 

columns and reason for not working in farm, etc., incolumn 73.
 

2.K-11 	 Wage Employment and
 
Involuntary Unemptoyment
 
(Cols 76-79, 74-75)
 

These data relate to household and draft animal parti

cipation rates in the daily labor market surrounding the village
 

only. This section does not include members who have tempora

rily migrated for daily work outside the village, because data
 

will be diffucult to obtain. Nor does it include employment
 

of permanent laborers, since they will be assumed to be fully
 

employed.
 

A laborer is employed in the daily wage market on a
 
given day if he works for a daily .wage or for a piece rate counted
 

daily.
 

A laborer is involuntarily unemployed if he looked for
 

a job in the daily labor market at the existing village wage
 

rate of that period of the year (or at the wage rate of the neigh

boring village, if he looked for a job there) and failed to find
 

employment. Ifhe refused work at the existing wage rate, he is
 

voluntarily unemployed. However, if excess rains stopped workers
 
from getting a job, it is involuntary unemployment. The question
 

thus should specifically be on how many days the laborer actually
 

tried to find a job but failed to fine one at the usual wage rates
 
during this season.
 



Aperson isconsidered as involuntarily unemployed
 

when he seeks employment and fails to get the'same. If-such/
 
'
 

a person after failing to get a job goes back to his own field,
 

and tries to do some of his own farm work he isstill treated
 

as involuntarily unemployed. For example, a person tries to
 

get a day's employment with some landlord or at a rural works
 

site but fails to get it. As he isunemployed (against his
 

wish) he tries to keep himself busy with some work (e.g. mending
 

the fence or doing some nonessential activity inhis farm or
 

at his house). This work would not have been done had he got
 

a job, or itwould have been done innonworking hours or on
 

another day. Thus, for all practical purposes, he is involun

tarily unemployed. By working on nonrequired activities in
 

his farm or house he isonly pretending to be employed. He
 

could be best described as having disguised unemployment. How

ever, we do not intend to make a distinction between involuntary
 

unemployment and disguised unemployment.. Hence we treat such
 

cases under involuntary unemployment.
 

Note that separate questions have to be asked for
 

involuntary unemployment and wage employment. They do not
 

usually add up to the number of days between the rounds, since
 

some days may be voluntary unemployment, working on own farm,
 

holidays, market days, etc.
 

A person who does not participate
Non-participant8: 


inthe daily labor market isone who receives zero entries
 

(always or insome rounds) inboth the involuntary unemployment
 

and the employment columns.
 

Fractions of days: A series of half-days of employment
 

isadded up to full-day equivalents and rounded to the next inte

ger (except when the fraction isless than one day where entries
 

like .5are possible).
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2.K-11.1 DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN FARM
 
AND NONFAP1I EMPLOYMENT
 

Up to June 1,1976, no distinction was made between
 
these two employment classes. Thereafter, however, farm employ
ment, i.e., all work done for a 
farmer, regardless of whether
 
on the field or inthe house (even construction), iscoded in
 
columns 76 and 77. 
 All nonfarm employment, i.e., work for
 
others than farmers, iscoded incolumns 78 and 79.
 

-VLS-L HOUSEHOLV TRANSACTION SCHEDULE
 

The VLS-L schedule has a fairly simple structure but
 
can be used at various complexity levels. 
 Inthe course of
 
the VLS studies we have added to its complexity by distinguish
ing more accounts and more types of transaction, and especially
 
by going into anthropological 
details in terms of who transacts
 
what with whom and where. 
 The 	additional complexities have
 
been added in such a way that the original structure remains
 
totally undisturbed. Furthermore, anyone can use the same
 
schedule in much simpler ways by aggregating accounts, by
 
omitting the recording of particularly complicated transactions,
 
or by omitting the more complicated location and partner infor
mation. 
The major changes over the course of the studies are
 
identified in the text and in the code lists in Chapter 3.
 

The purposes of this schedule are:
 

i) Assessing the income position of a
 
household.
 

ii) Computing consumption quantities and
 
expenditures of the household.
 

i i) Breaking down income by sources. 

iV)	Determining inter-enterprise flow of
 
goods within the household.
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v) Recording production expenditure.
 
vi) Recording changes in the debt or credit,
 

position of households.
 

vii) Computing cash prices of commodities,,,.
 

viii) Tracing marketing behavior by locating
 
certain transactions.
 

Many of these areas may be sensitive. Therefore, in
 

explaining the schedule, stress points (ii),.(iv), and (v)
 

rather than the income aspects.
 

Do not press the respondent if he is unwilling to give
 

certain details, but clearly indicate on the schedule any impor

tant omission of details for particular respondents, so that
 

such cases can be omitted when the data are analyzed. You may
 

also try to reconstruct missing details with information obtained
 

from the less sensitive schedules or from neighbors.
 

The transactions to be recorded on this schedule fall
 

into seven classes, which are given in Table 2.L-l.
 

Table 2.L-l. Classes of Transactions
 

Sec- Out- Credit Transfer of resources

Sec- Ogt or and money without com
tion right Saving pensation
 

2.L-1 Cash transaction 1.1 1.2 1.3
 

2.L-2 Kind transaction 2.1 2.2 2.3
 

2.L-3 Intra-household
 
transaction 3.0 
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2.L-1 Ca,~h- 4~Nuaction, 

These are all transactions inwhich money actually 
changes hands. 

Such transactions give rise to one line on the VLS-L
 

schedule. But only one side of the schedule is used, either
 
the cash inflow or the cash outflow side. Never use both
 

sides for transactions in which money changes hands.
 

2.L-1.1 OUTRIGHT CASH TRANSACTIONS
 

These are transactions inwhich money is paid or
 

received for the sale or purchase of goods or services (includ
ing taxes which in principle are regarded as payments for some
 
government services). Ifgoods are sold or money isreceived
 

for labor or other service, use the left hand "cash inflow"
 
side. Ifcommodities are purchased or money is paid for labor,
 
veterinary, government services or taxes, use the right hand
 

side "cash outflow." Always use the account number which
 
receives the money for the goods or services produced, or which
 
has to pay the money with which goods or services are paid.
 

2.L-1 .2 CASH TRANSACTIONS FOR CREDIT, SAVINGS,
 

OR LIFE INSURANCE
 

In these transactions, cash comes into the house or
 

leaVes the house, but the ownership of the cash does not chang
 

For example:
 

If I take a credit I get some money,, but the lender
 

stillowns it. If I deposit money as savings, I give itto
 

'the Bank but still I own it.
 

If I borrow money the credit account (and thehouse
hold) receives the money--record it on the "cash inflow" side. 
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If I lend money, the credit account (and -the house

hold) pays the money--record it on the "cash outflow" side. 

if I withdraw savings from the bank, the money flows 

into the household--use the "cash inflow" side (regardless of 

the fact that the savings account loses money). 

If I deposit money, the money flows out of the house

hold--use the "cash outflow" side (regardless of the fact that
 

the savings account receives the money).
 

2.L,-l .3 CASH TRANSACTIONS FOR TRANSFER 

PURPOSES 

These include payments received from the outside 

without the sale of goods or services: gifts and income trans

fer from other family members or outsiders, pensions, relief 

money, etc. 

These also include payments made to other family
 

members or third persons, charity payments, etc.
 

Again ifmoney leaves thekhouse, use the "cash out

flow"! side; if itcomes into the house, use the "cash inflow"
 

side.
 

2$L-2 Kind T o aWonz
 

These are transactions in which goods and services
 

are exchanged withoat the use of money. But money values in

volved should be recorded. Therefore, it is necessarly to
 

compute the money value involved and to split the transaction
 

conceptually into two parts, namely, a sale of goods or ser

vice on the cash inflow side, and a purchase of goods or ser

vice on the other side for barter transactions or payments of
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labor in kind. Similarly, credit given in kind is a credit
 

;taken inmoney value, and a simultaneous purchase of the goods
 

inwhich the credit was given; vice versa for a debt repayment
 

in kind.
 

A gift of goods or services received is a receipt of
 

the money value of the goods, and a simultaneous purchase of
 

the same goods; vice versa for gifts given to others.
 

Note that, unlike cash transactions, kind transactions
 

must be entered on both the "cash inflow" and the "cash outflow"
 

sides of the schedule, on the same line. Note also, however,
 

that intra-household transaction also gives rise to entries on
 

both sides of the schedule.
 

Note further that the money values on the cash inflow
 

and the cash outflow side of the schedule are always identical
 

for all kind transactions. If the two values differ, you have
 

made a coding mistake!
 

If problems arise incoding these transactions, describe
 

them carefully inthe remarks column and leave the coding to the
 

head office.
 

2.L-2.1 OUTRIGHT KIND TRANSACTIONS
 

These include payments for labor or bullocks in kind,
 

or the barter of one kind of goods for another goods, or one
 

service for another service.
 

Payments of labor services in kind give rise to a
 

sale-of-goods entry on the cash inflow side to the benefit of
 

the product account which produced the goods and a purchase
 

of labor services on the cash outflow side, charged to the
 



account which used the labor service. Do not' record hour
 

and kind of labor hired; record only the value and the account
 

number.
 

Income received in kind from labor services gives rise
 

toacash-income entry into account number 57,on the.,cash inflow
 

side (without'hours and kind of work involved), andto a purchase
 

of a good on the cash outflow side, generally into the consumption
 

account 71 (with minor exceptions such as when clothing isgiven),
 

Barter of one product for another product which isused
 

for consumption gives rise to a sales entry on the cash inflow
 

side, credited to the account which produced the goods given
 

away, and to an entry on the cash outflow side, charged generally
 

to the consumption account 71 (with minor exceptions).
 

Ifthe goods received inbarter is used for production,
 

then the account charged on the cash outflow side becomes the
 

production account for which the product was used.
 

In barter transactions, two item codes are usually
 

used--one for the good going out and the other for the good
 

coming in.
 

2.L-2.2 CREDIT GIVEN OR TAKEN IN KIND
 

A credit received in kind gives rise to a credit

inflow entry on the cash inflow side (account number 62)
 
without quantity but with the one-digit item code "1"which
 

identifies itas a credit received (see section 2.L-4.6, page 77).
 

Itwill give rise to a purchase of good entry on the cash
 
outflow side, charged to account 71 if it is used for consump

tion (with minor exceptions) or to one of the production
 
accoults ifWthe item is used as an input (seed, fertilizer).
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In this ca'se, quantity and item code are to,be coded on the
 

cash outflow side.
 

A credit given in'kind gives rise to a sale on the
 

cash inflow side, credited to the account which produced the
 

item (with item code and quantity). On the cash outflow side,
 

it gives rise to a credit entry in account number 62, without
 

quantity, but with one-digit item code "3"identifying it as
 

a loan (see section 2.L-4.6, page 77).
 

Note, if a bank gives a credit to a farmer incash and
 

he in turn buys fertilizer and seed with it,account 62 gets an
 

entry on the left side and account 02 and 03 get entries on the
 

right side but these entries are on three different lines;
 

since they are all cash transactions.
 

2.L-2.3 KIND TRANSACTIONS WITHOUT
 

COMPENSATION
 

Some of the transactions discussed hered will be
 
-
extremely rare, but provision for them still needs-to be


made.
 

(a)Gifts, Donations, Thefts, Begging
 
of Current Account Items
 
(Consumption and Production)
 

These transactions are treated as income received/
 
,.expensesincurred due to gi-,ts, 
etc. (account 64), 
or
 

as "purchases" or "sales" in the consumption or produc

tion accounts corresponding i:o the items gained or lost.
 

A gift given in kind gives rise to a sales entry or
 

the cash inflow side credited to the account which pro
duced the item given away (with quantity and item code
 

recorded). On the cash outflow side will come an in

come given away entry inaccount 64, without item code
 

or quantity.
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A production input received as a gift.(ferti
lizer, seeds, machines, etc.) gives rise to an in

come received entry into account 64 on the cash in

flow side, without item code or quantity, and to a
 

purchased entry on the cash outflow side, charged to
 

the account using the input, with an item code.
 

A gift received for consumption is coded the same
 

way, except that the purchase ischarged to account 71
 

(with minor exceptions if,say clothes or bicycles,
 

are received).
 

Note that for farmers record only thefts of crops
 

standing in their fields ifthe quantities are substan

tial and make sure about the occurrence of the theft
 

and the quantity. However, for those who may steal
 

regularly from fields, make every attempt at recording
 

correctly the value of such transactions.
 

For more examples see Table 2.1-2, page66.
 

(b)Production Capital Gains and Losses
 

(Account Codes 22 and 64)
 

Such gains and losses can occur due to natural cala
mities; birth and death of animals; thefts of animals,
 

machines, and implements; gifts or donations of land,
 

animals, machines, and implements; or, gain or loss of
 

lands by succession, litigation, or government action.
 

For all capital gains a capital item isacquired
 

withoutthe payment of money, i.e. a "purchase" has to be
 

recorded on the cash outflow side, without money actually
 

flowing out, i.e., with columns 41 to 47 blank. The value
 

of the capital item received has to be recorded on the
 

cash inflow side but without an outflow of a corresponding
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quantity. FOr capital losses the situation is.exactly:

the reverse.,
 

'For 	examples see Table +2,.L-2, page 66.
 

Note 	that capital gains and losses are the only 

kind 	transaction for which values do not appear on both
 

sides identically.
 

(c) 	 Capital Gains or Losses of Condwer
 
Durables
 
(Account 84, created after July 1, 1976)
 

These are coded exactly like producer durables, excep
 

for the change inaccount code.
 

For examples see Table 2.L-2, page 66.
 

2.L-3 .Inta-Houehotd T~uwaction6 

The purpose of recording these transactions is to
 
account properly for the use of items which are produced and
 

consumed in the household.
 

During the first year of the investigation, we collectec
 
the following intra-household transactions:
 

i) 	Animal products produced and consumed by the 
household, e.g., milk, eggs. 

ii) 	 Feeds given to animals which could also be 
consumed by humans and which were produced 
by the household, e.g., food grains. 

iii) 	Vegetables and fruits produced and consumed
 
by the household.
 

Home 	consumption of food grains (and certain oilseeds
 

has 	then to be computed as [initial stock + production + pur

chases or gifts] - [sales + feeding to animals + seeds used
 

from 	home-produced stocks + terminal stocks]. This will be
 

rather inaccurate because our initial stock figures were
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Table 2.L-2". Kind transactions without compensation
 

Cash Inflow Cash 'Outflow,
 

Columns "
 
-
 - - -- - - m --------

10,11 12-14 15 16-21 22-28 29,30 31-33 34. 35-40 41-47
 
--------------------------- I---------------------


Sorghum 
received from 
relative 64 50 71 CC K 50 50 

Paddy given
to beggar Ol Cd K 1 1.50 64 150 

Rice received 
by begging 64. 2.50- '71 CN K, 1 2,50 

Bajra stolen by 
respondent 64 20 71 CA K 25 20 

Fertilizer 
stolen by 
respondent 64 20 ' 03 D K 30r 50 
Calf born 22 LC '70 22 LC N 1 --

Bullock died 22 'LA N 1 -""22 LA' 200 
Pumps stolen 22 MK N 1 - 22 MK 1500 
Dry land. 
received from 
government 22 RA . 600 22 RA A 1 
Wet land given 
to son 22' RB A 2 22 RB 10000 
Cattl eshed 
burnt* 22 RE -- 22 RE 500 
Radio stolen 84 QD N 1' -- 84 QD 300 

Sewing machine 
from government 84 QG . 600 84 QG N 1 

------------ u-- s ------- --------------------; 


Note that in this case uits cannot be-nmeasured. 
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collected long after July_ 1, 1975., At that time, questions-,
 

regarding stocks were extremely sensitive. Furthermore, we
 
neglected to collect seeds taken from own produce and will
 
have to build up this information from the amounts of seeds
 
used (Cultivation Schedule), less the amounts of seeds pur
chased or received, plus amount of seeds sold or given away
 
(from the Transaction Schedule). However, data on use of
 
home-produced food grains is too complicated and time-consuming
 
to collect in every round. As an alternative method, we
 
decided to collect information about grinding of food grains
 
produced at home.
 

From May 1, 1976 onwards, the following additional
 
transactions were recorded:
 

iv) 	Grinding or Milling of food grains, i.e.
 
the transfer of food grains from production
 
account to consumption account at the time
 
of grinding or milling.15
 

v) Seeds taken from own produced stocks.
 

The 	following intra-household transactions are still
 

not 	recorded.
 

-Food grains consumed and produced at home
 
(at the time of consumption; however they
 
are transferred at the time of milling or
 
grinding).
 

Home-produced fodder given to animals
 
(will be computed from stocks, production,
 
purchases, and sales).
 

Home-produced manure used on own fields
 
[will be computed from total manures applied
 
(VLS-H), purchases, and sales]
 

Use 	of own bullocks for cultivation pur
poses.
 

15Note that grinding and milling charges have always been recorded from the 

start of the investigation.
 

http:milling.15
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Use of own produced cowdung cakes, firewood,
',etc..'And-similar transfersi' 
All intra-household transactiohs give'rise to entries
 

on both Lhe cash inflow and the cash outflow'side 
of the same
 
line of the transaction schedule.
 

For example, seeds used on own field are coded as a
sale in account 01 and as a purchase inaccount,02, with quanti
ties and item codes on both sides. Use of own-produced milk or
meat .iscoded as a sale in account.1l.and a purchase in account

Feeds given to animals are coded-as a sale of the corresponding
 
crop product inaccount 01 and as a 
purchase inaccount 13.
 

2.L-3A1 GRINDING AND MILLING OF FOOD GRAINS AND
OILSEEDS PRODUCED BY THE HOUSEHOLD 

This records the transfer of home-produced food grains
to the consumption account at the time of grinding and milling

the grains (note that milling charges are coded as a 
separate
 
outright cash transaction).
 

The purpose of collecting these intra-household tran
sactions is to get a 
more precise estimate of how much the

household consumes from its own stocks. 
The basis for this pro
cedure is the fact that inthe study area none of the major
food grains and oilseeds is consumed in unprocessed form. Paddy,

all cereal grains, all pulses, and oilseeds are milled or ground

before they-are used by humans.16 
 In the case of cereal grains,

grinding and milling usually occur shortly before consumption,

while in the case of pulses itmay only occur once a 
year. Grind
ing and milling dates thus do not correspond closely to consump
tion dates inthecase of pulses.
 

Nis may not be the case everywhere else', such as when maize is eaten on
the cob. In that case it can be treated as a vegetable consumed and pro
duced at home.
 

http:humans.16
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A grinding or milling transfer transaction is coded as
 
a sale of the corresponding raw product (e.g. paddy) from account
 
O1, and a purchase of the corresponding processed product (milled

rice). in consumption account 71 on the same line. 
For values to
be used, see Section 2.L-3.3, page 70. If a substantial milling
loss is involved, the quantities of raw product .(paddy) and final
product (rice) will differ. This is the only instance in which 
quantitiesare not identical on. both sides of the same intra-house
hold transaction. 

The quantity of raw product recorded isthe one reported

by the household. 
 The quartityof the final product recorded is
 
either the quantity reported by the household (when the mill where
 
it was ground is not known) or the quantity of raw .product reported,

multiplied by a 
recovery factor (obtained from the miller who mills
 
or grinds the product).
 

For all cereals processed to flour, we assume that the
milling.losses are zero; therefore, no separate codes are given

for raw..product and millediproduct.. This-is fairly accurate for
 
major.cereals, but.slightly inaccurate for minor millets.
 

2.L-3.2 
 MILLING BYPRODUCTS 

Oilcakes, paddy husk, and;pulse: coatings are milling byprQducts which are fed to animals. 
 For those which have a 
commer
cial value (unlike some pulse: byproducts don't), record the value
 
of the byproduct so that itcan be added to crop income. If the

byproduct is sold, code the sales value of the product ina simple

sales transaction, credited to account 01. 
 If the byproduct is

fed to the animals" code an intra-household transaction from 01
 
to 13. 
 For valuation of the byproduct in this case, see Section
 
2.L-3.3, page 70.
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Note that milling of a crop may thus take up to
 
three.lines.in the-transaction schedule, one for the milling
 

charge (unless milled at home), one for transfer of the home

produced consumption (this occurs even if the grinding is
 
done at home with partner code C), and one for the byproduct,
 

if any.
 

2 L-3.3 VALUATION OF INTRA-HOUSEHOLD 

TRANSACTION IN MILLING TRASFER 7 

As a principle for all intra-household transactions
 

we value the products at their sale prices, say the sale price
 
of milk if itwas consumed at home. However, there often is
 
no 
'sale price' of processed products for farmers; thus only
 

a retail purchase price can be observed. Because of this, and
 
because we have to split the raw product value into a final
 

food product component and a byproduct (ifany) component, we
 

value transferred products on the basis of their retail pur

chase price. When there isno byproduct and when grinding
 

occurs at home (Case I,Table 2.L-3) simply value the bajra
 

flour at (for example) 120 rupees for account 71 and enter the
 
same value on the cash inflow side as income to the crop pro

duction account. This Rs 120 sum can exceed the sale value of
 

the raw product and this excess is a gain (income) to the
 

household from milling at home and not using middlemen.
 

When bajra isground by a miller (Case 2, Table 2.L-3)
 

deduct the milling-charge from the value of the final product
 

and code the milling charge separately. Note that income on
 
cash inflow side is now reduced by the five-rupee milling
 

charge.
 

'1
7For proper accounting of crop production income and consumer 
'expenditures'
 
we need to achieve a consistent valuation of the products and byproducts
 
transferred and milled in these milling intra-household transactions.
 

http:three.lines.in
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When byproducts exist (cases 3 and 4, Table 2L-3 
Ppge72),
proceed exactly the sane wayfor the transaction
 

'from account 01 to account 71 
(or 79 in the case of oils).
 
If.a byproduct is sold, code that in the usual manner as an,
outright cash sale (Case 3). If the byproduct is fed t6 ,
 

animals (Case 4), value it at purchase price of the oilcake
 
and put the same value on the cash inflow side. Do not
 
record the quantity of raw product again, since it is already
 
coded inthe transfer from 01 to 79 (or 71). When the by
product has no value, simply ignore it (Case 5, Table 2,L-3,
 
page 72).
 

Using this principle will result in raw product
 
values in excess of the sale value of the raw product. This
 
excess value is the profit accruing to the household from
 
not using market channels, or from grinding at home and thus
 
saving the marketing margins. 
This profit can be computed as
 
follows: 
 Profit = Sum of values of final products less sale
 
value of raw product less milling charge.
 

2.L-3.4 MILLING AND GRINDING OF FOOD GRAINS WHICH 
HAVE ALREADY BEEN CODED AS "GOODS .1N" INTO 
ACCOUNT 71 
(Food items purchased, received as wages 
or gifts) 

The grinding of such food grains will not be separately
 
recorded as a kind transaction, since we already know that they
 
will be consumed later. However, the sale of processed grains
 
(rice, flour, dals, and oils) that have previously been entered
 
into account 71 by purchase, gifts, or milling, must be recorded
 
,as a sale out of account 71 
or else they will appear as consump
tion by the family. Do record grinding charges only.
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.Table.1-3: Coding of Milling and Grinding after June 1, 1976 

Cask Inflow Cash Outflow
 
Columns


l, 12-14 15 16-21_ 2-28 29.30 31-3- 34 35 41- 50 

1)Bajra 
ground athome 01 CA K 100 120 71 CA K 100 120 C 

2)Bajra 

millerground by o CA K 100 115 
-

71 
70 

CA 
GG 

K 100' 15 
5 

B 
B 

3) Groundnut 
groundmiller by 01 BA K 100 195 79 BH K 40, 195 B%_ 

Sold (by
product) O1 ZF K ";160 '54 

70 GG 25 B 

B 
4)Safflower 

millerground by 
01 BG' K 100, 115 79 'BS K 30 115 B 

Byproduct 
70 GG" 50 B 

used athome 01 BG 70 48 13 m ZF K 70' 48 B 
5)Gram 

ground athome* 01 PD K 100 160 71 PJ K 8 160 C 

Entry of the byproduct of gram (chickpea) is not considered, because it: has noconmnercial value in this particular case. 



2.L-3.5 PAPWWP CODES 

For the;m111ng and grindingO intra-household
 
transaction (from 01 to71), the partner code is-either B
 
for the comercial miller, 3 for a 
cooperative mill, or
 
C for self inthe case of self-grinding. Ifmilling is
 
done by a
miller the "grinding expense" transaction will
 
also receive partner code B.
 

2.L-3.6 MILLING CHARGES 

These continue to be coded as.outrightcash tran-,
 
sactions under account code 70,.item.code GG.
 

2.L-4 Account Dec.'riptin 

The accounts have been groupedinto nine major
 
groups.
 

Note that inmany account groups (AC), accounts
 
for labor inputs, material inputs, draft animal inputs,
 
taxes, and other charges can be found. 
 Make sure that
 
housetax goes into the account groups related to the house
 
and the land tax into crop production, etc. The account
 
groups are:
 

2.L-4.0 
 Group0: CROP PRODUCTION
 

All crop products, inputs, and services-used for
 
crop production are recorded here. 
 Land taxes, water fees,
 
land rent, and electricity charges relatedto crop produc
tion are included here.
 

For account codes see 3.2-4, page,130.
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2.L-4. "Group 1: ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 

All animal products, inputs, and services used 

for animal production, in particular veterinary charges, 

grazing and watering charges are included. 

For account codes see 3.2-4, page 130. 

.2.L-4.2 Group 2_: PRODUCTION CAPITAL: LAND, FARM BUILDINGS, 
ANIMALS, IMPLEMENTS, MACHINERY 

Here we code all costs or receipts associated with 

the purchase, sale, or construction of productive capital 

assets. Residential houses and consumer durables are not 

included here. Inaddition, capital gains/losses on these 

assets are recorded here. Note that taxes and fees are only 

those relating to the purchase or sale of the items, not 

such things as land or housetax. 

2.L-4.3 

For.account codes see 3.2-4, page 130. 

codes see 3.1-3, pages 107-110, 3.1-7, page 117. 

Group 3: CURRENT MAINTENANCE OF PRODUCTION 

For item-

CAPITAL 

This refers to capital items under 2. Account codes 

are given in section 3.2-4, page 131. 

*.L-4.4 Group 4: HANDICRAFTS AND TRADING 

Here we record incomes and expenditure related to 

handicraft production such as ropes, pots, carpentry, black

smithy, leather work, weaving,basket making, beedi making, 

etc. We also record the incomes of barbers, tailors, and 

other craftsmen rendering personal services and of traders 

and shopkeepers. For handicraft products and service trades 

a code list is given on page 116. 
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In recording handicraft sales and incomes from
 

services, record the item code but without the quantity
 
unless it is a standardized commodity, e.g. basket. 
For
 
inputs into handicrafts it issufficient to record expenses

without item code or quantity. 
 The sale of handicrafts
 
isrecorded under account 41 
(with item codes from code
 
list). 
 If there is any other important uncoded craft, the
 
offce may be asked to assign ita-code.
 

For shopkeepers we are not interested in details of
 
purchases and sales relating to the shopkeeping business of
 
any respondent. 
 To get an idea of income from the enterprise,
 
try to record only gross purchases and gross sales of the
 
shop. These purchases will be recorded under account 49 with
 
Item code KJ, and sales will be recorded under account 41,
 
item code KJ.
 

In the case of a shopkeeper using some product for.
 
his home consumption out of his shop-stock, record the detafis.,
 
Record the item as a 
sale of the product from the shop under
 
account 41 
(with product code as item code) and buying of the
 
item under account 71 (consumption) with appropriate item
 
codes.
 

Ifhandicrafts or personal services of barbers, etc.
 
are bought, this is not coded in the handicraft and trade
 
accounts, 
but as an expense inthe account using the item
 
(animal husbandry for ropes used to attach animals,.account 74
 
for barber,services).
 

For account co&Is see 3.2-4, page 130.
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5
2.L4. Group 5: LABOR INCOMS AND EXPENDITURES 

Here we record all incomes from regular ortirregular
 
labor of the family. Also recorded here are labor expenses
 
for permanently hired laborers who work in all enterprises of
 

the farm.
 

For expenditures on permanent laborers and for all
 
labor expenditures inother account groups we do not record
 
number of hours or days worked, and we do not distinguish
 
whether labor expense was paid to a male, female, or child.
 

Hours or days and resource code were at first not
 
recorded on the labor income side of accounts 51 and 57. From
 
June 1, 1976 onwards, resource codes for permanent labor in

comes inaccount 51 are recorded, but not "abor time. Also
 
from June 1, 1976, daily labor incomes (account 57) are re
corded by resource (wale, female, child) and by distance (0)
 
for all locations within village or on land owned by villagers.
 
Whether daily labor income was from work on a government scheme
 
or not isalso distinguished from that date. Number of days
 
of work involved are recorded from June 1, 1976, as well.
 
After June 1, 1976, therefore, transactions in account 57 have
 
an account code, a resource code, a unit code (hours), total
 
hours worked, income received, distance, and government code
 
1 ifearned from govternment scheme. Note that we do not
 
distinguish farm and nonfarm employment because this distinc

tion is made on VLS-K.
 

Exchange labor was not recorded in this schedule until
 
June 1977, as exchange labor earnings are believed to generate
 
no net income to the household over the period.
 

However, starting from July 1977, exchange labor was
 
recorded in a new account 58. This is discussed insection
 
2.L-9.2, page 88.
 



When a bullock pair with family labor is hired
 
out, try to separate the wages for both as per the existing
 
wage/hiring rates, and record separately labor wage (account
 
57) and bullock wage (account 18).
 

Account codes are given in section 3.2-4, page 130.
 

2.L-4.6 Group6: FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS 

Here we record all credit, savings, and income trans
fer transactions. InterLst incomes from lending or savings
 
accounts and interest expenditures on credit taken are recorded
 
in account 63, if they can be easily distinguished from prin
cipal repayment or withdrawal activities. If it is difficult
 
to find out what is repayment of the principal and what is
 
interest rate, just record the total repayment in account 62.
 

Credit and Debt: To distinguish whether a cash out
flow under account 62 is a credit given to someone else or
 
a debt paid back to a lender (and conversely for cash inflows),
 
use the item codes under 3.1-8, page 119 (incolumn 14 or 33).
 

Account codes are in section 3.2-4, page 132.
 

2.L-4.7 Group 7: CURRENT CONSUMPTION ACCOUNTS
 

All current consumption expenditures except repair
 
and maintenance of consumer capital items (i.e. residential
 

house and consumer durables) are recorded here. Note that
 
money sent to children studying outside of the village is
 
not a consumption expenditure but is recorded inaccount 64.
 
Foods are recorded with the crop code or the animal product
 
code to which they belong. Note that the crop codes include
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,codes for milled rice, milled pulses, sugar, and gur, which
 
all go into account 71. Oils and fats other than ghee go
 
into account 79. Labor inputs contain only labor for house
hold help. The electricity-water charges account 76 in
cludes only electricity and water charges for household use
 
and not for production. Others (account 70) are such things
 
as postage stamps, complete meals in hotels, milling charges,
 
and anything else which cannot be classified elsewhere. Only
 
record value. Soap and washing powder fall under cosmetics
 

(account 74).
 

For further details see the item codes for the cor
responding accounts given in sections 3.1-3, 3.1-4, 3.1-5,
 
3.1-6, 3.1-7, and 3.1-8, pages 107-122.
 

2.L-4.8 Group 8: 	CONSUMPTION CAPITAL ACQUISITION 
AND MAINTENANCE 

This includes purchases of houses, construction of
 
houses, purchase and construction of consumer durables (bi
cycles, furniture, etc.), and costs and inputs for the repairs
 
and maintenance of residential houses and consumer durables.
 

Codes for consumer durables are given in the code
 

list in section 3.2-4, page 133.
 

2.L-5' Item Code6 

Item codes are used when the account code does not
 
give full information about a transaction. When fertilizer
 
isbought, this will be recorded inaccount 03, but that does
 
not indicate what kind of fertilizer was bought. Therefore,
 
fill in the item code from the code list. Since this is a
 
one-digit code it goes into the column for one-digit code,
 



Similarly when sorghum or sorghum straw are sold,
 
this iscredited to account 01, but the product code is needed
 
to know what was sold. These are given inthe code list in
 

section 3.1-3, page 107 (CC for sorghum grain and ZA for rough
 
dry fodder). These are two-digit codes and go into the columns
 

for two-digit codes.
 

One-digit and two-digit codes on the same side of
 
the transaction schedule are only used for exchange labor
 
transaction (see 2.L-9.2, page 88). If fertilizer is bar
tered for seeds, use a one-digit code on one side and a two
digit code on the other side of the schedule.
 

The code list in section 3.2-4 on pages 130-133
 
gives the account numbers, ind for each account it indicates
 
whether item codes are to be used or n~f and where they can
 

be found.
 

2.L-6 Unit CodeA
 

Quantities of goods exchanged in transactions are
 

recorded whenever quantities are clearly identifiable, i.e.,
 
when sufficient standardization of the commodity exists to
 
make itmeaningful (itdoes not make sense to count the number
 
of items of clothing purchased because clothing istoo hetero
geneous inquality). Whenever a quantity is recorded, the
 
unit of measurement is given as unit code in VLS-L columns
 
15 and 34. Codes for measurement units are given in the
 
coding list-in section 3.1-8, page 118.
 

2.L-7 Location and Pawutne,%o6 T n action 

June 1, 1976 to June 30, 19?? 

Location and Partner Codes were firstrintroduced, 
on June 1, 1976, ina simplified way:with.Partner Code Set I, 



on July 1,1977, the anthropologist greatly expanded the
 
list of partner codes to Partner Code Set II. Note that
 

-Set II includes all codes of Set I,and no contradiction
 
exists between them. 
But Set IIgreatly expands the number
 
of distinctions among relatives, etc. 
 The instructions
 
valid from June 1976 to June 1977 are discussed below; The
 
partner codes from July 1977 onwards are discussed under
 
2.L-9, page 87.
 

The purpose here isto trace marketing behavior
 
and other transactions more precisely 
 For selected tran
sactions record the location (distance from village) of
 
the transaction and the transaction partner (VLS-L, Cols
 
48, 49 for distance and col 50 for partner code).
 

For all transactions occuring within village bound
aries and labor incomes accruing from working on fields
 
operated by village people, the distance will be zero by
 
definition
 

These details are recorded for the following tran
sactions:
 

- Purchases and sales of all five ICRISAT
 
crops (sorghum, pearl millet, pigeonpea,
 
chickpea, groundnut).
 

- Purchases and sales of other major crops
in each village. These will be paddy,
 
castor, safflower, sugarcane, cotto-, but
 
may differ from village to village.
 

- Purchases and sales of all products of
 
above crops.
 

- Grinding and milling of all the above
 
crops (including self-grinding).
 

- PUrchases and sales of animals.
 
-. Sales of milk (not purchases).
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- Purchases of major machinery items, 

- Purchases and sales of fertilizers and 
pesticides. 

Purchases and sales of rough dry fodder
 
and fine dry fodder (but no other feeds
 
and fodder items).
 

- All credit transactions. 

Incomes received in daily labor market
 
(distance only, partner.code only for,
 
government schemes).
 

The partner codes (Set I) are given insection
 

31-8 on page 119.
 

Note that in these partner codes the money-lender
 

category is used for all private persons whenever they charge
 

interest on loan, i.e., try to make money on it, regardless
 

of their other relationships to the household. Similarly
 

if a miller is also a shopkeeper and sells fertilizers, then
 

he is classed as a shopkeeper for the fertilizer sales.
 

2.L-8 9"OU aneouz Pobtem6 Reeating to 
Tianmactiona Schedute 

2.L-8.1 PROBLEM OF PETTY PURCHASES BY LABORERS 

AGAINST KIND PAYMENT 

Sometimes labor households get wage payment in kind
 

(e.g. paddy/jowar, etc.) and for purchasing provisions like
 

spices, etc., they again make payment to the shopkeeper in
 

kind (i.e. paddy or jowar, etc. which they have earned as
 

wages in kind). The paddy/jowar received as wages is a
 

labor income and is split (conceptually) into two parts:
 

I) Sale oflabor services.
 

ii) Purchase of paddy/jowar.
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-The purchase of spices, etc., isagain split into
 
two parts, (i)sale of paddy/jowar (with goods out and cash
 
i.nflow entry), and (ii)purchase of spices, etc. (with goods
 
in and cash outflow entry). An important point to be noted
 
is that the account to be credited (i.e. the account which
 
receives money value due to sale of paddy/jowar) is not
 
crop production account 01. Instead, it is consumption ac
count 71 which should get entry of cash inflow resulting
 
from paddy/jowar given to the shopkeeper. The account debited
 
Closing cash value) is again account 71, the consumption
 
account. Of course, the item codes will. be different (i.e.
 
paddy/jowar in the first case and spices inthe second case),
 
The accual value of such petty transactions can be known if
 
,one sits for a few hours in the provision shop where most
 
'of the laborers purchase their daily requirements.
 

Remember when this type of transaction (i.e. paddy/
 
jowar bartered for spices) takes place inthe case of a
 
farmer (rather than a laborer) who takes his home produce
 
to be bartered against provisions from the shop, the account
 
to be credited will be account 01 crop production account
 
and not consumption account 71. Of course, account to be
 
debited will be account 71 again.
 

2.L,8.2 PROBLEM OF GRAIN LOAN AGAINST 
FUTURE LABOR SERVICE 

InMahbubnagar villages a practice has been seen
 
where labor households get kind loans (paddy, etc.). These
 
are repaid through labor service (without wages) during the
 
crcp season. Record these details according to the follow

ing instructions.
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First, treat. thegrain received as(l) financial 
credit activity, account 62, and.(li) grain purchase acti. 
vityaccount 71 (with cash outflow and grain inflow). 

Secondly, when the wage employment (without actual
 
payment).takes place, again split the activity ilto two parts:
 
Ci) sale of labor service and income received in account 57 
(do not record hours and kind of labor); record only money 
value in (compute itas per the preiailing wage rate); and, 
(ii)back payment of the debt account 62.
 

2.L-8.3 LITIGATION EXPENSES
 

Court fees, payments to lawyers, etc.,,.should be
 
recorded as expenditure under,the broad activity to which the
 
litigation relates. For example, if litigation expenses relate
 
to land, they should come under account 20. If the litigation
 
relates to consumption or social custom, expenses should come
 
under account.80, etc. See also 2.L-9.4, page 89.
 

2.L-8.4 CULTIVATION CONTRACT cHARGES
 

These have no separate code. Ascertain whether labor/
 
bullock/other input is involved in the contract, and put the
 
amount under the correct account.
 

2.L-8.5 CEREMONIAL EXPENSES
 

Usually these are payments or gifts to priests. If
 
a landlord gives extra gifts to his permanent laborers on
 
special holidays, this should be coded as labor expenses in
 
account 51. For large ceremonies such as weddings, put
 
the corresponding item codes in account 78. 
 Code the quan
tity of food grains purchased or used under their item codes.
 
For clothing, consumer durables, and jewelry, give the cor
responding consumer durable codes in account 78.
 



However, do not treat every small invitation ofI
 

peopl for food at the house as a ceremony. There may fre

quently be guests entertained without a large ceremony.- The
 

investigator has to use his judgment.
 

The coding of ceremonial expenses was revised from
 

July 1, 1977. See 2.L-9.l, page 87, 2.L-9.3, page 88, and
 

2.L-9.5 to 2.L-9.10, pages 89-92 for explanations.
 

2.L-86 DELAYED PAYMENTS 

Inmany instances, farmers who deliver grains or
 

other crops to'government marketing agencies are not paid
 

or paid only partially on delivery, and will be fully paid
 

only a few months later. If they are not paid, this is
 

simply a kind transaction, with a sale of produce linked with
 

a credit given to the marketing agency. When full or partial
 

payment occurs later, even within the same round, this gives
 

rise to a credit repayment entry in account 62.-


Also, conversely, if a laborer receives a payment
 

in advance for labor services to be rendered in the growing
 

season, this will first be a loan received. When the laborer
 

fulfills his obligation by working, this gives rise to labor
 

income (account 57) and debt repayment (account 62) on the
 

same line of the code sheet.
 

2.L-8.7 LAND RENTS AND RENTAL SHARES
 

When a lease holder piys a land rent, this iscoded
 

as an outright cash transaction inaccount 06. When he pays
 

his share this leads to a crop sales entry inaccount 01 and
 
a "rent" payment entry Into account 06.
 

http:2.L-9.10
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However, when,a landlord receives payment of land
 

rentithis iscoded as an outright cash transaction inac

count 23, because itiscapital income and not crop produc

tion income. When he receives his share of the crop, this
 

iscoded as income received under account 23 and as a purchase
 

of foodgrain into the consumption account 71. Ifthe landlord
 

later sells the grain, the sale iscredited to account 71,
 

(This will not occur frequently, because there are few land

lords so wealthy that they will not consume all of their
 

share themselves.
 

2.L-8.8 COLLECTING DATA FROM RETURNING 

MIGRANT HOUSEHOLDS 

When migrant labor households return, try to get an
 

interview with them as soon as possible to gather data for
 

the K and L schedules. On the K schedule, the fact of being
 

out of station has been indicated inthe previous rounds by
 

the "out of station" code 2 incolumn 73. Inthe VLS-L
 

schedule, rounds of data collection inwhich the household
 

was out of station are marked by one 'transaction' for that
 

round with only the identifier columns 1 to 9 filled inand
 

no transaction recorded.
 

To gather income details, trace with the respondent
 

the places where he went and collect for each place and
 

household member:
 

- Number of days worked at a location;
 

- Number of days involuntary unemployment;
 

Cash wage rate;
 

- Kind benefits (rice, etc.); 

- Whether work was done .' 
scheme or not. 
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From this record labor income of the family while 
.out of station,/and code as usual. The days of wage employ
ment and involuntary unemployment while out of station must
 
be allocated correctly among all rounds which occurred dur
.ing the out of station period. The way to do this is to make
 
a special notation on the household's VLS-K schedule in the
 
round they return to the village, indicating how the head
 
office should allocate these details among the rounds pre
viously sent in. The head office will update the files at
 
headquarters and the investigator should do the same on his
 
carbon copies of the respective VLS-K rounds.
 

Then collect information on:
 
- Credit taken before departure;
 

- Cash position at departure;
 

- Credits taken and repaid while out
 
of station;
 

- Cash position after returning;
 

- Credit taken/repaid after returning.
 

And code the credit transactions as usual.
 

Expenditures while out of station
 

Collect and code expenditures for consumer durables.
 
separately since they are relatively easy to remember. 
Compute
 
all other expenditures as follows:
 

Current expendi
tures while out Initial cash + Cash income + Credit
 
of station taken 
- Credit and interest paid 

back - Expenditures on consumer 
durables - End cash. 

..Note that cash income only should be taken for this
 
formula since kind incomes will already have given rise to
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"'expenditures" inthe appropriate c.onsumption account. These
 
cduri-ent expenditures while out of station are coded into account.
 
70 under item code GN.
 

Any transactions between the day of returning to the,
 

village and the day of interview are coded inthe usual manneri.i:
 

Similarly, labor utilization data for the day preceding'the inter

view are taken as usual.
 

2.L-9 Rev~ion oj 'an6ateZon Scheue. Coding
6i 'Jutj 1, 1977 

Following the introduction of partner codes for selected
 

transactions on June 1, 1976 a revised set of partner codes and
 
an'expanded set of transactions were tested from the end of Novem
ber 1976. This testing resulted in the set of revisions explained
 
below. All coding of VLS-L through June 30, 1977 follows the ori

ginal directions for transaction records explained in sections
 
2.L-7 through 2.L-8.8 above. But from July 1, 1977, the revisions
 

and expansions mentioned below were added to the original systnm.
 

They are explained in sections 2.L-9.1 through 2.L-9.10.
 

2.L-9.1 PARTNER AND LOCATION CODES FOR 

ALL TRANSACTIONS 

From July 1, 1977, partner and location codes are to
 
be used for all transactions. These include all the old types
 

of transactions, with account codes listed in section 3.2-4.
 
The list of transactions covered in VLS-L isalso expanded to
 
include exchange labor, which receives a new account code. In
 

addition, transactions related to marriage and litigation will
 
be distinguished from other transactions by a special set of
 

item codes. These points are explained immediately below in
 
sections 2.L-9.2, 2.L-9.3, and 2.L-9.4, pages 88 to 89.
 

For partner codes see section 3.1-8, pages 119-121.
 

http:2.L-9.10
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2.L-9.2 RECORDING EXCHANGE.LABOR AND
 
BULLOCK LABOR 

Inthe formal records of'VLS-L through June 30,
 

1977, exchange labor was not included. From July 1, 1977,
 

exchange labor is included. It is coded like any paid labor,
 

except that it is distinguished by a new account code, ac

count 58. If a member of the household goes for exchange
 

labor, code the details on cash inflow.side. If someone
 

comes to work for the household, use the cash outflow side.
 

Record actual exchange labor. Also record such
 

things as unpaid loans of equipment, bullocks, servants, etc.,
 

when reciprocity would be expected to come about naturally
 

or would be available on demand. Record value of labor per

formed and of equipment or servant loans at the going rates.
 

For examples, see the illustrations of revised
 

VLS-L coding inAppendix A.
 

Distinguish the type of activity through use of the
 

proper one- and two-digit codes.
 

Note that it is very important to use the proper 

partner code (see the revised list under section 3.1-8,, 

.page 120). 

If more-than-one person in the respondent's family
 

does exchange labor, or ifhe receives such labor from several
 

people, code each laborer separately.
 

2.L-9.3 DISTINGUISHING TRANSACTIONS RELATED 

TO MARMIAGES 

Marriages are very important social and economic
 

occasions, which result in a large number of transactions in
 

the case of any one marriage. These include gifts, dowry,
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travel expenses, entertainment expenses, use of food from
 

the household stocks, loans, etc. Obviously it is impossible
 

to lump all these together under one account for "marriage
 

transactions." Instead, the usual account code should be
 

used depending on whether a transaction is a gift, a use of
 

own stocks, transportation expenses, etc. We can distinguish
 

marriage-related transactions, however, if we use a system
 

of special one-digit codes. They should be entered as appro

priate in columns 14 and 33 of VLS-L, and are listed under
 

section 3.1-8, page 122.
 

Use these codes for any expense or income (including
 

exckange labor and loans) occasioned for the respondent by a
 

marriage. Also use two-digit item codes in columns 12-13
 

and 31-32 to identify the type of expense or activity; see
 

Appendix A for examples.
 

2, L-.4: RECORDINGO LTIGATION TRANSACTIONS 

There is also a large range of transactions occa

sioned by litigation: travel, entertainment, lawyers' fees,
 

which normally would be coded as labor expenses, etc. As
 

with marriages, it is impractical to have a separate set of
 

account codes to cover all litigation-related transactions.
 

Therefore, we add another one-digit code (under section
 

3.1-8, page 122). This code should be entered in column 14
 

or 33 of VLS-L to mark any transaction occasioned by liti

gation.
 

2. L-9.5" RECORDING TE PURPOSE OF TRAVEL 

Until July 1, 1977, the purpose of travel was not
 

noted on VLS-L -there was only an entry In account.75 for
 
"travel and entertainment." From July 1, 1977, travel ex

penses for marriages and litigation are identified by the
 

http:account.75


special one-digit codes for columns 14 and 33 explained in 
2.L-9.4. "This includes such things as,the useof 'sown 
bullockcart to transport guests or to attendarmarriage.
 

As far as other travel expenses not occasioned by
 
marriages or litigation are concerned, no code is used, but
 
try to note the purpose of travel in remarks: for example,
 
"visit Sholapur to sell buffalo calf," or "visit mother's
 
sister."
 

2.L-9.6 REVISED LIST OF PARTNER CODES: SET II 

The original list of partner codes Set I (see
 
2.L-7, page 79) inforce through June 30, 1977, has been
 
expanded so that many different kinds of relationship can
 
be recorded. We have also expanded the number of columns,
 
so that more complicated relationships can be recorded.
 

For example, ifa transaction partner isboth a landlord and
 
a caste fellow, we can now record this. The new partner
 
code list II insection 3.1-8, page 120 contains the partner
 
codes of Set I as a subset.
 

The list of partner codes has been divided into
 

four groups:
 

i) Relations involvin3 selling,
 
or lending at interest.
 

ii)Land relationships and regular
 
labor relationships.
 

iii) Kinship relations.
 

iV)Miscellaneous.
 

Since we now have five columns inwhich to record
 
partners we can put down multiple relations. The only rule
 
to be followed isto record the relationships in the order
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if their group:'i, ii, 	li, lv. Some examples of how
 
to record partners arel given below (further examples are
 
on sample sheet no.2 for rVLS-L in,the back of the hand
book, Appendix A).
 

Samples of Revised Partner Coding System in VLS-L
 

-------------
Col Col Col Col Col Remarks 
50 51 52 53 54 

"5 V - Money for medicine given by
 
landlord (caste fellow)
 

Z " 
V - - Gift to tenant (caste fellow) 
for tenant's son's marriage 

4 5 .
- - Loan for consumption from
 
landlord
 

4 
 - -W V 	 Loan for expenses indaughter's
 
marriage received from employer
 
(caste fellow?
 

X E 2 - - Gift to regular employee 
(FaBroSo; Telugu: Annayya) 

A M 2 . - Purchased gheee from shopkeeper
 
(SiSo; Telugu: Mena Alludu)
 

-


Note that in recording kinship a partner may be found
 
who isone kind of relative by marriage and another by birth.
 
Follow the rule that marriage takes precedence over birth and
 
code the marriage relationship.
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2.L-9. 	 IDENTIFYING TYPES OF MARRI4GE
 
IN REMARKS
 

When an informant has a transaction occasioned by a
 
marriage, ask if the bride and groom had any kinship to each
 
other before marriage. Note whether or not there was any such:
 
relationship, and what It was, inthe remarks (put this inform
ation as a footnote at the end of the VLS-L sheet if no room
 
in the remarks), An example would be: "Marriage of HB-3 to her
 
FaSiSo (Marathi: atya bhau; or Telugu: bawa). 

2.L-9.8 	 IDENTIFYING RELATIVES IN REMARKS 

Inkinship terms, one term can cover many different
 
types of relationship. Therefore, while using a relative code,
 
also note the exact relationship inremarks, with an English
 
abbreviation and a term inlocal language.
 

2.L-9.9 	 RECORDING GIFTS
 

Be sure to record all gifts, even those which are pur
chased, not given in cash or kind. 
A gift purchased has the
 
shopkeeper as partner, but always note in remarks whom the gift
 
was for and what relationship there iswith the respondent. 
 Use
 
the appropriate two-digit code incolumns 12-13 and 31-32.
 

For customary, yearly, and part-yearly gifts to employees,
 
record the 	amount in account 51 (labor expenses).
 

2.L-9.10 	 RECORDING CEREMONIAL EXPENSES 

When "ceremonial expenses" occur, define these as fully as
 
possible inremarks: thus, put 'agarbathi (incense) for daily puja,'
 
'offering to temple at Tirupati,' 'offering to Nagoba temple in
 
village,' 'puja expenses for wife's ceremony after giving birth,'
 
etc. 
General terms, such as "ceremonial expenses," "ceremony,"
 
".festival," or "religious program" are insufficient. Use the
 
proper two-digit codes incolumns 12-13 and 31-32 where these codes
 
exist.
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2.N/P VLS-N -STOCK INVENTOR V SCHEDULE
 
VLS-P - CREDIT AND DEBT SCHEDULE 

2.N/P-I.. PUxpoze and Scope 

These schedules are designed for.collecting information
 
on rather sensitive Issues such as foodgrain stocks, financial
 
assets/lliabtllties, etc. They are coded on a comon code sheet
 
for E,F,G,N, and P, but VLS-P information isprocessed into a
 

separate computer file.
 

These schedules will be conducted only once during the
 
reference year. We want to collect the stock position of differ
ent items at the beginning and at the end of the year. As it in
volves a number of sensitive questions, we had to postpone its
 
use until the time when investigators had established good rappor
 

with the respondents and gained their confidence.
 

The data about stuck position of different items was col.
 
lected inwinter 1975-76 both for the day of the interview and
 
(by recall) for July 1, 1975.18 However, pretesting of the sche
dule showed that farmers felt uncomfortable ingiving their stock
 
positions, particularly of food grains. This Was largely due to
 
farmers' fears and suspicions following the government's anti

hoarding measures. Farmers were found more willing to give detail
 
of stocks as on July 1, 1975. Hence we gave first priority to
 
collecting stock position as on July 1. Then the investigators
 
tried to get details (ifpossible) about the position as on the
 
day of interview. Remember that details relating to both time
 
points (July 1 and actual day of interview) are collected in the
 
same columns in different rows of VLS-N, and are distinguished by
 
day code incols 7-9.
 

18 The dates of initial interviews on these schedules varied because they had to 
fit into the investigatorst work schedules. 
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For food grains, fodder, fuel, farm inputs, and build
ing materials, we also want to know the family's approximate
 

annual requirements. Finally, we want to know the financial
 
assets and liabilities position of the household. These items
 
differ considerably intheir sensitivity and accordingly farmers"
 
responses are also likely to differ. Hence we should be very
 
clear about the priorities we attach to different items covered
 
by the schedule so that we do not miss an important item while
 

laboring for less important items.
 

2.N/P-2 HintA 6o% Cottectg Sensiti.e 

According to our assessment, financial assets/liabi
lities are the most sensitive items. Therefore, leave them
 
until last in the interview and do not unduly insist on getting
 
the details if the farmer refuses to give them. Ifyou
 

collect details which are, inyour judgment, incomplete or
 
partially correct, indicate this inthe remarks.
 

The next most sensitive item is foodgrain stocks.
 
But accurate information about stocks is essential. The
 
following hints may facilitate the work:
 

Collect details about these items in the
 
later part of the interview, when the res
pondent has understood the purpose of col
lecting stock data.
 
Try an indirect approach rather than blunt,
 
direct questioning on stock position.
 

Ask if the family has started eating new
 
grains (i.e. products of the current year
 
crop). If yes, then ask since when? If
 
since November, then ask how he managed 
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which sustained him, then ask about his 

approximate monthly requirement. If you 
get this estimate, then work it backward 
to get the stock position as on July 1. 

If the respondent was managing with pur-.
 

chased/borrowed grains, then ask him if
 

he was purchasing/borrowing every month
 

or if he purchased/borrowed in bulk before
 

July. If he purchased food grains in
 

instalments after July 1, then the data
 

are already in VLS-L. If he purchased the
 

total stock before July 1, then get the
 

position as on July 1.
 

This type of questioning can be used for different
 

Food grains and fodder items. If some farmers are willing
 

to give straightforward answers about stocks as on July 
1,
 

do not bother about indirect and roundabout questions. To
 

repeat please also try to record the stock position of each
 

This will facili
of the items as on the day of interview. 


tate cross-checking.
 

The above mentioned methods are only hints, and'.
 

finally, the investigator may evolve his own 
methods depend

ing upon the situation.
 

Next to food grains other items on which we definitely
 

need information are fodder stocks and farm inputs such 
as
 

Details about these stocks may be collected
fertilizers. 

With the help of answers
before getting details of food grains. 


to the questions about stocks and monthly requirements, 
supple

mented by information to be collected through informal 
talks,
 

the investigator should be able to collect details of approxi

mate annual requirements of these items.
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Remember that annual requirement Informatidon
 
though necessary, receives lower priority than stock posi
tion inthe interview efforts.
 

2. N/P-3 St.utwe o6 VLS-E,F,G,N,P Code Sheet 

The structure of this combined code sheet is broadly

similar to other VLS schedules. However, there are a few,
 
codes specific to this schedule.
 

The code sheet has been divided into four parts
 
as follows:
 

2.N/P,3.1 IDENTIFICATION DETAILS
 

(Cols 1-9)
 

The recorded details are the same as in VLS-K,L,
 
etc. The only difference isthat while recording data (by
 
recall) for July 1, 1975, the day code would be 183 in
 
columns 7-9.
 

2.N/P-3.2. CURRENT (PHYSICAL) STOCKS 

(Cols 10-25)
 

Under these columns we record the quantity, value,
 
etc. of stocks of food grains, fodder, farm inputs, fuel,
 
building material, etc., as well as durables on hand. These
 
items are indicated by codes incols 10-11 
(for two-digit
 
codes) and col 12 (for one-digit codes). The codes for
 
different items are given under the following headings:
 

- Food grains, section 3.1-3, page 107.
 

- Fodder/Y'ood items (and fuel items)

resulting from crop byproducts,
 
section 3.1-3, page 109.
 

- Animal products, section 3.1-3, page 109.
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Handicraft items (and others) can be
 
indicated by the activity code malting
 
these items, section 3.1-6, page 116.
 

e.g. Fuel wood could be indicated
 
by KQ.
 
Dung cakes 'y KM, etc.
 

-	 Farm inputs: fertilizers, manures, plant 
protection materials, section 3.1-5, 
page 112. 

For seeds, use crop codes, section.
 
3.1-3, page 107.
 
For diesel oil, etc., use codes given
 
in section 3.2-5, page 133.
 

- Building materials like bricks, bamboo, 
rope, etc. (some of which, such as rope, 
could be used for other purposes too),
 
section 3.2-5, page 133.
 

- Consumer durables: section 3.1-7, 
page 117. 

Source of Stocks
 

Next, col 25 records the source of stocks.,, -or 
codes, see 3.2-5, page 133.
 

2ANP-3.31 ANNUAL REQUIREMENTS 

In columns 26-31 we want Information about the
 
household's approximate normal requirement (inphysical ters)
 
of 	food grains, fodder, etc. for the whole year.
 

This is a very important question inwhich we want
 
to get a person's own estimate of need rather than measured
 
consumption. We are Interested only in the usual consump
tion requirements. The requirements question can be linked
 
inwith questions about available stocks on day of interview
 
or 	July 1.
 

http:2ANP-3.31


Incase it is difficult to record a meaningful
 
quantity--e.g., for clothing for the household--record tf
 
requirements inmoney terms only. Estimate requirements
 
by breaking down an item such as clothing into number of
 
dhotis, number of shirts, etc. needed per person. Again
 
record only usual needs, not extras required for special
 
occasions. Record value in cols 32-37.
 

2.N/P-3.4 FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
 

(Cols 38-54)
 

This may be the most sensitive question, Here we
 
record details about indebtedness, credit, insurance policies,
 
deposits, etc. The codes are given insection 3.2-5, page 134.
 
However, we have to use the same columns for recording details
 
of debt incurred and loan extended. Hence some of the columns
 
may be applicable inone case and nonapplicable inothers.
 
For instance, source (col 46) isrelevant inthe case of loan
 
taken from someone or repayment of loan made to someone. Loans
 
taken from cooperatives, moneylenders, etc., or repayment made
 
to them are indicated in 'Source' (col 46). However, ifthe
 
respondent himself isa moneylender, then to whom the loan was
 
given or from whom repayment isreceived isnot a relevant
 
item, hence nothing isrecorded inthe source column. Simi
larly, interest rates will not be applicable to recording in
formation about life insurance policies. See explanations given
 
with the codes insection 3.2-5, page 134, for more details.
 

2.N/P-3.5 PURPOSE OF LOAN TAKEN 

Indicate the purpose by account codes given for VLS-L, 
section 3.2-4, pages 130-135. If it is not possible to indicate 
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the actualpurpose clearly, indicate'the class codeof
 

the purpose. For instance, ifpurpose of loan is purchase
 

of foodgrain for consumption, its purpose code may be given
 

as 71. If the loan was for consumption purposes and it is
 
.difficult to separate how much was for food (71) and how
 

much was for clothing (73), indicate the purpose by 7 (i.e.
 

class code).
 

2.N/P-3.6 , PARTNER 
I (Col 46) 

In some old schedules this column is also called
 
'Sourcel.
 

Since the kinship codes are two-digit codes, they
 

cannot be used here. Therefore, use one-digit 'relative'
 

code 6 of Partner Code Set I.
 

Note that in the case of financial asset entries
 

(e.g. credit given) do not record a source in col 51.
 

Please see 	section 3.1-8, Partner Codes, pages
 

19l-121. 

2.N/P-3.7 	INTEREST 
(Cols 47-48) 

Record actual interest rate (percentage) on per 

month (and not per year) basis. This is difficult to ob

tain and has frequently not been recorded.
 

2.N/P'3.8 	PERIOD OF LOAN OUTSTANDING
 
(Cols 49-51),
 
and
 
PERIOD OF LOAN OVERDUE
 
(Cols 52-54)
 

The period of a loan is recorded by making the dis

tinction between 'outstanding' (cols 49-51) and 'overdue'
 

(cols 52-54).
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'
The loan becomes outstanding from the day 
.itisextended and reinains so up to its agreed date of 
repayment. Ifthe loan remains unpaid after the agreed
 
date, it is considered 'overdue.'
 

Example
 

Ifa farmer took a loan of Rs 500 on July l, 
1975, to be repaid by July 1, 1976, the whole of the 
period from July 1, 1975 to July 1, 1976, or up to any 
date during this period is considered as the period of 
the loan outstanding. Ifthe loan isnot repaid by July 1 
1976, but continues up to December 1, 1976, the period 
July 1, 1976 to December 1, 1976, is regarded as a period 

of the loan overdue. 
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--CHAPTER, 3, CODINGI LIST 

INDEX OF CODES
 

The list is organized as follows : Under 3.1 come codes common
 

to more than one schedule. These are the most frequently utilized codes;
 

they are grouped into classes of codes such as Identification Codes,
 

Farm Product Codes, etc. Under 3.2 come codes that are specific for a
 

single schedule and they are grouped by schedules.
 

Section Page
 

3.1 COMON CODES . 105 

3.1-1 Identiication Code...- .. 105 

CARD .. 105 

VILLAGE .. 05 

LANDHOLDING CLASS .. 105 
HOUSEHOLD NUMBER .. , . 106 

YEAR .. 106 
DAY OF INTERVIEW .., 1..106
 
INDIVIDUAL MEMBER -. . .. 106 

so*.PLOT .. 106 

3.1-2 lAigation SouAwe Code,6 .. 107 

3.1-3 Far Produz., Food ltem6 and 
Anima2 Pxoduct6 Codes ... 107. 

CEREALS .. 107 
PULSES .. *10 
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OILSEEDS . 

FIBER CROPS .- . 108 

SUGARCANE 'to. 108
 

VEGETABLES AND SPICES
 

GARDEN CROPS .. . 1.09 

CROP BYPRODUCTS and FODDER CROPS 1..09 

ANIMAL PRODUCTS .. •.. 109
 

LIVESTOCK .. 110 

31-4 Human Re~outcez and Machine y Cod6 ... 110 

HUMAN RESOURCES . " 110' 

FARM EQUIPMENT AND IMPLEMENTS .. 111 

MAJOR FARM MACHINERY ,. .. 111 

3I-5 Fm Input Cod .... -11.2 

STRAIGHT FERTILIZERS .. .. 112 

ORGANIC MANURE .. . .. 113, 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS (Pesticides/Insecticides) 113
 

ANIMAL FODDER/FEEDS .. .. 114 

ANIMAL ENTERPRISE INPUT AND COSTS .. "1' 

3. 6 Opertion, Activity, and Handiaadt Coda. ." 115 

115
CULTIVATION OPERATION .
 

OTHER ACTIVITIES •" "- 116
 

HANDICRAFTS (AND OTHER ACTIVITIES) .. !116.
 

1-7 CapitaZ Ae't6 and Con6umption Code 117Oth. .te. 

117
PRODUCTION CAPITAL ASSETS .. .. 

117
CONSUMER DURABLES .. 

1..117
NARCOTICS .. 

MEDICINES, COSMETICS, SOAP .. .. 18 

OTHER CONSUMPTION ITEMS .. .. 118 
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3.1-8 Mo$ee . 118,:9.aneoU6 1..t .. 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT ,, . ,, 118 
CREDIT/DEBT/INTEREST IDENTIFIERS .. 119 
PARTNER CODES: SET I 119 

PARTNER CODES: SET TI 120 
MISCELLANEOUS .. * 122 
ITEM CODES FOR MARRIAGES .. 122, 
ITEM CODE FOR LITIGATION .. .. 122 

3.2 SPECIFIC CODES
 

3.2-1 VLS-C - HouAehod MembeA Schedu. . .. 122 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD .. 1221 
SEX 123:,l 
AGE ... 123 
MARITAL STATUS 123 
EDUCATION 123 
EDUCATION TERMINATION YEAR . 124 
MAIN OCCUPATION and SUBSIDIARY OCCUPATION .. 124 
PLACE .. . 124 
PURPOSE . ... i 125 
FREQUENCY OF VISITS .... 125 
REMITTANCES 125 
NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT .. 126 
OTHER COMMITMENTS .. .126 
DEGREE. OF DISABILITY " " , 126 

CHANGE IN HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP 127 

3.2-2 VLS-D - P o.t and Ctop Rotation Schedute 127 

PLOT LOCATION ... ... 127 
STATUS OF PLOTS AND STATUS: CHANGES .. 127, 
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.. 128OWNERSHIP OF IRRIGATION SOURCE 


SEASON WHEN IRRIGATION IS AVAILABLE OR
 
128FOR WHICH THE SOIL SUITABLE ... 

SOIL TYPES .128
 

" .129
BUNDING 


3.2-3 VLS-K - Labor, Draft AnimaZ, and Maehineyl 129
M

Utilization Sche.dute .1 

129

ACCOUNT 


129 ..REASONS FOR NOT WORKING 


3.2-4 VLS-L - Hou6ehotd Transaction Schedue 130 

ACCOUNT CODES FOR GOODS/SERVICES TRANSACTED
 130
 ..

AND SECTION NUMBER FOR ITEM CODES 


1...30
 ..Crop Production 

"" 130"" Animal Husbandry 

.. 130 ..Production Capital Account 


131
•Production Current Account 


131
Handicrafts, Trading, Personal Service 131 
Trades, Marketing 

.. 132Labor Income and Expenditure .. 
132


*. ..
Financicl Account 

132,....Consumption (Current) Account 


.. 
 ..

Consumption (Capital) Account 133 

VLS-N - Stock Inentoy Schedu e
3.2-5 ., 133 

CredLt and Debt ScheduleVLS-P 

133
""."
OTHER ITEMS 

13...13
 ..
SOURCE OF STOCK 

134 .....FINANCIAL ITEMS 

134
 

LIABILITIES 

"134
PARTNER 
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CODING LIST
 

COMMON CODES
 

3.1-1 deWntict tiLof, Code,6 

CARD 
(Col 1 in all schedules)
 

A - Household Census Schedule 
C - Household !ember Schedule 
D - Plot and Crop Rotation Schedule 

E - Animal Inventory Schedule 

V - Farm Implement Inventory Schedule
 

Farm Building Inventory Schedule
G -
H - Cultivation Schedule
 
K - Labor, Draft Animal, and Machinery
 

Utilization Schedule
 
L - Household Transaction Schedule
 

N - Stock Inventory Schedule
 
Debt and Credit Schedule
P -


VILLAGE 
(Col 2 in all schedules)
 

A - Aurepalle (Kalvakurthi taluka), 
Andhra Pradesh 

B - Dokur (Atmakur taluka), Andhra Pradesh 

C - Shirapur (Sholapur), (Mohol taluka), 

Maharashtra 
D - Kalman (Sholapur North taluka), 

Maharashtra 
E - Kanzara (Murtizapur taluka), Maharashtra 

F - Kinkheda (Hurtizapur taluka), Maharashtr 

LANDHOLDING CLASS
 
,(Col 3 in all schedules) 

0 - Laborer Actual range of land 

- Small Farmer size depends on disty1 
bution of holdings ir

2 - Medium Farmer 

3 - Large Farmer each village
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HOUSEHOLDNUMER 
(Cols.4-5 Inall schedules)
 

. 1 29 Labor households
 
30 - 59 Cultivating households
 
60 - 69 Replacement labor households
 
70 . 79 Replacement small farmers
 
80 - 89 Replacement medium farmers
 
90 - 99 Replacement large farmers 

YEAR 
(Col 6 in all schedules)
 

4 - 1974
 
5 - 1975
 
6 - 1976
 
7 - 1977
 
8 - 1978
 
9 - 1979 

DAY OF INTERVIEW 

(Cols 7-9)
 

Date and day code calendar iS provided inAppen

dlx C.
 

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER 
(Cols 10-11 in VLS-C; Cols 12-13 inVLS-K)
 

Members of the household (excluding
I - 49 

servants/attached laborers)
 

Members of the household living
50 - 59 

outside 

60 - 79 Permanent servants and attached 
laborers (full-time) 

80 - 99 Permanent servants and attached 
laborers (part-time)
 

PLOT 
(ColS 10,11 & 70,inVLS-U;
 
Cols 10,11 &.73 inVLS-H)
 

:22 Ito 29.
See sectlions 2.D-3 to 2.D-7, pages
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3.1-2 	 lrigation Sowce Coda', 
(Col 25 In VLSD; Col 51 in VLS-H) 

1 - Tank 
2 - Canal 
3 Well with electric motor 
4 - Well with oil engine
5 - Well with traditional devices 
6 - Other sources 

3.1-3 	 Fwun Poduwts, Food Item, and 
An.Ljnc Poduic..t Code6 
(To be used for inventories, seeds,

production, transactions, and consumption)
 

CEREALS
 
(Class Code 'C')
 

CA - Bajra/Pearl millet 
 (Local variety)

CB - Bajra/Pearl millet (HYV)

CC - Jowar/Sorghum 
 (Local variety)

CD - Jowar/Sorghum (HYV)

CE - Maize 
 (Local variety)

CF - Maize 
 (HYV)

CG - Ragi/Finger millet
 
CH -
 Other minor millets
 
CJ - Paddy 
 (Local variety) 
CK - Paddy CHYV) 
CL - Wheat (Local variety)
CM - Wheat 
 (HYV)
CN - Rice (for consumption) (Local variety)

CP - Rice (for consumption) (HYV)

CQ -
 Meals obtained inreturn for surrender 

of wages to the relative, etc. 
CX - Other cereals. 

.PULSES
 
(Class Code 'P')
 

PA - Redgram (Tur)/Pigeonpea

PF - Redgram dhal
 
PB - Greengram (Mung)
 
PG - Greengram dhal 
PC - Blackgram (Urad)
PH - Blackgram dhal 
PD - Bengalgram (Chenna)/Chickpea 
PJ - Bengalgram dhal 
PX - Other pulses
PZ - Other dhal and other processed pulses.
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OILSEEDS
 
(Class Code 'B')
 

BA - Groundnuts 
BB - Sesamum 
BC - Castor 
BD - Mustard 
BE - Linseed 
BL - Linseed oil 
BF - Sunflower 
BG - Safflower 
BS - Safflower oil 
BX - Other oilseeds 
BH - Groundnut oil 

FIBER CROPS
 
(Class Code 'D')
 

DA - Cotton (Lccal variety)
 
DB - Cotton (HYV)
 
DX - Other Fiber crops
 

SUGARCANE
 
(Class Code 'S')
 

SA - Sugarcane
 
SB - Sugar
 
ZG - Gur (Jaggery) 
SX, - Other sugar products (e.g. sweets'
 

for children)
 

VEGETABLES AND SPICES
 
(Class Code 'V')
 

VA - Onion
 
VB - Chillies
 
VC - Brinjal
 
VD - Cabbage
 
VE - Tomato
 
VX - Other vegetables 
Vy - Other spices (including salt, 

tamarind, etc.) 
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GARDEN CROPS'; 
,'(Class Code 'F')
 

FA Grapes 
FB. - Lemon 
FC Orange-

FD - Mango 
FE - Coconut 
FG - Toddy Trees 
FX - Other Fruits 

CROP BYPRODUCTS
 
(Used as fodder)
 
and
 
FODDER CROPS
 
(Class Code 'Z')
 

ZA - Rough dry fodder (crop byproduct)
 
ZB - Fine dry fodder (crop byproduct)
 
ZC - Green fodder crops
 
ZD - Grass and other green fodder
 
ZE - Grass and other dry fodder
 
ZK - Crop byproducts not used as fodder
 

but used as fuel, etc.
 

ANIMAL: PRODUCTS
 

(Class Code 'A'or 'L')
 

Units, 

AM - Milk .. Liters 
AG - Ghee .. Kgs 
AP - Other milk products .. Kgs 

'AC - Dung cakes .. (in:hundreds) 
AD - Dung, manure .. Quintals 
AS - Skin, hide, bones .. Kgs/No 
AW - Wool, goat hair, etc... Quintals 
AY - Eggs .. (inhundreds) 
AX - Other animal products 
AF - Fish .. Kgs 
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LIVESTOCK
(Class Code 'L')
 
(Also to be used for meats of
 
these animals)
 

LA - Bullock 
LB - Cow 
LC - Young cattle (under 3 years) 
LD - He-buffalo 
LE, - She-buffalo 
LF - Young buffalo *under 3 years) 
LG - Horse 
LH - Donkey 
LK - Goat
 
LM - Sheep
 
LP - Pig
 
LQ - Poultry (birds)
 
LZ - Others
 

-4 Human RezouAc and MachineAy Codea 
(To be used for inventories,
 
transactions, and labor/
 
machinery utilization scheeules)
 

HUMAN RESOURCES 
(Class Code 'H')
 

HA - Family male laborer 
HB - Family female laborer 
HC - Family child laborer
 
HD Attached laborer/permanent servant
 

(male) - full-time 

HE, Attached laborer/permanent servant 
(female) - full-time. 

-m
HF Attached laborer/permanent servant 

(child) - full-time 

HG - Attached laborer/permanent servant 
(male) - part-time 

HH Attached laborer/permanent servant -

(female) - part-time 
HJ Attached laborer/permanent servant
 

(child) - part-time 
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FARM EQUIPMENT AND IMPLEMENTS 
(Class Code 'E')
 

EA - Desi plough
 
EB - Modern plough
 
EC - Desi seed drill
 
ED - Modern seed drill
 
EF - Blade harrow
 
EG - Modern harrow (such as disk)
 
EH - Blade/Tooth hoe
 
EJ - Leveller
 
EK - Persian wheel
 
EL - Mote
 
EM - Pipe line (in feet)
 
EN - Manual sprayers and dusters 
EP - Chaff cutter 
EQ - Sugarcane crusher (bullock-operated) 
ER - Oilseed crushing equipment (bullock

operated)

ES - Minor farm implements
 

.ET - Implements for dairying
 
EV - Implements for handicrafts, etc.
 

EY - Bullock cart
 
EZ - Others
 

MAJOR FARM MACHINERY 
(Class Code 'M')
 

MA - Tractor--50 H.P. and above 
MB - Tractor--35-50 H.P. 
MC - Tractor--13-35 H.P. 
MD - Two-wheel tractor, cultivator 
ME - Harvester 
MF - Thresher 
MG - Oil engine (multipurpose) 

Electric motor (multipurpose)
MH -
MJ - Oil pump 
MK - Electric pump 
ML - Sprayer/duster (power-operated) 
:MN - Power-operated sugarcane crusher
 

MP - Power-operated mills
 
MZ - Other power-driven machines
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3.1-5 Fa.Ju U~pu.t Codes6 
(To be used for inventories,
 
transactions, cultivation
 
schedules; for seeds use
 
crop codes.)
 

STRAIGHT FERTILIZERS
 

(i) Nitrogenous Fertilizers 

A - Ammonium Sulfate 
B - Calcium Amnonium Nitrate 
C - Ammonium Sulfate Nitrate 
D - Urea 

(ii)Phosphatic Fertilizers
 

E - Super Phosphate (single)
 
F - Super Phosphate triple)
 

(iii) Potassic Fertilizers
 

G - Muriate of Potash
 
H - Sulfate of Potash
 

(iv)Compound Fertilizers
 

J - Diammonium Phosphate
 
K - Ammonium Nitrate Phosphate
 

CV) Complex Fertilizers 

L - 22 : 22 :11 
M - 18 : 18 : 10 
N - 15 : 15 : 15 
P -14: 28: 14
Q, -17::17 : 17 

- 11 :11 : 11 
S - 14 :35 :14 
T - 28 :28: 0 
U - 6:12:6 
X - Micronutrients 
Z -Others
 



-------------- ------ ------- ---------

---- ---- ---------------- 

ORGANIC MANURE 

1, - Farm-yard manure 
2 - Groundnut cake 
3 - Castor cake 
4 - Other cakes 
5 - Green manure (take down the activity 

only, no units) 
6 - Tank silt 
7 - Penning of sheep/goats (inanimal day 

number = Animals x Days) 
8 - Other manures (e.g. pig excretal, 

night soil, etc.)
9 - Cultures (e.g. Azatobacter, Rhizobium) 

'MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

(Pesticides/Insecticides)
 

Usage Class Name Codes
 
-


Insecticide- 1.Carbofuran .6 1 A 
seed dressing 2. Ceresan/Agrosan .. 1 B 

Insecticide- 1. BHC 10% .. ,2 A 
contact 2. BHC 50% .. 2' B 

3. DDT 50% 2..2 C 
4. Sultaph/Sulphur (dust)* .. 2 D 
5. Heliotox (dust) .. 2.E 
6. Sumithion .. 2 F 
7. Thiodon/Endosulfan .. 2 G 
8. Endrin .. 2 H 
9. Ambithion (mixture Mala

thion/Fenitrothion) .. 2 J 
10. Cythion/Malathion .. 2 K 
11. Carbaryl 50%, Seven 50% .. 2. L 

Insecticide- 1. Dimiecron .. 3 .A 
Systemic 2. Rogor .. '3' B 

3. Parathion (dust) ... 3 C 
3:D4. Zolone 3.. 


5. Nuvan .. 3 E 
.. 3 F,6. Nuvacron 


7. Thimet ., 3 G
 



--------- - -------- -------------

-----------------------------------

--------- --- -----------------
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS (Continued).
 

Usage Class Name Codes
 

Insecticide- 1. Lipcomby ,. 4 A' 
contact/systemic 2. Metacipcomby .. 4-B 

Fungicide-seed 1. Ceresan W.P. ,. 5 
application 2. Agrosan G.N. .. 5 B' 

Fungicide-foliar 1. Dithane M-45 .. 6 A' 
application 2. Dithane Z-78 .. 6 B 

Fungicide-seed! 1. Thiram (TMTD) 7 A
 
soil application 2. Brassicol 75 WP (PCNB) 7 B
 

Fungicide-seed/ 1. Sultaph/Sulphur (dust)*/
 
foliar application Sulphur W.P. .. 8 A 

2. Copper oxychloride/ 
Blitox 50/Cuprex .. 8 B 

3. Henosan .. C' 
4. Streptocycline .. 8 D 

..Rodenticide 1. Zinc Phosphide 9 A
 

Sulphur (dust) is used both as an insecticide
 

(code 2D) and Fungicide (code 8A). Hence make sure
 

of its actual use (as 2D/8A) while recording the in

formation.
 

ANIMAL FODDER/FEEDS
 

Fodder
 

See under Crop Byproducts, section, 3.1-3,-page,109.
 

Feeds
 

For Grains use Crop Codes, section 3.1-3, pages 107-I10. 

ZF- Cakes (Cakes used as concentrates) 
.ZG - Gur (Jaggery) 
1ZH Oil*-

ZJ - Mineral and minor feeds 
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ANIMAL ENTERPRISE INPUT AND COST 
(Record expenses on them inVLS-L)
 

1 - Veterinary service
 
2 - Breeding service
 
3 - Use of public pasture
 
4 - Use of other public facilities 
5 - Taxes, rent on grazing land, etc. 
6 - Grazing fee 
7 - Others 

3.1-6 Opexation, Activity and Hand.-Wraft Codeh
 
(To be used in cultivation, labor utilization
 
schedules. These codes are also used for the
 
Droducts of certain activities)
 

CULTIVATION OPERATION
 

A - Field preparation (including field cleaning, 
preparing beds for irrigation, presowing 
ploughing and puddling) 

B - Minor repairs of bunding, fencing, etc. 
C - Manuring (including use of FYM, organic manures 

like oil cakes, sheep penning, tank silt, etc.) 

0' - Fertilization (using chemical fertilizers for 
top-dressing, post-sowing use, etc.) 

E - Sowing (also fill in the plot-cropping pattern 
card) 

F - Resowing (also fill in the plot-cropping pattern. 
card) 

G - Transplanting/Planting 
- Weeding and Thinning 

j - Interculturing 
K - Plant protection 
L - Irrigating crops 
M - Watching 
N - Harvesting (including transport from field to 

house) 
P - Harvesting main product (ifdone separately) 

Q - Harvesting byproduct (ifdone separately) 
R - Harvest processing (including drying, de-husking,
 

threshing, winnowing, cleaning, etc.)
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S - Nursery raising (including all operations 
regardless of location in field or hours) 

T Vegetable gardening (including all operations 
regardless of location in field or hours) 

U - Orchard cultivation (including all operations 
regardless of location in field or hours) 

X - Supervision/Management 
Z - Others (including fencing) (Annual) 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 
(VLS-K, Col 58)
 

A - Religious services
 
S - Shopkeeping
 
K - Handicrafts
 
T - Trading
 
j - Toddy tapping or manufacturing of wine
 
E - Ceremonial and social functions'(including
 

political activities)
 
Z - Miscellaneous
 

HANDICRAFTS (AND OTHER ACTIVITIES) 
(Class Code 'K')
 
(Also used for handicraft sales,
 
and purchases)
 

KA - Weaving
 
KB - Leather work
 
KC - Pottery
 
KD - Carpentry
 
KE - Blacksmithy
 
KF - Rope making
 
KG - Basket making

KH - Beedi making
 
KJ - Shopkeeping
 
KK - Trading
 
KL - Toddy tapping

KM - Dung gathering/processing and selling
 
KN - Neem seed collecting and selling
 
.KP - Food/Fruit gathering and selling
 
KQ - Wood gathering and selling
 
KR - Goldsmithy
 
KZ - Other trades
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3.1-7 Capita 46set6 and Conwnpt'o 
Itn Codah 

PRODUCTION CAPITAL ASSETS 
(Other than livestock, machinery, equipmeit',
 
etc.)
 
(Class Code 'R')
 

RA - Dry land
 
RB - Wet land
 
RC - Well
 
RD - Tank
 

.RE - Cattleshed 
RF - Cattleyard 
RG - Storage facility 
RZ - Others 

CONSUMER DURABLES
 
(Class Code 'Q') 

QA - Residential House 
QB - Furniture items 
QC - Cooking and other kitchen utensils, etc.-
QD - Radio 
QE - Cycle, motorcycle
QF - Watch 
QG - Sewing machine
 
QH - Fan
 
QJ - Jewelry
 
QK - Clothing
 
QZ - Others
 

NARCOTICS 

NA - Alcoholic beverages 
NC - Coffee 
NT - Tea 

'.NN - Tobacco, Beedi 
NP - Pan, betel, etc. 
NZ - Others (Ganja) 



MEDICINES, COSMETICS, SOAP 

NM - Medicines, doctors fees
 
NB - Cosmetics, tooth paste, etc.,
 
NS - Soap, washing powder e-i..
 
ND - Barber service (and expenses as material 

relating to it) 
NZ Others 

OTHER CONSUMPTION ITEMS
 

,GM, - Complete meals in hotel 
GS - Educational expenses (fees) 
GE - Educational material expenses (pen, 

books, paper, etc.) 
'GG - Grinding/milling charges 
GP - Processed foods (e.g. biscuits, khara, 

syrup, baby food, etc.) 
GZ - Others (i.e. item without codes) 
GN - Current expenditures of households while 

out of station in temporary migratione
 

3.1-8 . Mis e2neous Items 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 
(To be used ininventories,
 
transactions)
 

Q - Quintals
 
L - Liters
 
C - Hundreds
 
T - Cubic feet
 
M - Meters
 
K - Kilograms
 
N - Numbers
 
A - Acres
 
-H - Hours
 
S - Square feet
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CREDIT/DEBTINTEREST IDENTIFIERS 
(To be used intransactions) 

1 - Money value in as a loan 
Money value inas a repayment of2 

credit/interest given to others 

3 - Money value out as a loan 
repayment of
4 - Money value out as a 

debt/interest paid back to lender 

SET I
PARTNER CODES: 

(Used intransactions and inven

tories from June 1, 1976 to
 

June 30, 1977)
 

I Government (FCI, Fair Price 
Shop, Panchayat Samithi) 

For all kinds of tran
sactions, 

2 Commercial bank 
For credit and tied input 

sales only 

Cooperatives 
For all kinds of tran

sactions 

4 Private money lender 
For all credit transac

tions inwhich interest 

is taken, even if the 
money lender is a friend, 
shopkeeper or relative, 
etc. (and for K Schedule) 

5 Landlord 
Including interest-free 

advances (and for 
K Schedule) 

6 " Relative 
-do

-do
7 
8 

9 

Friend 

Others 

Regulated market 
. 

-do-

For purchases and sales of 
regulated items only 

A Private'shop (including,,
 
"
 itinerant traders and For all kinds of transactions i
 .r
weekly markets) 
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B'. Miller. for all transactions (includ
ing credit) which involve 
exchange of millable food 
grains 

C. Self For home grinding and milling
intra-household transaction 
only 

PARTNER CODES: SET II
 
(To be used in transactions and
 
inventories from July 1977
 
onwards)
 

Relations involving selling or
 
lending at interest
 
(Col 50)
 

I - Government (FCI, Fair Price Shop,
 
Panchayat Samithi, etc.)
 

2 - Commercial b-ank
 
3 - Cooperative
 
4 - Private money lender
 
9 - Regulated market
 

A - Private shop
 
B - Miller
 

Land relationships and regular labor
 
relationships
 
(Col 50)
 

5 - Landlord 
Z - Tenand 
W - Any regular full or part-time employer 

other than landlord 
X - Any regular full or part-time employee 

other than tenant 

Kinship relations
 
(Cols 51, 52)
 

D 1 Father
 
D 2 FaFa, FaMo, FaFaBro, etc,
 



E 1 Father's Brother 
E 2 FaBroWi, FaBroSo, FaBroDa, etc, 

F .1 Father's Sister 
F 2 FaSiHu, FaSiDa, FaSiSo, etc. 

G 1 Mother 
G 2 MoMo, MoMoSi, MoFa, etc. 

H 1 Mother's Sister 
H 2 MoSiHu, MoSiSo, MoSiDa, etc. 

-J. 1 Mother's Brother 
J 2 MoBroWi, MoBroDa, MoBroSo, etc. 

K 1 Brother 
K 2 BroSo, BroDa, etc. 

L 1 Brother's Wife 
L 2 BroWiFa, BroWiMo, BroWiBro, etc , 

M I Sister 
M 2 SiSo, SiDa, etc. 

N 1 Sister's Husband 
N 2 SiHuFa, SiHuMo, SiHuBro, etc. 

P 1 Husband 
P 2 HuBro, HuSi, HuMo, etc, 

Q 1 Wife 
Q 2 WiBro, WiSi, WiFa, etc. 

R 1 Son 
R 2 SoSo, SoDa, SoSoWi, etc. 

S I Son's Wife 
S 2 SoWiFa, SoWiMo, SoWiBro, etc. 

T .1 Daughter 
'" 2 DaSo, DaDa, DaDaHu, etc. 

U 1 Daughter's Husband 
U 2 DaHuFa, DaHuMo, DaHuBro, etc. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
(Col 50) 

C - Self (only for home grinding and milling. 
as an intra-household transaction) 

V - Caste fellow or caste group 
Y - Ritual partner (priest, vaidya, jadugar, 

astrologer, recipient of ritual charity; 
employer in ritual context) 

7 - Friend 
8 - Others
 

ITEM CODES FOR MARRIAGES 
(Cols 14, 33)
 

5 - Marriage of son (own son only) 
6 - Marriage of daughter (own daughter only) 
7 - Marriage of other close relative (specify in 

Remarks by English abbreviation and by a 
term in local language) 

8 - Marriage of friend, caste fellow, business or 
political associate (one who does not fall 
under code 5,6, or 7; specify relationship 
in Remarks) 

9 - Marriage at which the respondent is employed 
for some service such as acting as priest, 
or as a servant to feed the guests 

ITEM CODE FOR LITIGATION
 

(Cols 14, 33)
 

0 - Litigation 

3.2 SPECIFIC COVES 

3-.2-1 VLS-C - Houzehod Membe.Schedute 

ELATIONSHIP TO HEAD 
Col 12) 

1 - Self
 
2 - Spouse
 
3 - Parent
 
4 - Son
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5 " Daughter 
6 - Grandchild 
7 - Other relatives 
8 
9, 

-
-

Nonrelatives (excluding servants, 
Nonrelatives (servants, etc.) 

SEX
 
(Cl 13)
 

M - Male 
F -. Female 

AGE
 

(Cols 14-15)
 

Write completed years.
 

For a child below one year write S0.
 

MARITAL STATUS
 
(Col 16)
 

U Unmarried
r1 - Married 
W - Widowed 
D - Divorced 
S - Separated 

EDUCATION
 
(Col 17)
 

1 - Illiterate 
2 - Read and write 
3 - Upto Primary School 
4 - Upto Middle School 
5 - Upto High School 
6 - Diploma Course 
7 - Graduation 
8 - Post-Graduation and above 
9 - Technical Degree (medical, engineering, 

agriculture, etc.)
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EDUCATION TERMINATION YEAR 
(Cols 18-19) 

Write the year when the person*,left education. 
Write actual year in two digits, e.g., write 

1973 as 73. 
Write '0'for one who is still going to school! 

college, etc. 

MAIN OCCUPATION 
(Col 20)
 
and
 
SUBSIDIARY OCCUPATION 
(Col 21)
 

A - Cultivation 
B - Agricultural labor 
C - Casual Labor (nonfarm) 
D - Livestock rearing/grazing 
E - Trading/Shopkeeping/moneylending, toddy selling, 

etc.
 
Rural Crafts (carpentry, blacksmithy, pottery,
 

weaving, goldsmithy, etc.)
 
G Other traditional caste occupations/service
-

(religious service, sweeping, toddy tapping,
 
etc.) 

H - Attached labor, permanent servants 
J - Transport of equipment hiring capacity 
K - Profession/service, i.e. regular income 

job (jobs of Patwari, Village Level Worker, 
Teacher, etc.) 

L - Remittance, pension, interest on past savings, 
income from property (including renting of 
land and buildings), etc. 

M - Domestic work
 
N - School/College going

Z - Others
 

PLACE 
(Col 22) 

Indicate the place where-the family member lives.
 

Use the following codes:
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1 ' Within own taluka 
2 - Within own district 
3 - Within own state 
4'5 -

-
Within own country
Outside the country 

.Inthe 'Remarks' column note down the naKme of-the:
 

actual place.
 

PURPOSE 

(Col 23)
 

Indicate why the,person is living outside".using the
 

following codes:
 

1 - For business 
2, - For service 
3 - For education 
4 - For domestic reasons 
5 - For other reasons (write down in.REiarks' 

col umn) 

FREQUENCY OF VISITS 

(Col 24)
 

Indicate how often the person visits.the village:
 

1 - More than once a month
 
2 - Once a month
 
3 - More than once a year
 
4 - Once a year
 
5 - Once in 2-3 years
 

REMITTANCES
 
(Col 25)
 

1 - Gets remittances
 
2 - Sends money
 
3 - Neither sends nor receives-money
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NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT
 
(Cols'28 And 40) 

1 - Seasonal (i.e, employed for a particula, 

2 -

crop season) 
Regular (i.e. employed full-time on yearsly ' 

basis) 
3 - Casual (i.e. employed for a specific period. 

4 -

and job) 
Regular part-time (for specific job, e.g., 

cleaning of the cattleshed, etc.), 

OTHER -COMMITMENTS 

(Col s 29 and 41) 

Indicate the following by codes.
 

1 Ifthe person isattached to household
-

due to past debts
 
2 If the person is attached to household
-

due to current debts
 
3 If the person is attached to household
-

due to any other commitments
 
4 If the person is attached to household
-

due to Jajmani system, etc.
 
5 If the person is attached to household
 

but has no prior commitment
 

DEGREE OF DISABILITY 
(Col 50) 

1 - Can do any farm or domestic work 
2 - Can do only domestic work 
3 - Can do light farm work (e.g. watching) 
4 - Can do only light aomestic work 

(e.g. sweeping, child-care, etc.)
 
Cannot 	do any farm or domestic work
 

(completely disabled). This code
 
is also used for small children who
 
are not disabled but too young to
 
do work.
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CHANGE IN HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP 
l	Col 51)

Not to be used for VLS-K) 

1 - Person left the household !(including 
married out) 

2 - Person died 
3 - New member entered due to birth 
4' - New member entered due to marriage

;.5 Permanent servant left household (due
 
to termination of contract, etc.)


6' - Permanent servant came in (due to new
 
contract)


7 - Hember re-entered the household (on 
return from education, or re-union 
of the fragmented household, etc.)

8 - Others 

3.2-2 VLS-V - Pot and Crop Rotation Schedute 

PLOT LOCATION 
(Col 14)
 

0 - Inside village boundaries
 
1 - In other village boundaries
 

STATUS OF PLOTS AND STATUS CHANGES 
(Cols 15 and 72)
 

A 
B 

-
-

Initially owned and operated 
Initially leased in Only used in 

C - Initially taken on sharecrop initial inter
basis view of the 

o - Initially owned but leased or study 
shared out 

E - Added by purchase* 
F - Added by leasing or sharecropping (in) 

- Added by gift succession, government 
land distributions, etc.* 

H - Created by subplotting 
K - Reappeared by reaggregation 
L - Taken back from leaseholder or share

cropper to operate himself 
P - Subtracted by sale* 

Such status changes also lead to an entry as a purchase/sale!or capital
gain/loss in the transaction schedule.
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Q,R Subtracted by leasing or share
cropping (out) 

Subtracted by succession, family division,. 
dispute, or* due to government ceiling 
laws 

T - Subtracted by cancelling previous lease or 

S 
crop agreement 

Carried over from last year under identicall 
item code 

OWNERSHIP 0,? IRRIGATION SOURCE
 
(Col 26)
 

1 - Individual ownership 
2 - Joint ownership 
3 - Public ownership 
4 - Hired 
5 - Others 

SEASON TMEN IRRIGATION IS AVAILABLE
 
(Col 27)
 
OR FOR WHICH THE SOIL SUITABLE
 
(Col 71)
 

0 - Unsuitable for any crop 
1 - Kharif season only 
2 - Rabi season only 
3 - All seasons (for Col 27 only) 
4 - Depends upon availability of water
 

(for Col 27 only)
 
5 - Kharif and Rabi only (not summer)
 

SOIL TYPES
 
(Col 28)
 

1 - Deep black
 
2 - Medium black
 
3 - Medium to shallow (black)
 
4 - Deep red 
5 - Shallow red 
6 - Gravelly 
7 - Problem soil (saline soil, etc.) 
8 - Others 

Such status changes also lead to an entry as a purchase/sale 
or capital
 

gain/loss in the transaction schedule.
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BUNDING
 
(Col 29)'
 

o - No.bunding
1 - Contour bunding covering whole plot
2 - Contour bunding covering part of the plot
3 - Other type of bunding for the whole plot

4 - Other type of bunding for part of the plot
 

3.2-3 VLS-K - Laboo, rtaft AnimaL and Machinery 

LtiLzation Schedute 

ACCOUNT 

0 - Own account (i.e. working for own household).
For attached laborers/servants, when they
 
work for the household which has employed
 
them, also use zero.
 

- Hired activity (i.e. working for others on 
payment or exchange basis or even volun
tarily without payment). Used until August
1976, when partner codes were introduced) 

Note: 	 Other activities codes are given under 3.1-4, 
pages 110-116. 

REASONS FOR NOT WORKING 
(Col 73)
 
(Not to be used for VLS-C)
 

I - Sick , If two reasons for not working
2 - Out of station exist, e.g., a holiday on which 
3 - Holiday person went out of station,
 

record the reason which comes
 
first in code list here.
 

4 Involuntary unemployment (i.e., when person did
 
not get a job even though he tried)


5 Voluntary unemployment (i.e., when person chose
 
not to work)


6 Left the household permanently (This information
-

will be recorded in VLS-C also with appropriate 
codes)

7 - Idle bullocks 
9 - Information not available 

(This code is not to be used by the investi
gator but only in checking) 
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3.2-4 VLS-L Houzeltd Titan.6actionSchedute-

ACCOUNT CODES FOR GOODS/SERVICES TRANSACTED
 
and SECTION NUMBER FOR ITEM CODES
 

Crop Production (0) 

01 - Products (3.1-3, pages 107-110)* 
02 - Seeds (3.1-3, pages 107-110)
 
03 - Fertilizers (3.1-5, pages 112-115)
 
04 - Organic manure (bought) (3.1-5, pages 112-115)
 
05 - Pesticides/Insecticides (3.1-5, pages 112-115)
 
06 - Land taxes, fees, land rent (paid only), 

irrigation water and electricity charges, 
no item codes 

07 - Labor expenses, no item codes 
08 - Draft animal, implement, and machine 

09 
00 

-
-

expenses (3.1-3, 3.1-4, pages 107-111) 
Fuels/Other 'iaterials, no item codes 
Others, no item codes 

Animal Husbandr (1) 

11 - Products (current products like milk,
 
ghee, dung, wool, etc. sold only;
 
not animals sold) (3.1-3, pages 107-110)
 

12 - Fodder (3.1-3, pages 107-110)
 
13,, - Concentrates/Feeds (3.1-5, pages 112-115)
 
15 - Veterinary, breeding, and other
 

services (3.1-5, pages 112-115)
 
16 - Grazing, watering charges, including penalty
 

on unauthorized animal (3.1-5, pages 112-115)
 
17 - Labor expenses, no item codes
 
18 - Draft animal hire incomes, including
 

income from machines hired out with
 
animals (3.1-3, 107-110)
 

19 - Material, fuel, etc.; no item codes
 
10 - Others, no item codes
 

:Production Capital Account - Land Farm
.Buiding, Animals, Implements, and Machinery (2) 

21 - Land/building (including permanent fencing)/ 
animals/machines acquired or sold (3,1-7, 
pages 117-118; 3.1-3 & 3.1-4, pages 107-111) 

Bracketed numbers refer to secticns and pages where the list of item codes
 

are to b found.
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'22 -. Capital gain/loss (due to natural 
factors, birth/death of animals, 
litigation, or theft), 
(3.1-3, 3.1-4, pages i07-1111 

: - 3.1-7, pages 117-118)
-23', - Income received from land leasing/share 

cropping, no item codes 
26 - Taxes, fees, etc. (e.g. land purchase 

tax, but not house tax), no item codes 
27 - Labor expenses - for new construction 

only, no item codes 
.28 Draft animal, machine expenses - for-

new construction only (3.1-3, 3.1-4,
 
pages 107-111)
 

29 Material, fuel, etc. - for new construction
 
only, no item codes
 

20 Others (including capital related litigation

expenses), no item codes
 

Production Current Account (Maintenance of
 
Production Capital) - Cattleshed/OtherStructures 
Machines and Implements Repairs (3 

37 - Labor expenses for maintenance 
(e.g. carpenter, blacksmith, other
labor), no item codes 

38 Draft animal expenses for maintenance: 
(3.1-3, pages 107-110)

39 - Material, fuel for maintenance,no" 
item codes
 

30 - Others, no item codes
 

Handicrafts, Trading., Personal 
Service Trades, Marketing (4) 

41 - Products sold or services rendered
 
(3.1-5, pages 115-116)


46 - Taxes, rents, fees, no item codes
 
47 - Labor expenses, no item codes
 
48 Draft animal/cart, etc. expenses
-

(3.1-3, 3.1-4, pages 107-111)

49 - Material bought, fuel power, etc.
 

(3.1-6, pages 115-116)

40 - Others, expenses, no item codes
 



Labor Income .and Expenditure (5) 

51 - Regular salaries, etc., received, or 
payments made to permanent servants, 
etc. (3.1-4, pages 110-111) 

57 - Incomes from daily labor (3.1-4, pages 
110-111)
 

58 - Exchange labor (section 2.L-9.2, page-87). 

FindancialAccount (6) 

61 Savings/Withdrawal/Life Insurance,
 
no item codes 

62 - Credit/Debt (3.1-8, pages 118-122) 
63 - Interest (3.1-8, pages 118-122) 
64 - Income/Expense owing to gift, remittance, 

pension, theft, etc., no item codes
 
60 - Others, no item codes
 

Consumption (Current) Account (7)
 

71 - Food (codes) including milk, sweets and 
spices (3.1-3, pages 107-110) 

72 - Narcotics, tea, coffee, tobacco, pan, 
alcoholic beverages (3.1-7, pages 
117-118)
 

73 Clothing, sewing of cloth, other tailor
ing expenses, thread, needles, chappals
 
and other footwear (purchase and repair)
 
etc., no item codes
 

74 Medicines, cosmetics, soap, barber service
 
(3.1-7, pages 117-118) 

75 - Travel and entertainment, no item codes 
76 - Electricity, water charges and cooking 

fuels (like kerosene, match box) for
 
household use, no item codes
 

77 Labor expenses for domestic work, no
 
item codes
 

-78. Ceremonial expenses (including Kapur,
 
Gulal, Agarbathi, etc.) (corresponding
 
item codes in section 3.1, pages
 
105-122)
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79. 	 -Edible oils and fats (other than ghee)
 
no item codes
 

70 	 Others, including complete meals in hotel,
 
school and educational materials, stamps,
 
stationery, grinding and milling charges,
 
etc. (3.1-7, pages 117-118)
 

Consumption (Capital) Account (8) 

81 - Residential house, consumer durables 
bought/sold (3.1-7, pages 117-118)
 

82 - Residential house, consumer durables 
maintenance/repairs, no item codes
 

83 - House rent, no item codes 
84 - Capital gain/loss of consumer durables 

(3.1-7, pages 117-118)
 
86 - House tax on acquisition or annually, 

no item codes
 
87 - Labor input, no item codes 
89 - Materials, no item codes 
80 - Others, no item codes (including litigation) 

3.2-5 	 VLS-N - Stock Inventory Schedue 
VLS-P - Credit and Debt Scheduae 

OTHER ITEM CODES (BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION. 
FUELS, ETC.) 
SCol s 10-11) 
Mainly used for N Schedule)
 

YB - Bricks/Stones
 
YT - Tin sheets
 
YA - Asbestos sheets
 
YM - Bamboo
 
YR - Rope 
YZ - Other wood material 
YE - Diesel oil
 
YK - Kerosene
 

SOURCE OF STOCK 
(col 25)
 

1 - Home produced
 
2: - Vorrowed 
3 - Purchased (including out of earnings) 
4, - Gift 
5 - Kind wages
 
6 - Other
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FINANCIAL ITEM 
(Col 38)
 

S. - Savings
 
D - Deposits

C - LIC premiums (paid up)

L - Credit outstanding
 
Z- Other financial assets
 

LIABILITIES
 

B Debt (Outstanding, including interest,
 
accrued)


R - Accumulated arrears of land revenue
 
A - Accumulated arrears of other dues
 
Y - Other liabilities
 

PARTNER 

(Col 46)
 

In some old schedules this column also is called .'Sourcel,
 

Use Partner Code Set II, pages 120-121,
 

,HPB.NSJ.purna
 



APPENDICES,
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dtonto Coding 



ICRISAT VILLAGE LEVEL STUDIES
 

HOUSEHOLD CENSUS SCHEDULE
 

/VLS-A/ 	 Card'-Code = 

1. IDENTIFICATION
 

(3)
 
:7
**1.2 Landholding Class Code 


**1.3 Household Number Code
 

(4-5)
 

1.4 Household Sr.No. " " 	 7 

Head of household (name) SHIVATI S/o. T'ATTA1.5 	 ..(6
,:. 	 )
 

1.6 	Caste ( KoSh~i ) 
(7-8) 
/-/*1.7 Household Size (No.) 

(9-10)
 
*1.8 Household labor size
 

(i'--:
*1.9 Operational land holding size (acres) 


(14-16)
 
*1.10 Irrigable area (acres) .7
 

**i.ii Extent of irrigation (% of landholding)
 

(17)
 

1.12 Main source of household income 	 /A/
 

(18)
 

1.13 Major subsidiary source of income (i)
 

(19)
 

1.14 Major subsidiary source of income (ii) 	 /-L/
 
(20)
 

1.15 Total Number of Household Income sources
 

* Transfer information from page 2
 

** For office use
 

'4 ' BADHEName of Investigator:-


Date of Investigation:- 30/6/76 

Remarks: 	Investigator's observations about the respondent, e.g. farmer's 

cooperation and response to the investigation, mtr.. 



__ 

2. HOUSEHOLD DETAIl
 
Give details of the household members as indicated below:
 

Family Members with in the village: 

2.1 

2.2 


2.3 


2.4 


2.5 


2.6 


3. 


Thos 

Those upto,14 Years. 

Total (2.1 + 2.2) 

Persons out of (2.3) who 
work on farm and in the house 

Member of the family who 
live outside* 

Permanent servants/attachedlaborers 

LAND 	HOLDING DETAILS (in acres)
 

Give details of land area as indicated below:
 

3.1 	Unirrigable area 

3.2 	 Irrigable area 

3.3 	 Total area (3.1+3.2) 

3.4 	Area out of (3.3)
 
located inother
villages 


3.5 	Area out of (3.3)
 
having bunding 


OWNED 


!(41-43) 


L5
(53-55)/ 

~
j(62-64) 


" 

MALE__FEMALE <TOTAL. 

(21-22) 


(25-26) 


(33-34) 


(37) 


/1 -17L 

(3-yar
 

(221 -

(35-36) 

/)
 

(38) 

(4o) 

LEASED 

IN 


/ ----7(44-46) 


(--T-)
(_-8)
 

(-1O)
 

-

L/1--p/.t.Q/ 

LEASED OPERATIONAL 
OUT HOLDING 

(1+2-3) 

(47-49) (552)
 

-zj/ - ,I/6~~(56-58) (59-61) 
 (14-16) 

(65-67) (68-70) /7_(11-13)L/-- / L -- 

- /-7 

7 

* Note down such details as place where person lives, purpose of living outside
frequency of visits to village in 
a year, remittances sent home, etc.
 



E L 
 Sheet
 
n -	 OUEO
- RrtHODMMfltML work 

=VC.C
EconouiCs DPpartm t 
B S	 

imuti""-

E "WRespondent:O Lj
Hyd'bad
yICISAT, 

l date:--426
village :_&A&MMIf 

0 	 Remarks 

S~i. 	 Give description of individual (includ
 

ing disability etc.)
a m e 	 0o 
2. Also use the space below for additionl
details about the family members living
 

outside as well as permanent 
servants,


Sm e - 44 	 0 o 	 ccZ0 0 	 labourers working fullpr 
r. 14 10attached 

u $4 time for- the hou se old. 
cc 4o 

o' r'
IAo Y-Also l orK 
w. o' lcmatiyoskcd!ome'SW 0osdo a~ 

- e c.a ~Y.- 0 1~u~~hrN'7OT~"~ bd~ 

c u ''-~ 
cl. 4e'W iT sofr e 

70-e M 21e U~i 
MLM4 I"a~ 	 es e- sles aSena(~0 ~~~ 	 19u0de 4o s te 

-k 

Ma ua7.
-C
U oru2nti n 
is s e 
or d 
 aorlhOrersI1. 

for V .(Mna)Intucindeal see')hglabourrS) 



- WORK BE=SC1MDULEROTATIONPLOT AND CROP....... 

Main Plot Details
Side A: 	 P
 

. ... of he lot.-'DeV4QC-b, IC1. Rspoden:-"D 
•Respondente 2. Village:- Kalman
HonIm Ae 

p4. Name of the 
Date of initial interview:-%16 17 6 

3. 

/K Distance from house (miles): /X7
 

5. Main plot code 
6. 	

9. Lease in: LT 
8. Owned /_W7 


7. Outside the village: ;eg/No 
 11. t.sed or share cropped out* T
10. Share cropped in: 

00 A 
Reported cultivable area: .P, Oo-0cms1 4	 

Q O

13. Reported total area: 	
OO Ad'E5area:
9 Reported irrigable--	 16. --A 

15. Measured cultivated area:7	 j
rli8 Ownership of irrigation 

source:--

W 	 '' r 


17. Source of Irrigation:. 	 k J oJ "
 
20. Remarks about irrigation 

',- j 


19. Season available: A WOn. 
l i s 4oRo b, 

a l(be. .n 0021 S&SO -

Soil Tp:r Im -". .. ert R.ar) '21•oilSeoniTy O ll .. r| o 22. Crop suitability: 

21. 

fUYAS 24. Land revenue rate 
(Rs/acre)
 

23. Type of Bunding: EOridr 
 (Rs/Acre)?5riaincharges :....L2.L. Betterment and other levies 
25. 	Irrigation c26. 


CRs/Acre) 29. Other trees:A
 Fruit 	trees:._L
Ok8 

27. Value of plot (per 

acre):_ T 


If the plot is leased 
or share cropped out initially
 

just record total reported 
area (13) and value of
 

plot (27). 

AAAAA
 

MA tAB
AA AB 	 wheat pieon

fb.I Acres + Pe'e-~lP 
i am Itflea Rabi + 

l5. k A B M 43 
2yaKhar'~ mA 

Pea 	 a.dt6 AMiclt-

2 .SAcres Acres-
Acrfes 

Ptoi -A 

ALA
AL KAK 

A LB 
.	 +y.Ib dr"5Ocr"l Kbr Gr.u+r76 	 ~.o~cres &.OCcr 

A'
•~~J 	 •we 

P'060 

7 



Side B: Plot History and Crop Rotation 

1. Plot Code A AA IA B IAAA 1 1 L 1AAA L1A. 

2. Status or 
status change 

3.Date of (2) 

4. Reported area 

5. Measured area 

6. IKarif crops 

A 

9-161757 

80 

7.9 

H H H 

91/7175 '317/7S 20/1017S 

5-6 2' 5.1 

r,.4 ?O 

81ocK- enpa 

raBl6j + 

H 

21 l'10175 
2.0 

2 

K 

19+ 

r7 -

H H 

7 -1 1301676 

-50.o 

12-9i5-
OrJ 

I 

jog 

19. 

191-0 

H 

5 -0 

3-0 

H 

17/111761 

. o, 

"-TI 

" .. - - Wha chKq t ih ~5upEu-' L"Jipar -

7. Rabi -Crops 

8. " 

I-

-

e-s uo q)IIr L TO 

Remarks:. 



Econoics Department 
ICRISAT, Hyd'bad 

VLS-E - ANIMAL INVENTORY SCHEDULE - Work Sheet 

Respondent: S.1).L-ImI Village:_ Klo Date L177--6-

Type No. Value Remar k s(RB.)- . . - -... 


CATTLE
 

1. Bullocks 2 Io - Local bre d Purchnsaj: 9--y0ars 66ck 

2. Cows (above 3 years) 

3.Cows in milk I bre ,l~omduc :i-5"o i Local 

4.Cattle (wnder 3 years) - Local I year old bree hore 

BUFFALOES
 

5. Male (above 3 years) 

6. She buffaloes (above 3 years) "o g - La, biee .h0oW ,ocu -

80 ~Loa bred~~~~ b6._jfCC 

7. She buffaloes (in milk) 2o- LclL-~ 
8. Buffaloes (under 3 years)-

2ots 2oo/- LOcQI. burchasaI bre .e. 
Sheep
 

Pigs 

Horses
 

Donkeys
 

Camels 

Poultry (birds) .. -of Locq1 j~uc iospj 5-art sraJ- bJ... 
Others
 

Note: Take down details about breeds of the animals; indicate how many of them are household and how many purchased. 



---

Economics Dearment
 
HE DUIE 

M SUIpMENTS ANDIMPLEMENTS INVENTORY 
SC


W,rk Sheet
 

6
Date: I L 

eillge:
qpp-det: I nC Remarks * 

RmneNo. Present~~t~em5 

LibutOC d4wi 
E UIPMENTS/MIPLMENTS: 

2 .51- aU6d 
Deshi plough (iron/'""n) 


Modern Plough 
1 orn.P 34U 

Deshi seed drill 


-Modern seed drill 


'lede harrow 
-

Modern harrow (such 
as disc) 


c)
. 
Blade/tooth hoe 


Leveller
 

Persian wheel
 

2ooI0- Purc.~sJI~~~~ 
Pipe line (in feet) 


Manual sprayers and dusters H o e05m juyt_ 

.1
 

Chaff cutter 


Sugarcane crusher (bullock oper.)

-

ilseed crus 
pment 

buloock o erated) 

Minor farm implements 
10 - ? 

U 5 e 

Implements for dairying 

Implements for handicrafts etc. - 0 

3O1 I0e 
Bullock cart 

Others
 

MAJOR FARM MACHINERY:
 

Tractor
 

Harvester
 

Thresher
 

_ _ --Oil Engine (multipurpose) 

_

MXotor (multipurpose)Electric 

eu Ino bac3001Oil pump 

30 Rdh' -HPElectric Pump 

-

Sprayer/Du':ter (pour 
operated) 


-

Sugarcane crusher 
(power oper) 


,
Power operated mills 


Other power driven machinep a.c
 

, Note down make, horse power, and other details of machines. 



Economics Department
 

ICRISAT, Hyderabad
 

/VLS-G/ - FARM BUILDING INVENTORY SCHEDULE - Work:Sheet (Revised) 

Respondent: C - D. -HonmutPVillage: KIJILmfl. IDate: I.N/76 

1) 	 Total area of courtyard (Sq. Ft) OO
 

2) 	 Total value of land and buildings, R60 
drinking wells, etc. Rs. 60_0_0___0_0__ 

3) 	 Area roofed:
 

(a) for living quarters, including verandah (Sq.Ft.) 0 0 0
 
Soosq.P ZooS9+ 

Pucca / t,- I Partly Pucca / -*/ Kutcha Z X-7 
(b) for cattle and storage of fodder (Sq.Ft.) - 00
 

Pucca / X / Partly Pucca / Eq 7 Kutcha =
 

4) Grain storage facility: Capacity (quintals) 

5) Other Structures: Name ii 

Area covered (Sq. Ft.) N 

6) Well: Present L Not Present 

Remarks: - G-ains Lre 5+orec in Amrr ' h ch hove o Coaoci+; 

24,52.50 cjuinh~is. Also 4he- roilns are Shre.c in gunnX bos 

Livin§ Room 
... 40'X 2 0' 	 CNr Y Pucca 

CPucca)
 

LIv'n ROOM SI'$ Is! 
10 xqx

CPQr4Iv PucCo) 

+So ge cur caffle-Shed 
Lvin§ Quorjr 

http:24,52.50


Economics Department T'VO • 
ICRISAT, Hyderabad = STOCK MEMRY SCEDE Sr,No. 

Respondent ,a| 
: A. MA ate:J.2P/P6 

Description of items of 
 Quantity and total value
 
Stock. Assets/Liabill-
 Remarks Guide Points
ties, durables On let July 1975 / of today / AnnualAs Requirements 

Local :Towcar 50 Kt 11.00 Qfn P CheckI R$/8 Hom ein jced i) for cereals, 
Local WhecT 76 Ka 1 '00 ain Rs iSo/K- Purchased pulses, differentfodder items, farm
 

Red gram dal 70 K'o,. Rs.'5. o/K H-.Produced inputs (eg.Fertli
/zer, diesel etc.).Black crat, dIO 1 6 ig Rs. 2-501j 14- R-oduced fuel, buildingGreen Grm dal 5 KI 20 mR Haterials;RS 2 -50/ k$ H"- rodu etc. clcthing, 

Pparl rille+ 10 Ka 2- SJ- /ki fvuv,) Consumer durablesRie 6 Rs %rc15 Ks 5o/ bosed loans/debts, LICJo war 5iraw to. 00 an 0 0aiI n.0*0 R S2 &nHfo ue Premium,Roiare~ 10. co G n - 1!rduceJ: tc deposits.C Rough dy J-dder,) . .e 

Fine By-proluc:t 2, o Gkn " 4"-o0 an Rs 50-o/Qn V4cl'c~uf(i)Co 'Harts~raw 4 4-3 0 f H- purpose,C~uel) "00 on rn 5-)/Qn Produced Details Interest,a period, 

Fire wood -0 1o.o 
nr For details see VIS-N 

2 ,oo n n Rs7.o/n Purcl ,Je 
Kerosin Nil 2.0 Lire rosaRsI-50/Uine instructions. 
Urea 1.00 an 2.0 Gn Rs t5.o/ n urdiasoc 
!15 i5' 15 CTxfure) 60 K 1-0 an Rs195"Of/n ljrc6osec 
Enctirne I.oo Lre 2.0 Lire Rs 43'O/Li{re Purchased 
D- D-T 60 2.OOa00 5 0 K Rs 15-'oflK ,irchoseJ 
Dimecron i0o MI. 0. I R, 0 O L r Rjrc6ose 

Cookinh UV4nsis Rs'0oo.oo RS'500'o0 PUrchased 
Cloihn Rs4Oo.oo RS 4oooo Purchased 
WO+ch Rs 2To.oo Rs 25.000 Purchased 
Radio Rs 4oo.ovo Rs4oo.oo Purchased 
Fan+ure RS 400 .0o Rs 4oo.oo Purchased 

Fa RS So DoRS '600 -O0 Pu rhas ec) 
31c-le Rs 5So.oo RS -00 Pbrclose4 
Land revenue Rs 1c" 00 Rs 16" fo Overdue 4 tn n4hs 
Coop. BanK loan Rs1OO00O Over due Nil Vetu-l01o Cor Cj RodJucc4on) 
Bullock c ovi Ris 2510 '00 Overdue-q,4ears TutresA - 1A C for fitcas-j &llock) 
Cohnsercial Bank loan Rs. S00-0o Ow, e - N;) Thf4erl-L 4 Y, C IAi Purclculni auwl)
 
Lon jjvnC&4o(A Ra -Wo- 00 
 ow ue - N i 14 - 2so rtF- "o4k) 

http:Rs4oo.oo
http:Rs4Oo.oo


Economica Dep srtuent - .Lf 9 
ICRISAT, Hyd'bsd Sr. No. 

-. CULTIVATION SCHEDULZ - Work Sheet 23 -eu + 

Respondent: Min utILIQ-' Village: Kalmon --Date: j i1,,7z 
Plot name/operation end Input/output detsils vith
date of operation quantity and vaiue Remarks 
 Guide Points:
 

Plof AKHarvestinGr-nui1- oII1l76 IFJema e Id ~ MOea#~MarPul 
i e. Io-Iput/utpt 

p~. abour' Lhoud Ii . -'Yqu 1 1. Labour by type (Hours)
(MaWeemale/Chijd; " 

bT sd. - si/lP.Iaou r I ay7 SWLO'. OU .4ired/amily Labour). 

Ia 7mliours 2. Bulock (Hr.) Owned/ired.
• "3. Machine (Hr.) by type 

Plot 4L- HorCve 4I1$ Il)e.T.Wqr t P.Iabour- lq-/ tole tJtej - 3ed)76-Ged/fr--511D176 

F.rnal '71,ours .ale o buner-J-- 4. Materials: Seed (type)/fertilizer 

I (tyrpe)/O4anic Manu=re. (type). 

IloTwor-L 1~e~d'n~J4~ )JMIeLOO rv1a 14n - 5. Main product and byproduct.I~bo1 12g~ur Pay wqo qur/q'i 

P A-k- arrowil -11-76 1"P. lakUr 
SIC4.j. 2I,.16outrsdav 

plo)+ AK- Sowhiw iA e .AI14 - 17111176 c Rale .. SlO , -. ,S oolI ..j1P. Iolour 1 ,ay , - L- , ,P PFI-c.,. - , " 
"
I -.mae I 6'sI.iRoUi SU-1-1I' A. o'tS" Pr1ct eO-ure
-Ic..
 

A-F. 
&Itj opeAetono_ see codeof
plot AL - S-ubM1 r~moV;fl - 11"176 oH.':a.e I7.4JS I2s/wsk',, 1Ot-. 1ae wqaed 3V-q ee~"11176 w-N-io3os - 0o i7tplO L-Su~l emil$5 -nae list and instruftiow2 118-H. 

PI4AL- flarroWinj - I176 1 P-labour 12)0q,/
WSR/ i oLnfl. B. o 6 hours kay 



Economics Denartment 


ICISAT, Hyd'bad 

CUIiVATIO SCMtIB --Vork Sheet 

epondient: R -Honute ving: Kolmn 

Plot name/operation and 
 Input/output details vith 
date of operation quantity and value Remarks 


Po4 	 ALA - Sowin% weof 110176 I P,-labou r 1 |40r Whte + - SoK* 

14-ALA Para~o, o. neds 1-7176RS 2-S1 t
514. male I lyml Q" 

Pl16 LA-6lO7 hurs R-s -6rOepio1 	ALA -Pvin 1910- IonI JlrJ4l 


pl~ el;1 - edi~zr I .¥ ,e 	 -ne
#1,1
Ploi 	 ALA Peri2hr AI[ 6111176 1P.emle. Iday ole ot"- ,T.-
r51 .AeMTOIe 1 6ours Rs 1-2-Sfiimea 5ooI 4' 

. 2ol£AhuIqyIda 
?IoI-	 AL~ - ?l clto71I7Plou~b~iY joOeh SI.M 

1 'ours Id&f
 

lo+- -, _,1,76 IAB.
10).l 1 

plo'l'1AL - P!on$ Suar-Ca"-2-200o7 I P. Iabour 2dq suaar-cawe se. 

VA.mI~~ale(:ml14eI 67urs [lay sua0 

' 7 6. I~-PP. labour I6 .yh'ouri-i 

'
 
0+o 'AL13 - Irripolion 2 7110176J P lob urjl ,x--


Po.L3I r~.7 66' ab
u rs 

- , - 1- ,--t 
I 

-R'.2s-Rt1.quoo!Ioolplo.I P,)ori 7..r,, 

P~o -ALA - spa;>,n Endcr/n - 1,1- IP. labour Ed'f 

. u" 
j 


r.N 

sr.,,o, 7.
 

-S ound 

Date: 1 11117 6, 


G P . 
Gads 	Points:
 

Inputs/atputs. 

1.Labour by type (Hours) 
(RMleale/chi2.d; 

Hired/amily Labour). 
2. Bullock (Hr.) owned/Hired. 

d/kie).3. Machine (Hr.) by type 

4. Materials: Seed (tYpe)/ferti-lizerTt144sticides-Inaecticides
 

(type)/organic Manure. (type). 

5. Main product and byproduct. 

s " 

-


For details of operations we code 

lit and instructions VIS-B.

Y"M1"i""
e'-

~ 	 v. d~ &4 ~tl 



----- 

2~Round 

Economics Department
CRIT yd'bad Sr.o 

IVL-I7- LABOUR, BULLOCK ACHINERY UTILIZATION SCHEDULE - Work Sheet 

Respondent: U..HJnrniofe village: kaplmon Date: - 1I176 

Individual resources (with identification) and their work details
 
for yesterday only
 

Hours
 

Name Name Name 
 Name Name 

shivq_i Tanabai 1,/asan+ P. Servan Bullock bl" 

04 

05
 

06 wnifer4ocafHe 
coffleshea 'ftusc c~eoI.In XI-1,LI 

07 - fj 49~ _____ WOat 10e4 _____ 

4h--08 Cive NauyiIs. rgk,.cftn 

09 Luc~ ~ ~ u JUuC~ 14~.cfeer lunch,(0ofh'r

10 -A¢-o~;ic4iet cvi44as Ac~i4;
C) ( 

11 er4A• tA _______
 

on own- Wee
 
12 - rn _ 0111 school on 0eri,W~ 

13 - - - o4e -Vdc , 
- Iu h4 - - 4d -

- T 

14 
15eS- ___ _- luV4- es 

16 - Fe4.1
 
17 OW ," ,, T 5+o o ni
 

"18 '.. -;ic _____o___ 5+ru.; ) 

19 lDinner4. - Ih ne r~eo# Sleep " rrneT' 

21
 
es+s 

21
 

Res+24 

cy V- s 0 3ddas___ __ 

t n'4P da ys 0 0 0
Un- - Rs u1- lol

1. Resource identification: See from VLS-C, VLS-E, VLS-F (i.e. 
echedules relating to Household members, livestock inventory and farm implements.)
 
2. Acivties relatingto: (I)Crop production (see operation codes for VLS-H)


(2)Animal iiumbandrv. (3)Building and other constructions. (4)Repair and
 
maintenance. (5)Trade, marketing, transport. (6)Domestic work. (7)Others
 
(shopkeeping, etc.). (8) (9)Food/food gathering processing. (10) School
 
attendance. (11) Regular job. Note if one is sick.
 

http:c~eoI.In


Imm tdbd23 Roundl Sr. No. L-
Sample sked-I 

- SMISO TRINSACI' SCMBWUIZ Work M-het 

lBaspondent: S D Ha~nn tife Vils 8 : KnIman Dates18117 

Iescription of tra.saaction 
 uit Gone 
 Goods/ Money Guide Points,rc Berv~ces value servicea oevalue
~~~~~~rc out in e ; ut Trannaction/co t 
 de o,.-


W r o y t (Qnty.)oal-T (R.) (Qty.) (its. (also see code list).
e-So 10 KT la--


P'. Urea -t I~e .jrrn shlou q~j dwb q600Ka-q6- . Cash sale/p-vrh-e e'
100oedy 2. Kind - exchange/barter, etc.
3. Saving/Credit, etc. 

soldLW ba+-a4- bolpur SPI 00 C500- 04. Animal product produced and
R3l JI L; bed revnusbolJ-u ;s)&r oo0 5. Hoce Produced feed/fodderconsumed.
 

9g.0
fb;d cloAl labour wodes -to Corp ro4Tv 


oan ls-0 

-
 ,.'A/c Code Classea: 

iAC~t)0. lanrjOA -en o i-ie-n Crop productionro~3II "iMwIoo Cvi'lSo.wc*j 1. Animal Husbandryi { ' o Putionicurent acDe oi+iot q - one x rn 4- sc ,,;vo. ' , 80. 2. Production capital a/c.3o Pr odut . .
o .ur/ .

• '.4. Handicrafts, trading, etc. 

M3ny emle Gt ~ 5. Lour income/e xiniture .0-0 6. Financial a/c. 
C-AU T17(04%a)7. ConsumPtion (current) a/c.

6o. 08. Consumption (capital) a/c.
++'-IntwC9t*Jg 11 (see instructions also). 

W4+~ell.jw Gois .leS~.A I CCet-rW 10-

Receivea dal ly lobour tbar-~ in kfnd CiRlce)r'le iI2 Ihours 0 
~cc a~,.e C~ l~ud3L~ e~ ~J ~ s 17-5 -7 ' V ,_ _ _ _ _ _ 



Economics Department cavt4A4. -2AICRISAT, Hyd'bad Sa',a he-SomII Sheel'- I -2t 2-1 oun Sr. No. qr,. g
 
-OUSEHOID TRANSACTION SCeI -M Vork Sheet 

Respondent: '5;-4nv~f Village Ko-a a. - 17 

Description of transaction 
 Unit Goods/ Honey Goods/ MoneyPrice Guide Point.:services 
 value services valueout in awtn out Transactions/account-cndes
.().)(also see code list). 

stc. 

Giver) IoK .L-Towrascrcve;l tDji;ld 4 IQ . 1220- o (,sonIR.. 
1. Cash sale/purchase, 
etc.
RQj~a~d 100a 5-OK j'?-Peadal 4 jriven4c S -Ji goK SD0 2. Kn -exchange/bater etc. 

R~fcde2-- 8ij in Kind I0KT.~- CUncle) o- _0 0J~.oo5 .Rome Produced feed/foddr 

&ive~n in~ Kind S Pt' Towar CfIie 6 6-o 

coMSUVeAP 6krne j-m~uc9 Z-~or f4 S1k2 57 A/c Code Classes: 
. Crop Production 

fbDc1Q rcjutza... 30 I~iolq1. Animal1 tHusbandry24~.Production capit a/c.~c3 . Production capiet a/c.
Q -" )4. Handicrarts, trading, etc.
 

C.Djej 5 .0 5.Labour inlcome/expenditure. . • -I6. Financial a/c.
7. Consumption (current) a/c.
 

:le n- ua ; - - .' 'f0I V) 8. Consumption (capital) a/c.
S:,n+ j_,I7 "3(see 
 instructions also).
 

ConSurnec Viorne cMUCQO j4rr1K 

Receivea iemoI aoour WareS CtqoV+-worIK> 28bor .6-0 
Receive9 P- labour waales Cjpon, wowi.) -760oirs ,o 
Rece~vea buttock labour Woaea (ja Work), 7 huu 1os 



_ _ _ _ _ 

Sr.!Economics Department
Hyd'bad

ICRISAT, 


Sample Shee+ 2 
USEHOLD TRANSACTION SCHEDULE - Work SheetOU-

apond..t: S • H mue Village: Kalmon Date: o01 176 

Unit Goods/ Money Goods/ Money Guide Points:1bscriPtion of transaction 


Price services value service value Transactione/account oedes etc. 

out in Get |f out 

(Qnty .) (Re.) (Qt y.) ) (als o se e c o de l st). 
_ _ _ _ _ __o _ __ _ _ _ _ _nher_ _Saris _1o _ 9. 10o.0Sat-is -oBhochi CsiU)on her marrcQ[. 

c~sQ. 2.o . Cash sale/purchase, etc.Lawyerts tee in' co-wiih~ loid Ioyd Ccaskow) 90 2. Kind - exchange/barter, etc. 
30 Saving/Credit, etc. 

cost ielow ciide-44,ol KS~lP*15t~uar15- 0 4. Animal product produced amdWdilC~a 11. consumed. 

25- 5. Homenproduced feed/fodderPUYd6oSec ~hceoa* CD.Ste .elsondeA 04tDcj if Cfre)I4
W, ) 4consumed. 

i'Oo" 10o0.oFo0i7;ee*jeller-/ + MuI i CDO) oh her nrnarrap-

Harves+ 64dp -ro cJul-A tVhatI Coso 1; 
-

HarveS- ke:p -o ckha4 bkou cPac 0osq) _______

A/C Code Classes:1- .
s 4cq+ -Ii 4owai CDa~u) 
_ 

LoteA buh-cd60 0 0. Crop productionloutLh t A0on 
,C,ni. Jfl0*P0loud "rOFe 4 0 ,Torrowe 6 U -V 1.Animal Husbandry 

'aie.4~ -hk 1KoinII~~' bw -rnI-C~iv 2. Production capital a/c. 

4. Handicrafts, trading# ertc,-- ".0
. , 

0q 5. Labour income/expenditure.i~fek~.J6- wri 

WireJ Y•Y _i ,l r lU Son 2..--10 6. Financial a/c. 
HI-I 'J woo ) l SIC.N £of - - - i." ... .. 7.Consumption (current) a/c. 

Gi t NoIPl Cl- mrnrian -sLon (ceas4-kidol) 200-0 8. Consumption (capital) a/c. 

cor,+Au~~~~~~e-J~ o 

00 (see nstructions also).
'u-L1aA---ilcso."13ortolea n blacle 4 - rnuy

/ odj . J '~c . 'Ven b1ncl _. "0 .0 

Lofn CwS+j14 +0o-IOT1n Vt -t 

'Ye6IT17 DOSSAQTk4 14+to Pi-Mqn2" "' 

A
 

http:i~fek~.J6


E icoueuICRISAT, D3prtmntH~dbe. 
'- VILLGE LEVEL SUDIES - Household Member Schedule 

________________Respodent: 

Identification 

0 

For 

members 
living 

aoutside --

D-.. L~Hofl1Atj2Vinge: Kajjlman 

Permanent :ervants/attached labourers 

Full time Part time 

_______Wgsa~ = ~wges a ages 

0 (monthly) en (monftl) 

. 

R a a r k a 

V.Description ofoindbvduabs)-, 

I he do s . ,s "L rk- ,Ais _ ools ka cm n

0 0 1 1 .. 

.- P Ser ar~niU-e ..or- ' on 

: : ,++. 

i.mLSmeftl 

+ 

1 I ,l1I~mI 

0 9 

( t 



Econouic. Departasnt 
IRISAT, Hyd'bad 

Repondent: 

Identification-

S 

e. 00 

U)~2' N. 

5k 

o 

0 .0 

~ 2 

0 

Hnnrraie 

Irrigation 

I 

o. 

' .04 to W U)W 

VJA7-

* 

LEM STUDIE - Plot and Crop Rotation Schedule 

Kalmcrn 
First Season Second Season 

aea0 
L..0 

n. A C0. 0 

9. 0 S. 0 0. 
U U . 0 U2 . U" . .. 

t .v f4 

-In"etgt: 

0 
5. 

Tird Season 

1. 
0 

6 

~rh 

Emrk_ 

0 

V-

a ! U!a 

.- .. - e :: 

tc 0 6 0 b. 2 C3 

0. A -I0'1 

1'700 l 4C - NCv C 001,1 000C -C 



Economics Department-

Respondent: -c; T) ffWIt Village: Kalman pate~TL. 
Identification Current Stocks/Durable Anual Requirements Finn ial Assets/Liabilities 

0 0~ 0 0 goMa 

0~ Vr g 0 

s oa '' c O_ o " 

IL6Ow houerf s - 'I~ 

.. 1



Economics Department 

!CEISAT, Hyderabad. 

Respoent: ) " 4 1N 1 UT E 

VILLAGE 

. 

LEVEL STUDIES - STOCK 

Village 

LNVMC1SCHEDULE 

K A cv 'AK D "1-7-16 

Identification Current Stocks ]urable - . R8m3uireq ent Financial Aseset s/Labilities 

S S 

o ... 00 -. i eamarkas 

0 i 

Cocli 0C,ie LiUt 

- d u~ 

= -4 0 r-tw 

. w0 RD ;; 1 ** 3* 

C *-t. 0o 
' 

c- -D o.,-C u0-

C11 15_,ICT 5Fi.e IACl 

o PuIL1hasad 

So 

IiA-00 V1 oI I [Z IA1 1 4 01 1 1 111 
-

J WT J T WC 
o

ka -,,o-n 

4,., 1. A....ti 



Economics Department 
ICRISAT, Hyderabad. 

Respondent: 

Identification 

rv! j7 
+"1" 4ONC1UTF-

Current Stocks/Durables 

VILLArE LEVEL STUDIES -

Annual Requirements 

STOCK INVENTMRr SCHEMXJE 

Village. 

Financial Assets/Liabilitiea 

Data --

2 

6 

I0 
x0 

a0 

0 

r 

0 

W. 
U 

3 

IIIIII 

0. II1111 
9 , m. 

R 

;~ ~~a a,,,,*,0.,L 
o 

1906 0II I 

~ 
_________ 

' ,; 
_________ 

o, 3 , 

I T---

i3 
13 
-

1Osolo~jl 
2010 7111 

1 -1 
6 

1 
.01 

F 
Ti cc tv ; fe" ua. , q B 

.Mmq%6Cjo G6 aa'ca ", 4v PU'4Ain 
Loarn Sj t-n e i-frj~ 4 

PLvrA, 

&4.6J 

+~ 
 T 
. .. ",!.H .-... ++.
I I I Il il ++ ++ ++
 



25 ~

e.-.-.d-.--:C6 D -illage: 

Identificationhoursour 
Laou 

Family 

. Kolrnn n 
usd(or)BlokFri 

used Buawock 

Hirtedhor 

lioursre 

rai 

Data: I 
ic -main 

beauh Serd 

I17 6 

Product 

Byproduct 

Remarks C 

Operation D~etaill gI 9 
W I-l. 

Plot A C,"lrs"m 4lml'nq -1 

fl o4AK,S o injw;0 4 1 
'loALToS N:n,b 

PK AL .o-irwn 

IT'- 12:-A 

.1128M AR 

6 _1 

L~ ~~~4P5 E 11s 

I 

oIn A ~L a~ sert Iua-Cn Iq II1o 



Ecom ic. Devo tant 
ICRISAT, Hyd'bad - VILIE LEVEL STUDIES - Labotr. Draft Anial and Xacizr7 Utilization Schedule 

Sr.jo. 

Raspondat S D- Ionnw tp vilag: K lnan Date: 
Identification Crop Production ft-.drn construction maia Ingd, r rt Domestic york Others 

4. 
sov 
V. 4

3. 

>4. 

6 

a U 

0 , 0 0 1. 0 5. 05 

a 0:3: 3 I.1 
' i' 

f--5,a~~ 1t1:gI 
0 ! 8i 6 5 



--- 

q unntOanics 

IC.,SAT. Hyderabad Rspndnt 

Traesaction 

Ec 

Idetlflcatlon cofts 

UGoods/ 

o 

E 

01CL 

11 1 1I6I 

11 116 Lt 11 

.......No 

2-5 Round 
s e sheA 

VILLAGE LEVEL STDIES - Hoasabold Tmsaclo Schedtle 

: D..... .......... . ............... -7...... 
Trnsmaction -

CASH INFLOW codes CASH OUTFLOW 

Money EMA K S 
money Goods/ 

services Value >i services ! Value 
ITransaction details) 

OUT 
:2 

IN X INOU 

lQuantity) (Value) 
0 

E (Quantity) V 

r -1rour"
ha ose Ur en hl 

9 62 APur o purPurchasedlIocal le al ara4- olin Ve A711 cc D k 1 0 0 A Sol local10 2 A 
X 9L 0 3 0 0 I d r ve ue01opaid ar. 

6 labour agesEild i! e o s 
0 

ven "-fkrndLo n1011 116 q 1 11 
naboMone[-yl w ! .ceLe-Ion MYSO"m C-s 

0.0 

1 
e "+wa 4 'n ! 4k r o 

11~~~~~~02 0 1 I 7 ,9 
.6 

zf 

4n 1 0 
4 

~If0 

0 
o 
5 

(; .
o 

CRe~ 

ye 
"C1011 

~-e 4 

J- ,-n e% O ) Au o a 
,pcua'es-ill cj

:uh 

010 

I 
6~ 

1-

IP13 1 . 

I206 

902 1 . 

0 

1 2w 

1 0 

C 

loll 

10 1 fl fl 
L ciny 

: a;J id 
3n-,:ei, 

7 a ou a 

ka llYL. t"oas 
c oo d .O 

~e)r i il 6rb!i -{nt ¢--' 

"W~e n 4,,, nj 

ink.(C~ V 
) -

,n4 
lo 

1 A , 
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som1 e Stad-1 23 .2u 
Economics Department • V ~VILLAGEE. LEVEL SrlJDSr- Houehold Tre~w__w Sch-,,a.e Sr. 

'=""'°"'" ,:-...-... . Konm ute...... v,,, ..... .lm ..................... - °Date :_ s u i' ,, . .
 
Transaction Transaction 

Identification codes CASH INFLOW codes CASH OUTFLOW."1. 
3 " Goods/ Money I Goods/ Money 

0E. I u Zez services I -aValue . 6  services CValue 

S € OU T(.ITransactiom IN 
details)(Quantity) (Value) l (utt) (Valu.. 

, I! iaFz xxns Is e4 

L D9 L6 C i 1, 1 1 1 1 0 716 4 _& en q r in K n d C -01im r:) fo A,ie-r-------- - -- , 5 0 :5 - 7 1 FIN°C 6 -5 ,,k U . .C _" 

P- Dr r e e- ni1 4 

HI LL
 

I --- _0 5 1 9C _A ----4 Spe v-., q: buKi end<Lae- js 

._.€_C_Cl-
T-M CL 15 1 "_z002C~~~~~~~~..__._ 1Il]-----3 +U e4 Ln a e je+ s g

U IT 0 - - - - -.
 iI

M _ 
 - id_07 svlA Vn e b~ je rlk .A 

6;L: .... ' 0 1/ rrii "e our : :': -*... 

- e_6 e 



Sample shee-- 23 founcA 
Econormics Departmet L VILLAGE LEVEL STUDIES - Hmueoaid Trfaadti ScheilIi,

IcoiSAT. Hyderabad llusha*Iow ot Revsi" coJ tn. rom Tuly I, 1977 Sr.No..4.

,de--, H o nm
,.v ,, .. .........ute Vill e: K ........... .la.::
V. .........
.............. 
.s . .7jk........"....
......


Transaction " Identification 
 codes CASH INFLOW moles CASH OUTFLOW 

Goods/ Money Goods/ Money 

o 

o 

services 

OUT 

Quantity) 

Value 

IN 

(Value) E E(Quantity) 

services 

IN 

Value 
OUT 

(Value) 

SR 
E M A R K S 

ITransction details)

. " 

1--0- _A-Sd11hqch_ S'g_rr,,t oner 

ov -a • eo 

4 --B __n~_u.ecd 2 c art-too;C. 

91, TOu 0' T; _ -ewr[ . -- -n -0t -0Q - * I 

_I as-I x 41 

0 2 K - ,K+6 . ca -1o . 

S2 A0 
] 

bqe,
21 

rrm m 
.bD- ._+o, 

- -

--_- -. -  fo fe..on Kilo . .
 



APPENDIX B
 

Alternative:Format for: VL'S-K Schedule
 

on "Labor, Draft.Animal, and.,Maj'or Machinery Uti

lization.n"
 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR REVISED VLS-K FORMAT ' . 

B 	 LABOR, DRAFT ANIMAL, AND MAJOR MACHINERYV 
UTILIZATION SCHEDULE 

This is an alternative format for the VLS-K schedule,
 

initially used in our village studies in India in 1975-78, de

tails .fwhich have already been given in the text. This alter

native format is more efficient than the former, as it allows
 

more information about employment and wages to be recorded on an
 

individual basis.
 

The revised coding schedule is at the end of this appen

dix; instructions for this schedule follow.
 

B-1 	 Pu~iooze and Scope 

The purpose of this schedule is to record the utiliza

tion which the family makes of the resources under its control.
 

This includes:
 

labor of family members;
 

- labor of servants hired on a monthly or longer 
term basis (whether for part-time or full-time. 
For example, laborers engaged specifically for 
cattleshed cleaning or household help, working 
only part-time.1); 

- owned bullocks; 

- owned tractors and power tillers (other machi
nary not included). 

All household members who have completed six years of
 

age are included, except permanently disabled persons.
 

lNote that in this schedule permanent servants are treated as part of the house
hold resources, while on the cultivation schedule they are treated as hired 
laborers. 



The schedule contains two sections. In the first
 
section (cols 15 to 39), 
data on employment and unemployment
 
and individual wage data since the last interview (or for
 
the preceding reference period) are recorded. 
In the second
 
section (cols 40 to 69), 
data are recorded on household time
 
allocation for the day preceding the interview. 
This is the
 
only place from which individual task-specific wages can be
 
retrieved.
 

B-2 l-denUcwtion 

(Cols 1-9) 

As for other schedules.
 

B-3 Ruowute Code 
(Cols 10-11)
 

The codes are the'two-digit codes given in the .6ding 
list (section 3.1-4, pages 110-111). 

B-4 Indiviitw NumbeA
 
CCols 12-13) 

At the time of taking VLS-C, VLS-E, and VLS-F, make a
 
list of all the household members, owned bullock pairs, and
 
tractors; give them individual numbers, using the following
 

system: 

1 - 49 

50  59 
60- 79 

80 - 99 

Family members residing in the
 
village

Family members residing outside
 
Attached laborers and permanent
 
servants (full-time)

Attached laborers and permanent
 
servants (part-time)
 

Number bullocks, other draft animals, and tractors
 
1,2, etc., for each class.
 



B-5 	 Miguation and othejt -%Aa.6 oJ66 
not Wo4kng 
(Col 14) 

1 - Sick If a person has two reasons for not 
21,- Out of station working e.g., a holiday on which he 
3 - Holiday went out of station, record the rea

son which comes first in code list. 
4 - Involuntary unemployment (i.e. when person did not 

get a job even though he tried) 
5 - Voluntary unemployment (i.e. when he chose not to 

work) 
6 - Left permanently (This information will be recorded 

in VLS-C also with codes as discussed elsewhere) 
7 - Bullocks remaining idle 
8 - Temporary migration 
9 - Information about individual not available (This
 

code is not to be used by investigator but only in
 
checking).
 

These codes are used for information obtained about the day
 

preceding the interview.
 

B-6 	 Empoyme t Day.6., HoWL.,. and Wage6 
(Cols 15 to 35)
 

For these fields only employment-in the daily laborlmarket
 

is recorded.
 

Farm work includes,all work done for another farmer,',.even
 

if it was in constructing his house or marketing, etc.
 

Off-farm nongovernment work includes all work for private
 

nonfarmer employers, regardless of its nature.
 

Off-farm government work includes all work for any, govern

,ment scheme.
 

Do not include work of permanently'employed persons in the
 

above categories, but only those entering daily employment.
 

'I



B-7 

B0.4 

Record number of employmentdays, average working hours
 
per -day and total wages,received from the employment.- The total
 

wage figures can be added and transferred directly into VLS-L
 

schedules..
 

In this schedule no distinction is made between kind and
 

cash Pages. Total value of kind and cash wages is recorded.
 

If wage payments are deferred, still record their value in
 
VLS-K in the total wage columns at the time the work was done.
 
However, in VLS-L, deferred wages must be treated as a loan to
 

the employer at the same time as they are earned.
 

XInvOaimtaLy Unemp:oyment
(Cols 36-37)
 

A laborer is employed in the daily wage market on a given
 

day i:"he works for a daily wage or piece rate counted daily.
 

A laborer is voluntarily unemployed if he looked for a
 
job but refused work at the wage rate offered. However, if
 
excesi rains stop workers from getting a job, it is involun

tary unemployment. The question thus should be specifically:
 

On how many days since the last visit
 
(interview) did you try to find a job
 
but failed to find one at the usual wage
 
rates during this season?
 

A person is then considered involuntarily unemployed
 

when he seeks employment and fails to get this at any wage.
 

If such a person after failing to get a job goes back to his
 

own field and tries to do some of his own farm work he is
 

still treated as involuntarily unemployed. For example,
 

a person tries to get a day's employment with some landlord
 



B.5 r 

or at a rural works site but fails to get it. As he is unemployed
 
(against his wish) he tries to keep himself busy with some work
 
(e.g. mending the fence or doing some nonessential activity in his
 
farm or at his house). This work would not have been done had he
 
got the job, or it would have been done in nonworking hours or on
 
another day. 
 Thus, for all practical purposes, he is involuntarily
unemployed. By working on nonrequired activities in his farm or
 
house he is only pretending to be employed. He could be best des
cribed as having disguised unemployment. However, we do not intend
 
to make a distinction between involuntary unemployment and dis
guised unemployment. Hence we treat such cases under involuntary
 

unemployment.
 

Note that the investigator has to ask separate questions
 
for involuntary unemployment and wage employment. They may not
 
usually add up to the number of days between the rounds since some
 
days may be voluntary unemployment, working on own farms, holidays,
 

market days, etc.
 

Non-participants
 

A person who does not participate in the daily labor market
 
is one who receives zero entries (always or in most rounds) in the
 
involuntary unemployment and the wage employment columns.
 

Fractions of days
 

A series of half days of employment is added up to full
day equivalents and rounded to the next integer (except when the
 
fraction is less than one day where entries like .5
are possible)
 

B-8 	 Work on Own Farm 
(Cols 38-39) 

Put all days on whichthe respondent worked on hisown 
farm. Days of employment plus days of involuntary unemployment 



plus days.of work on own farm may exceed total number of
 
days in the period, because a farmer'may decide to do some
 
work on his own farm if he fails toiget work in the daily
 

labor market.
 

B-9 	 Activity CZau6e6 6o&. Time,
 
Atoeaton Data
 

B-9.1 	 CROP PRODUCTION
 
(Cols 40-47)
 

Col 41 is the activity code from the cultivation
 
schedule VLS-H (Appendix A). Cultivation includes all the
 
activities which have an activity code. 
 Marketing off the
 
farms is not a crop-production activity. Toddy tapping is
 
not included here but under "Others, J." Time spent going
 
to and coming from the field is to be included in the cropping
 

activity times.
 

Time spent on negotiating loans or settling a bar
gain with input suppliers or a product buyer should be
 
treated as 	a management activity.
 

B,9.2 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
 
(Cols 48-54)
 

Includes activities for cattleshed cleaning, grazing,
 
watering, feeding, feed and fodder processing, milking, ani
mal product processing (but not marketing), visits to veteri
narian and 	other services for animals.
 

If the animals are taken to the field and the person
 
is also doing cropping activities at the same time, record
 

that time under cropping activities.
 



B-9.4 

B. 7
 

B-9.3 	 DOMESTIC WORK
 
(Cols 55-61)
 

Includes cleaning, cooking, water fetching, child care,

fire making, washing clothes, repairs of clothes, etc. 
Process
ing of foods which could be done by a 
miller is 
not included here
 
but goes under food gathering and processing (Other category).

Processing and gathering of fuels is also included in the "Other"
 
category.
 

OTHER ACTIVITIES
 

(Cols 62-69)
 

These include:
 

A - Religious services
E - Ceremonial, social and political activities

F - Food gathering and processing
 

(For revised VLS-K only)

W - Fuel gathering and processing


(For revised VLS-K only)
C - Construction for private employer or
 
oneself (For revised VLS-K only)
G -
 Daily wage employment on government-financed

scheme (For revised VLS-K only)
H - Regular job, including government Jobs
 
(For revised VLS-K only)

J - Toddy tapping and selling
K - Handicrafts 
L -
 Learning: School attendance, homework and
time spent in going and coming from school


(For revised VLS-K only)
M -
 Marketing and Transport (not trading as an

occupation) (For revised VLS-K only)
R -
 Repair and maintenance (For revised VLS-K only)


T - Trading
 
S - Shopkeeping
 
Z - Miscellaneous.
 

Note:
 

Conotruatjon (C)
 

This includes time spent on new buildings, new bunds, newfences and hedges, either for a private employer or oneself. Time
 



B.8
 

spent going to-and coming from the work olocaton is.to be
 

.included in working time.
 

Repairs 'and maintenance (R) 

Includes all building repairs, repairs of bunds and
 

other farm structures, repairs of irrigation channels and
 

farm implements. Any work relating to public works such
 

as roads, tanks, bunds, canals, etc., is to be included under
 

C or G and not under R.
 

Marketing, Transport (M)
 

This does not include regular shopkeeping and regular
 

trading (like brokering regularly for all goods). It includes
 

all marketing activities of products, inputs, and consumption
 

goods and the transportation involved in these activities. It
 

also includes hiring out of bullocks for any transportation
 

work unless already included in building construction and re

pairs. Note that going with the bullocks to the market is not 

a crop-production activity but time spent by the bullocks on
 

marketing activity.
 

Time spent by people and bullocks on attending marriages
 

and other ceremonial gatherings is to be recorded with code E.
 

If these activities are combined with marketing, include the
 

transport time under marketing, but not the time spent at the
 

function.
 

Learning (L) 
In this activity include School attendance, and time spent 

on going to school and coming back as well as time spelt on home

work. 

N
 



B.9.
 

ReguZa2' Job (H
 

Include time spent on going to job and coming back.
 

Subtract a reasonable time for lunch and rest. Any time
 

spent at house on preparation of job, keeping of records,
 

correcting examination notebooks, etc., is to be included
 

This may apply to teachers, village level workers, pat

waris, etc.
 

In case a family member is employed on a regular basis 

at another household, record his hours of regular work in 

VLS-K. Do not bother about detailed breakup of the job (i.e. 

how much time worked for cultivation and how much on animal 

husbandry). Of course the details of permanent servants of 

the respondent's own household should be recorded activity

wise, as those details will be known to the respondent.
 

B-1O Time At.ocation Data jot Pemanent 
Lab oJ~eA 

For permanent Laborers of the sample household we are
 

only interested in their working time for the sample household.
 

Do not record time spent by them in leisure or work for their
 

own-families (such as repairing the laborers' own house, work

ing on their own fields, household work in their own house

holds, etc.). Work performed by these laborers for the
 

sample household is not done for others.
 

B-11 Pktne Code6 

If the activity of a resource is performed for the 

benefit of the household controlling the resource, new number 

columns 40, 48, 55, 62 are left blank. If the resource is 

hired out or given in exchange to some other household, put 

the Partner Code into these columns. Note that for permanent 

laborers a Partner Code appears in these columns only if they
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B*10
 

.,work for a household other than the one for which they

.usually work. 
To make sure that this is properly done,

actually fill in a zero, when work is done for the sample
household, in columns 45-47, 52-54, 59-61, 67-69. 
The
 
partner codes to be used are:
 

4- Private money lender: for everyone from 
whom the worker has taken a loan 

5 - Landlord: for farmers who leased land to 
the worker 

8 - Others: for farmers to whom the worker
has no special relationship, even if they
are friends or relatives (as long as they
 
pay wages);
 

9 - Exchange labor: for all cases in which
the worker has worked for another farmer
on an exchange basis. (Note that this is
a case where the same Partner Codefor different purposes 9 is used 

on the L and K sche
dules; compare Partner Code Sets I and II

under section 3.1-8, pages 118-122).
 

iaoW0 Wge
 

Value of wages is only recorded if the resource is

hired out. 
On the worksheet, record cash and kind payments

but then convert everything into cash values for VLS-K. 
In
come received in this way is then recorded in the transaction
 
schedule as well. 
 But there the distinction between kind
 
and cash payments is maintained.
 

Value of wages received is recorded only in case of
 
daily casual laborers.
 

Wages of permanent servants of the: sample household
 
are not recorded in VLS-K (even if they occasionally parti
cipate in the daily labor market). Similarly, wages of familymembers working as permanent laborers for others are not re
corded in .VLS-K. This is a regular job. 



B. 11 

Value of wagea is recorded regardless of when wage pay

,ment is actually'received (as for advance payments or deferred 

payments). However, do not record value of wages for services 

;rendered under the Jajmani system sine they are difficult to
 

relate to hourly or daily wage rates. While work is done for
 

others, the investigator cannot record a wage rate and should
 

indicate payments made to the worker in the remarks column only. 

not re-
Similarly, value of wages for exchange labor is 

corded. Only wages actually received in cash or kind are re

..corded since the main purpose of this is to sample wage rates
 

over time, by operation and by people.
 

B-13 . HouA and Fac.tion,6 od HoWL6 

Time allocation data are recorded in hours or, if hours
 

are-less--than 10, in hours and decimal fractions thereof:
 

tfl-14 JAdZP.t~t 
h"OheA" 

_ActvitW. undeA 
Caotegoy 

.ral 

If.a household.member on any given, day 

other activities, his individual code is 

engages 

repeated 

in 

on 

seve

the 

next line and-each of the other activities is coded on a sepa

-rate line,-leaving all other fields blank. 

.B-15 &apk Cownn 

In any additional 'inquiy "the blank columns can be used 

for specific additional :pieces of informatirn. 
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APPENDIX C;.
 

DaY CodeCalinid r, 



__________ 

VILLAGE LEVEL STUDIES - DAY CODE CALENDER 

.Months and Day CodesDates 
Jan. Feb. - --

-Mar. April May JunO July August September 
 Oct. Nov, Dec. 

1 1 '32 61 92 122 153 183 2142 2 33 62 245. 275 306 33693 123 154 184 215 246 276 307 3373 3 34 63 94 , 124 ISS 185 216 
2 

247 277 308 3384 4 3S 64,, 95 12S 156 186 217 248 278 309
.36 65 96 126. IS7 187 218 249 

339 s 27 310 344 
6 6 r37 66 97 127 1s 188 219 250 280 311 341
7 7 38 67 98 128 159 189 220 

6 
251 281 
 312 342
 

39
3 68 99 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343 8
 
9 9, 40 69 100 130 161 191 222 253 283 314 344 910 10 41 70 101 162131 192 223 24111, 24 35~111 42 71 102 132 
 163 193 224 255 285 316 346 '112 12 43 72 103 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 
 347 1213 13 44 73 104 134 165 195 226 
 257 287 
 318 348
14 14 45 74 105 135 166 

13 
196 227 
 258 288 
 319 349 14 

15 15 46 75 106 136 167 197 228 259 
 289 320 350 
 is
16 16 47 76 107 137 168 198 2219 260 290 321 351 1617 17 7748 108 138 169 199 23018 18 49 78 261 291 322 352 17109 139 170 200 231 262 292 
 323 353 
 18
19 19 50 79 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 
 324 3S4 1920 20 51 80 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 35521 21. 2 81 112 142 173 203 
20 

234 265 295 326 
 356 21 

22" 22 53 82 113 143 174 204 235 266 
 296 327 
 357 22
23 23, 54 83 
 114 144 
 17S 205 236 
 267 297 
 328 358
24 23
24 SS 84 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 
 329 359
25, 24
25 56 85 116 146 177 207 238 269 299 330 
 360 2526 26 57 86 117 147 178 208 239 270 300 
 331 361 
 2627 27 
 58 87 118 148 179 209 240 271 301 
 332 362 27
28 28 
 59 88 119 149 180 210 241 272 302 333 
 363 28
 

29 29 60 89 120 150 181 211 242 273 
 303 334 364
30 30 90 29- 121 iSi 182 212 243 274 304 335 
 365 3031 31 - 91 - 1S2 - 213 244 - 30S 366 31 



. APPENDIX , D. 

Dates to which Round Numbers apply
 

for VLS-H, K, L Schedules in Indian Village
 

Level,Studies.
 



- -
-- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - ---- - - - -

-- ---------

Dates Applying t VariousRounds 

- ............
- - - - --- ..... 
'Round - -Number Kinkheda. 

-

-'Kanzara -
- - Kaalrmanu-1 -------

- - -- - - - -- - - ----- - -

Shirpr 


7.7.75 to 7.7.75 to 30.6.75 to 1.7"75 to18.7.75 
 18.7.75 
 11.7.75
11 7 7 , •1

19.7.75 
1.8.75 

to7 .757.75 to 12.775 to 12.775 to31.7.75
0 1.8.75•.12,.7 t 10.8.755-9775t 
2.8.75 to 1.875 to 2.7575 to 11.8.75 to 

4 15.875 21.8.75 2.8.75 11.9.75
16.875 to 22,8.75 to 22.8.75 to 1275 t5 to 
29.8.75 
 4.9.75 
 28.9.75 
 2.10.75
5 30.8.75 to 5.9.75 to 29.9.75 to 3.10.75 to 

19.9.75 
 2.10.75 
 17.10.75 
 22.10.75 

20.9.75 to 3.10.'75 to 18o 23.10.75 to3.10.75 
 21.10.75 
 7.11.75 
 18.11.75
7 4.10.75 to 22.10. 75 to 8.11.75 to 19.11.75 to17.10.75 12.11.75 29.11.75 10.175 58 18.10.75 to 13.11.75 to 30.11.75 to 11.12.75 to
6 7.11.75 28.11.75 
 20.12.75 
 28.12.75
9 8.11.75 to 29.11.75 to 21.12.75 to 29.12.75 to28.11.75 19.12.75 28.1.76 
 20.1.76
:o10 29.11.75 to 20.12.75 to 29.1.76 to 21.1.76 


19.12.75 9.1.76 20.2.76 20.2.7611 20.12.75 to 10.1.76 21.2.76 21.2.76 to
8.1.76 23.11.7 109276 14.3.7612 9.1.76 to 24.1.76 to 11.3.76 to 15.3.76 to30.1.76 13.2.76 
 31.3.76 28.3.76
13 31.1.76 to 14.2.76 to 1.4.76 to 2.76 76 o20.2.76 
 22.7.76 
 16.5.76 
 .4.76
14. 21.2.76 to 26.2.76 to 17.76 6 to 2.4.76 to'
11.3.76 
 12..76 
 27.6.76 
 13.5.76.
15 ,12.3.76 13.3.76 to 28.6.76 toto 14.5.76 to
2.4.76 1.4.76 
 18..76 
 31..76
16 3.4.76 to 2 5
4.76to 19.7.76 tO 6 . .76to
14.5.76 
 75-76 
 8.8.76 
 10.7.76 


-


Dk 


rAueAl
 

15.7.75 to 3.7.754 7 15.7-7-to 3 .77,.,75to 

5.875 to 1.7.75
19.8,756,87
 
to 


20.8.75 to 7.8,75 to5.9.75 27.8.75
 
6.9.75 to 28.8.75 to 
20.75 5 
 30.9.75
 
21.9.75 to 
 1.1075 to 
4.10.75 
 24.10.75 

5.10,75 to 25.10.75 to 
20.10.75 
 13t11o75
 
21.10.75 to 14.1175 o 
6.11.75 30.11.75
 
7.1.75 to 1.12.75 to 
5.12.75 
 14.12.75
 
6.12.75 to 
 15.12.75 to 
27.12.75 29.12.75 
28.12.75 to 
 30.12.75 to 
15.1.76 13.1.76 
16.1.76 to 14.1.76 to 
6. 2.7 4.2.76 
7.276 to 
 5.2.76 o 
26.2.
76 1.4.76
 
27.2.76 
 to 2.4.76 to 
16.3.76 
 16.5.76
 
17 1.76 to 17.5.76 to 
2.4.76 
 11.6.76
 
3.4.76 
to 12.6.76 to 
18. 25.7.76
 
19.5.76 to 
 26.7.76 to
 
30.5.76 
 10.9.76
 

http:30.12.75
http:28.12.75
http:29.12.75
http:27.12.75
http:15.12.75
http:14.12.75
http:30.11.75
http:21.10.75
http:20.10.75
http:25.10.75
http:24.10.75
http:20.12.75
http:19.12.75
http:20.12.75
http:29.11.75
http:19.12.75
http:28.11.75
http:29.12.75
http:21.12.75
http:29.11.75
http:28.12.75
http:20.12.75
http:28.11.75
http:11.12.75
http:30.11.75
http:13.11.75
http:18.10.75
http:29.11.75
http:12.11.75
http:17.10.75
http:19.11.75
http:18.11.75
http:21.10.75
http:23.10.75
http:22.10.75
http:17.10.75


-------------------------------------- ---------------------------

--------------- ---------------------------- 
-- -- -- 

---

--

D.2
 

Dates Applying to Various Rounds (continued}
 
-

Round 
Number Kinkheda Kanzara Kalman Shirapur .Dokur Aurepalie 

-

17 15.5.76,to' 8.5. 176 to 9.8.76 to' 11.7.76 to 31.5.76 to- 11.9.7626.76 24.6.76 29.8.76 29.7.76 13.7.'76 '28'.9016 
to 

18 26.6.76 to 25.6.76 to 30.8.76 to 30.7.76 to 14.7.7,6to 29.9.7630.6.76 30.6.76 19.9.76 
to 

20.8.76 18.8'76 : 19.10.76 
19 1.7.76 to 1.7.76 to to to20.9.76 21.8.76 19'.8.76 to 20.10.76 to15.7.176 15.7.76 10.10.76 16.9.76 4.10.76 7.11.76
 
20 16'7.76 to 16.7.76 to 11.10.76 to 17.9.76 to -5.
10. 76 to 8.11.76 to
5.8.761 5.8.76 
 2.11.76 19.10.76. .12.11.76 19.12.76
 
21 6.8.76 to 
 6.8.76 to 2.11.76 to 20.10.76 to 13.11.76 to 20.12.76 to


27.8.76 26.8.76 21.11.76. 13.11.76, 3.12.76 13.2.77 
22 28.8.76 to 27.8.76 to 22.11.76 to 14.11.76 to 4.12.76 to 14.2.77 to

17.9.76 
 16.9.76, 13.12:76 ',30.11.976 22.12.76 5.3.77
 
23 18.9.76 to 
 17.9.76 to. 14.12.76 to 1.12.76,to .23.12.76 to 6.3.77.to


8.10.76 7.10.76 3.1.77- 25176 11.1.77 1.4.77 
24 9.10.76 to 8.10.76 to, 4.1.77-to 26.12.76 to 12.1.77 to 2.4.77 to

29.10.76 29.10.76 23.1.77' .22.1.77 13.2.77 
 30.4.77 
25 301.6to 30.10.76 to 24.1.717,to, 23.1.77 to 14.2.77 to 1.5.77 to19.11.76 19.11.76 13. 2.i77 7 .. 3.4. 7,7 23.6.77 
26 20.11.76 to 20.11.76 to 14.2.77,'to 12.2.77 to 
 4.4.77.to 24.6.77 to


10.12.76 10.12.76 6.3.77 637 24.4.77, 21.7.77
 
27, 11.12.76 to 11.12.76 to 7 .3.77; 'to 7..7to :2504.77 'to 
 22.7.77 to
31.12.76 31.12.76 21.*4,.77 29A4.77 -10.050-77T 18.8.77
281..77 to 1.1.77 to 22.4.77' to 30.4.77 to 1157 t 9877 to 

21.1.77 21.1.77 %77 

29 22.1.77 to 22.1.77 to 2.6.77 to.,-


1. 6.77 28.6.77 '9.7. 14.19.77 
10.7.77 to. 


11.2.77 11.2.77 24.7.077 


1.87
 
3012.2.77 to 
 12.2.77 to 25.7*77-to- 19.,8.77:to.

4.3.77 25.3.77 
 12. 11.7 29.9.77. 
315.3.77 to 26.3.77 to 30.04' o
-

25.3.77 15.4.77 
 .. 17
 
32 26.3.77 to 16.4.77 to --. 
 -6.11..77 
 to
 

6.5.77 6.5.77 
 8.12.7 

33' 7.5.77 to 7.5077 to 
10.6.77 20.5.77 



"34, 11.6.77 to , 21.5.77 'to -- *

'30.6.77 27.6.77
35 
 -- 28.6.77 to -


30.N6. 77
 

http:315.3.77
http:3012.2.77
http:14.19.77
http:21.*4,.77
http:31.12.76
http:31.12.76
http:11.12.76
http:11.12.76
http:10.12.76
http:10.12.76
http:4.4.77.to
http:20.11.76
http:20.11.76
http:19.11.76
http:19.11.76
http:30.10.76
http:29.10.76
http:29.10.76
http:26.12.76
http:6.3.77.to
http:14.12.76
http:22.12.76
http:14.11.76
http:22.11.76
http:13.11.76
http:21.11.76
http:20.12.76
http:13.11.76
http:20.10.76
http:19.12.76
http:19.10.76
http:11.10.76
http:10.10.76
http:20.10.76
http:19'.8.76
http:19.10.76


APPEND;IX i;,E 

Description of Data:Formats and Codes
 
for all Schedules in ICRISAT's 'VillageLevel
 

Studies.
 



E.1
 

VLS-C : Household Member Schedule'' 

Field Co'lum No. Description AINIB* Possible Data 

No. t . Column:.N'. ~D/Ct, Psillaa 
1 2 3 4 56 6 

1 1.. Card code A D C 

2 Vill. code A D AB,C DEiF 

3 Land class N C 0 to3 

4,5 House Number N C lto99 

6 Year N: C 0 to, 9 

7,8,9 Day of interview N C 1to 366 

2 10,11 Men code N C to 99 

3 12. Relationship N zC 1 to 9 

4 13 Sex An D 'M,F, 

5 1415 Age N C 0 to99 

6 16 Marital Status A D U,M,WD,S. 

7 -17 Education code N C 1 to 9 

8 18,19 Education termina
tion year N" C. 0 to 99 

9 -20" Main occupation AD ABCDE9GHJIC, 
L,M,NZ 

10 21 Subsidiary occupation A D, 

1I 22 Place code N C to 5 
23 Purpose code N C I to 5 
24 Frequency of visits N C, 1 to 5 
25 Remittances N C to 3 

12 26,27 Period of Employment: N -C -0 to 99 

13 28 Nature of employment N C 1 to 4 

14 29 Other commitments N C 1 to 5 

15 30,31 Hours of work N C 0 to 24 
16 32,33,34 Monthly wages(cash) N C 0 to 999 

17 35,36,37 Monthly wages (kind) N C 0to 999 
18 38,39 Period of employment N .C 0 to-99 

19 40 Nature of employment N C 1 to 4 

20 41 Other commitments N C i to 5 



E .;2
 

(VLS-C 	continued)
 

1. 	 2 3 4 56 

21 42,43 Hours of works N C 1 to-24 

22 44,45,46 Monthly wages (cash) N C ... 0 to 999 

23 47,48,49 Monthly wage (kind) N C Oto 999 

-24, 50 Degree of disability N C 1 to 5 

25 51 Status changes N.. C 1 to 8, 

* A = Alpha; N = Numerical; B - Both' 

t.D =fDiscrete; C = Continuous 

Note: 	 In Alpha field, we never used 'I'and.'01'. Therefore whenever A to Z
 
are continuously used, 'I'and '0'are excluded.
 



------- ------------ 
------ 

------------------- 

E.3. 
VLS-D Plot and Crop Rotation Schedule 

Fi old.N Description 
-

-

No. col.o. A/N/B D/C Possible Data 
1 
1" ------------------- 56
3 -----------4 ---------------------------

----- ----------- -

1 1 Card Code A D: D 
2 Village Code A D A,B C,D,E,F 
3 Land class A C, 0 to 3 
4 House number N C 1 to 99 
6 Year N C O to 9 
7,8,9, Day of interview N, C 1 to 366

2 10 Main plot code A D A,B,C,D,E,F,G,HJ,KL, 

0NPQpRS,T,UV,WX, 
Y,Z. 

11 Sub-plot code A D A,B,CDE, ,GHJKL, 

M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,
• • Y,Z 

3 12,13 Distance N C 0to99 

4 14 Inside or outside N D 0,1
5. 15 Ownership status A D A,B,C,DE,FG,H,K,L,P, 

Q,RT,S,
6 16,17,18 Area N C 0 to 999 

7 19,20,21 Cultivable area N C 0 to 999 
8 22,23,24 Command area N C 0 to 999 
9 25 Source code N, C 1 to 6

10 26 Ownership code N C 1 to 5 
11 27 Season available N C 0 to 5 
12 28 Soil type N. C 1 to 8 
13 29 Bunding code N C 0 to 4 
14 30,31,32 Revenue rate N C 0 to 999
15 33,34 1st season maincrop A D CACBCCCD,CE,CF,CG, 

CH,CJ,CK,CL,CM,CN,CP, 
CX, :PA,PB,PC,PD,PX,BA, 
BB,BC,BD,BE,BF,BG,BX, 
DA,DBDXSA,VA ,VB,VC,
VD,VEVX VY, FA,FBFC,
FD,FE , FG, X,ZCZD.

16., 35,36 1st season second 
crop A D -do

17 37,38 lst season third 
crop A D -do

18 39,40 1st-season fourth 
crop A, -do

19 41,42 - ist season fifth 
crop A D -do



------------
---------- 

----- --------

----------- -------------- -- ---- -

SE,4.' 

(VLS-D continued)/: 

.4 , 


32 
 5 6 
----.. 


20 43 More than five crops N D1 
More26 54 than five crops N :1D"
 

21, 44945 
 2nd season main 
crop A,-:- D 	 CACBCCCD,CD,CECF, 

CGCHCJ,CK, CL, CM,
CNgcPCX,PApB,PCPD, 
PX,BAOBB,BC,BD,BE,BF, 
BG,BX,DA,DB,DX,SA,VA,
 
VBVC,VD,VE,VXVY,FA, 
FBFC, FD, FE,FG, FX,ZC,ZD,
 

22 46,47 
 2nd season secondcrop A 
 D -do
23 48,49 
 2nd season thirdcrop A D -do
24 50,51 
 2nd season fourthcrop
 

A D -do25 52,53 2nd season fifthcrop A D -do
27 55,56 
 3rd season firstcrop 
 A D. -do
28 57,58 
 3rd season secondcrop A 	 -do-
D 

29 59,60,61 Measured area 
 N C 0 to 999 
30 62,63,64 Value per acre 
 N C O to 999
 
31 65 
 Relay cropping N D 1
32 66,67 Fruit trees 
 N C 0 to 99 
33 68,69 
 Other trees 
 N 
 C 0 to 99
34 70 
 Sub-Sub plot code 
 A D ABCDEFGHJKL,
 

MNPQRS TvUVWXt
 
YZ.35 _71 Crop suitability code N C 0 to 5
 



VLS-E Animal Inventory Schedule 

Field No. Col.No. Description A/N/B D/C Possible data 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 1 
2 
3 
4,5 
6 
7 to 9 

Card code 
Vill. code 
Landholding class 
Household Number 
Year 
Day of interview 

A 
A 
N 
N 
N 
N 

D 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

E 
A to F 
0 to 3 
I to 99 
0 to 9 
I to 366 

2 10,11 Item code (2D) A -D LALB,LCLDLELFLG, 

LH,LK,LM,LPLqLz. 
3 12 Item code (ID) - - NIL 

4 13 Unit A D N 

5 14 to 19 Quantity N C 0 to 999999 

6 20 to 24 Value N C Oto 99999 
7 25, Source N, C, 1 to-6 



E.6.
 

VLS-F Farm Implement Inventory Schedule 

Fie!d No. 

1 

1 

2 


3 


413 


5 


6 


7 


COLNO 

2 

1 
2 


3 

4,to 5 

9 
7,8,9 


10, 


12 


14~19 -to 

14 to 19~ 


20 to 24 


25 


Description 
 A/N 

3 4 

Card code 
 A 
Vill. code 
 A 
Landholding 

class NHousehold No. 
 N 

Year N 
Day of interview N 
Item code (2D) A 


Item code (ID) 
 -

, i
UntA -iy 


Quandt in N 


stock
 
Value of stock 
 N 

Source of stock 
N 


D/C 

-


D 
C 


C 
C 

C: 
C 
D 


-

D 

C 


C 


C 


Possible data 

-
 -


F
 
A to F
 

:O to 3 
I to 99 

0 to 9 
1 to 366 
EAEB,EC,ED,EF,EG,EH, 

EJIEK,I L,EM,EN,EP,EQ,
 
ER,ES ,ET,EUEY,EZ,
 
MA, MB, MC, MD,ME,MF,
MG, MH, W9,MML
 

MZ.
 

NIL
 

N 

0 to 999999
 

0 to 99999
 

I to6 



VLS-GF':'arm Building Inventory Schedule. 

Field No. Col.No. Description A/N/B D/C Possible data 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 
2 

Card code 
Vill. code 

A 
A 

D 
C 

G 
A to F 

3 Landholding 
' 

4 to 
6 

5 
class N 

Household Number N 
Year N 

C 
C 
C 

0 to 3 
I to 99 
.0to 9 

7, to 9 Day of interview.N C 1. to 366 

2 10,11 Item code (2D) A D QA, QZ 

3 12' Item code (ID) - - NIL 

4 13 Unit Ai D S 

5 14 to 19 Quantity in" 
.stock N C Oto 999999 

6 20 to 24 Value Of stock. N C 0 to 999990 

7 25. Source N C I to 6 
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E.8. 

VLS-H Cultivation Schedule
 

Field No. Col.No. 

1 2 

I 
2 
3 
4,5 
6:, 
7,8,9 

10: 

11 

3 12 


Description 


3 


Card code 

Village code 

Landholding class 

Household Number 

Year 


'Day -) interview 

Man plot code 


Sub-plot code 

Operation code 


A/N/B 


4 


A 

A 

N 

N 

N 

N 


A 


A 

A 


4 13,14,15 Family labor used hours
 
(male) M


5 16,17,18 Family labor 
used hours
 

(female)N

6 19,20,21 Family labor used hours 
N 


(child)
7 22,23,24 Hired labor used hours
 
(male) N
8 25,26,27 Hired labor used hours
 

(female) N
9 28,29,30 Hired labor used hours
 
(child) N
10 31,32,33 Bullock hours (owned) 
 N 


11 34,35,36 Bullock hours (hired) 
 N 
12 37,38 Machinery (type code) A 

13 39 Machinery(hired or owned)N 
14 40,41,42 Machinery (Time-Hours)
15 43 
 Fertilizers (type code) 

N 

A 


D/C Possible data 
5 6 

D H 
C A to F 
C 0 to 3 
C I to 99 
C Oto 9 
C I to 366 
D AB,C,D,E,F,G,H,P,J,K,L, 

M,N,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,YZ 
D - do -
D AB,CD,E,F,G,H,J,K,LM, 

M,N,P,QRST,UXZ. 

C 0 to 999 

C 0 to 999 
C 0 to 999 

C 0 to 999 

C 0 to 999 

C 0 to 999
 
C 0 to 999
 
C 0 to 999
 
D MA,HBMC,MD,ME,MFMG,H,KJ,MK,ML,NN,MP,MZ. 

D 0, 1
 

C 0 to 999
 
D A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K,L,M,
 

44,45,46 Fertilizers(Quantity inN,P,Q,R,S,,U,X,Z.
 

17 kgs) N47 Organic manure(type code N 

18 48,49,50 Organic manure(Quantity/
 

Quintal) N 

19 51 
 Irrigation code 
 N 

20 52 Insecticides (type code) N 

21 53,54,55 Insecticides(Quantity/
 

kgs,lits.) N
22 56,57 Seeds (type code) 
 A 


C 
C 

0 to 999
I to 8 

C 

C 

C 

0 to 999 
I to 6 

1 to 9 

C 
D 

0 to 999 
CACB,CC,CD,CE,CF,CG,CH, 
CJ,CK,CL,CM,CN,CP,CX, 
BA,BB,BC,BD,BEBF,BCBX, 
DA,DB,DX, 
SA,VA,VB,VC,VDj .X,VY,
FA,FB,FCFD,FE,FG,kX,ZC. 



E.9. 

(VLS-H contd.) 

1 2 31 45 

23 58,59,60 Seeds (Quantity/kgs) N C' 0 to 999 
24 61,62 Main Product. (type code) A D CACB,CC,CD,CE,CF,CG,CHCJOCK,CL, 

CMCNCPCX, 
PA,PB ,PC,PD,PX, 
BA,BB,BC,BD,BE ,BF,BGBX$ 
DA,DBDX,SA, 
VA,VB,VC,VD,VE ,VX,VY, 
FA,FB,FC,FD,FE,FG,FX,ZC,ZD,, 

25 63,6465, 
66 

Main' product (Quantity/ 
kgs) N C 0 to 9999 

26 67,68 By'product (type code) A D ZA,ZB,ZC,ZD,ZEZK. 

27 69,70,71, 
72 

By-product (Quantity/ 
quintals) N C. 0 to 9999 

28 73 Sub-sub plot code A. D A,BC,D,EF,G,H,JK,L,M,NPsQ,R,. 

29 74 Insecticides (type code) A D 
S,T,UV,WX,Y,Z.
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K,L 



-L-10 

VLS-K Labor_,LDraft aninmal6, Machinery, Utilization Schedule 

Field No. Col.No. Description 
 A/N/B D/C Possible data
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 I 
 Card code 
 A D K
2 Village code 
 '"A C 
 A to F
3 Landholdin3 class N C 0 to 34,5 Household number N. -C 0 to 996 Year N C 0 to 97,8,9 Day of interview N C I to 366 

10,11 Human Resource code A D HApHB,HCHDHE,HFHG, 

Live-stock code HH,HJ.A D LA,.LD,LELB3 12,13 Individual Number N C 1 to 99 
4 14 Hired or owned activity 
 N C 0 to 9
5 15 Operation code A D A.,B,C,D,EF,G,H,JKL, 

6 16,17,18 Hours MN,P,QR,S,XqZ.
N: C 0 to 24
7 19,20,21 Value of wages 
 N C 
 0 to 999
 

8 22 Hired or owned activity 
 N . to9
 
9 23,24,25 Hours 
 N C 0 to24
 

10 26,27,28 Value of wages 
 N C 0:to.999
 
11 
 29 Hired or owned activity N, C 0 to 9
 
12. 30,31,32 Hours N C 0 to 24 
13.: 33,34,35 Value of wages N C 0 to 999 
14 36 Hired or owned activity iN C 0 to 9
 
15 37,38,39 Hours 
 N C 0 to 24 
16 40,41,42 Value of wages 
 N C 
 0 to 999
 
17 43 
 Hired or owned activity 
 N C 0 to 9_
 
18 44,45,46 Hours 
 N, C. 0 to 24
 
19 47,48,49 Value of wages 
 N C 
 0 to 999
 
.20 50 
 Hired or owned activity. 
 N C 0 to 9
 
21 51,52,53 *Hours 
 N C 
 0 to 24'
 
22 54,55,56 Value of wages 
 N :C 0 to 999*
 
23 57 Hired or owned activity N C 0 to 9
24 58 Work kind code 
 A D A,S,K,IJ,E,Z. ,
25' 59,60,61 Hours N C •0 to,24 



E.11.
 

(VLS-K contd.) 

1 2 3 4 5. 6 

26 62,63,64 Value of wages N C 0 to 999. 
27 65,66 Food gathering/processing. N C .0to 24 

(Hours) 

28 67,68 Fuel gathering/processing 
(hours) N C 0 to 24 

29 69,70 School Attendance (Hours) N C 0 to 24 
30 71,72 Regular job N C 0 to 24 
31 73 Reasons for not working N C 1 to 9 

32 74,75 Involuntary unemployment N C 0 to 99 
(no. of days) 

33 76,77 Wage employment(No.of days)N C 0 to 99 

34 78,79 Non-farm Employment( No. 
of days) N C 0 to' 99 

"N'
 



E.12. 

VLS-L Household Transaction Schedule 

File No. Col.No. Description A/N/B 

12 3 4 

Card Code A 
2 Village code A 
3 
4,5 

Landholding class 
Household Number 

N 
N 

6 Year N 
7,8,9 Day of interview N 

2 10,11 Account Receiving money. 
value N 

3 12,13 Item code (2D) B 

4 14 'Item" code - (ID) A 

N 


D/C Possible data 

5 6 

D 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

L 
A to F 
0 to-3 
I to 99 
0 to 9 
1 to 366 

C 01 to 89 
D IA 

2A,2B,2C,2D,2E,2F,2G,2H,2J, 
2K,2L, 
3A,3B,3C,3D,3E,3F,3G, 
4A,4B,5A,5B,6A,6B,7A,7B,8A, 
8B, 8C, 8D, 9A, 
AV,AD,AF,AG,AMAP ,AS ,AW,AX, 
AY 
BA,BB,BC,BDBE,BF,B,,BH,BL, 
BS,BX, 
CA,CB,CC,CD,CE,CF,CG,CHCP, 
CJ ,CK,CL,CM,CN,CQCX, 
DA,DB,DX, 
EA,EB,ECED,EFEG,EH,EJ,EK, 
ELEMEN ,EP ,EQ,ERES,ET,EU, 
EY,EZ, 
FA,FB ,FC,FD,FE,FG,FX, 
GE,GG,GP,G1M,GS ,GN,GZ, 
HA,HB,HC,HD,HE ,HF ,HG,HH,HJ, 
KA,KBKC,KD,KE ,KF,KG,H,KJ, 
KK,KL,KM,KN,KP ,KQ,KRKZ, 
LA,LB,LC,LDLE,LF,LG,LHLK, 
MLP ,LQ ,LZ , 

MA,MB,MC,MD,ME ,MF,MG,MH,MJ, 
MK,ML,MN,MP ,MZ, 
NA,NB ,NC,ND,NMNN,NP,NS,NZ, 
PA,PB ,PC,PD,PF ,PG,PH,PJ,PX,PZ, 
QA,QB,QC,QD,QE,QFQG,QH,QJ, 
QK,QZ, 
RA,RB,RC,RD, RE, RF,RG,RZ, 
SA,SBSX, 
VA,VB,VC,VD ,VE,VXVY,
ZAZB ,ZC,ZD,ZE,ZK. 

D 

C 

A,BC,D,E,F,G,H,J,K,LM,N, 
P,Q;R,S,T,U,X,Z. 
Ito 9 



E.13.
 

(VLS-L contd.)
 

5
1 2 34 

5 15 Unit A D QL*C.SMKNAH. 

6 16,17,181',20,21 Goods/Services out 
i (qun'ti N C 0 to 999999 

7 22,23,24, Money value in (value) N C 0 to 9999999 

25,26,27, 
28. 

9 31,32 Item code (2D) B D 02 to 99 

1A 
2L.
2A,2B,2C,2D,2E,2F,2G,2H,2J,2K,
 

3A,3B,3C ,3D,3E,3F,3G
 
4A,4B,5A,5B,6A,6B,7A,7B,8A,8B,8C,
 
8D09A
 
ACqADmAFAGAM,AP ,ASpAWAX'AY, 
BAgBB,BC,BD,BE,BF,DG,BHBL,BS ,X
 

CB CCD , CE, CF,CG , CH',CPCJCK'CA 
CL,CM,CN,CQ,CX 
DADB,DX
 
EA,EB ,EC,ED,EF,EG,EH,EJ,EK,EL,EM,EN,
 

EP ,EQ,ER,ES,ET,EU,EY,EZ
 
FAFB,FCFD,FEFGFX
 
GE,GG,GP,GM,GS,GN,GZ
 
KA,KB,KC,KD,KE,KF,KG,KHKJ,KK,KLKM,
 

KN,KCP ,KQ,KR,KZ
 
LALBtLCLDLELFLGLHLKLMLP, 
LQLZ 
MAmMB,MCD,NE ,MF,MG,MH,MJ, MK,ML,ItI, 
MP,NZ 
NANB ,NC,ND,NM,NN,NP,NS,NZ 
PA,PB,PC,PD,PF,PG,PH,PJPXPZ 
QA,QB,QC,QD,QE ,QF,QGQH,QJ,QKQZ 

RA,RB,RC,RD,RE,RF, RG, RZ 
SA,SB,SX
 
VA,V13 ,VC,VD,VE,VXVY
 
ZA,ZBZC,ZDZE,ZK
 

8 29, 30 Account paying money
 
N C 02 to 99
value 


(A D AOB,C,D,E,F$G,HJOK,LM,NP,Q,RItem code ,(ID)10 33 S,TU,XZ, 

('N C lto 9 

A D 'Q,L,C,S,M,KN,A,H
11' 34 Unit 


12 +35 to 40 Goods/Services in
 
N C 0 to 999999
to 47 Money (Quantity) 

N C 0 to 9999999


13 41 to 47 Money value out 


N, C 0 to 99
 
14 48,49 Distance in miles 




E.-10.-

VLS-P Credit and Debt Schedule 

Field No. Col.No. Descripta.on A/N/B D/C Possible data 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

. Card code A D P 
2 Village code A C A to F 
3 Landholding class N C 0 to 3 
4 to 5 Household Number N C I to 99 
6 Year N C 0 to 9 
7to 9 Day of interview N C I to 366 

10 38 Item A D SD,C,L,Z ,BR,9AY 

11 39 to 43 Value (Rs) N C 0 to 99999 
.12 44 45 Purpose N C 0 to 89 

13 46 Source N C I to 9 

14 47,48 % Interest(monthly) N C 0 to 99 

15 49,50,51 Period (of outstanding) N C .0 to 999 

16: 52,53,54 Period (Overdue) N 'C 0 to 999



.gLOSSARY 

Jajmani System : Hereditay Patron-client System 

Beedi Country Cigarette 

Agarbathi Incense/Stick 

Kharif Season : Monsoon Season 

Rabi Season : Post-Monsoon Season 

Puja : Worship 

Nagoba : A Diety 

Tirupati : Piligrimage 

Gunta: Land Measurement Unit Equal to 

0.025 Acres 
DesitPlough Country Plough 

Vaidya : Doctor 

Jadugar Magician 

Toddy Tapping Palm Wine Tapping 

Gur Jaggery 

Ganza ' Hashis 

ICR 78-0017
 


